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BUDDHIST TEXTS FROM JAPAN.

IN
a paper which I read before the Royal Asiatic Society on the

1 6th of February, 1880, and which was published in the April number

of the Journal of that Society, I explained how the thought t"hat there

might be Sanskrit texts still existing in Japan was suggested to me

by a copy of a Chinese vocabulary, published in Japan, which the

Rev. Dr. Edkins received at Yokohama from the Rev. Dr. Nathan

Brown in July, 1873, and which he kindly left with me during his last

stay in England. This vocabulary gives the Sanskrit equivalents for

the Chinese words, the Sanskrit words being first written in a peculiar

Buddhist alphabet, and afterwards transliterated both with Chinese

and Japanese letters. Such a publication gave me a conviction that

an interest in Sanskrit must have been kept up in Japan from its

first conversion to Buddhism about 600 A. D. to a comparatively recent

date, for the book given to Dr. Edkins at Yokohama did not strike

me as very old, and I could not help hoping that, in spite of the great

political convulsions through which Japan has passed during the twelve

centuries that have elapsed since its conversion to Buddhism, some relics

of Sanskrit or Pali MSS. might have escaped destruction, and be still pre-

served in some of the old monasteries and temples of that country.

When therefore, during the course of the year 1879, two Buddhist priests,

first, Mr, Bunyiu Nanjio, and afterwards Mr. Kasawara, who had been sent

to England by the most influential and liberal-minded sect, the Shinshu ^,

arrived at Oxford to learn Sanskrit, I strongly urged them to make in-

quiries among their friends at home about the existence of Sanskrit MSS.
or printed texts, and in December (1879) Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio brought me
a book which a Japanese scholar, Mr. Shuntai Ishikawa, had sent to me,

containing- a Sanskrit text, which he wished me to correct and send back
*i3

^ Founded by Shinran, in the thirteenth century A. D. Shinran was a disciple of

Genku, who had established the doctrine of Ziodo (Sukhavati or the Pure Land) in

Japan in a.d. 1174. In China this sect dates from the Liang dynasty (502-557 a.d.).

B [lILi.]



% BUDDHIST TEXTS FROM JAPAN.

to him to Japan. The Sanskrit was written in the same old Buddhist

alphabet as the vocabulary, in perpendicular, not in horizontal, lines, and

was accompanied by a Chinese translation and a Japanese translitera-

tion. Although this Sanskrit text of the smaller Sukhavati-vyuha text

was very corrupt, I succeeded in restoring it to a certain extent^ and

published it, with an English translation and notes, in the Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society (April 1880) \

The publication of that Sanskrit text attracted the attention of

Mr. Wylic, who wrote to me on the 3rd of March that he had brought a

number of books from Japan, some of which seemed to him to contain

Sanskrit texts. When these books were sent to me for examination^

I found that most of them contained specimens of Sanskrit alphabets

only, scraps of facsimiles in different varieties of the old Buddhist

alphabet, unmeaning Tantras and Dhara;/is
;

but in addition to these,

I found at least two continuous texts, the Va^ra^/^/^edika and the

Pra^''//a-hr/daya-sutra.

There was also among them a second Chinese-Sanskrit-Japanese

vocabulary, called the 'Thousand Sanskrit and Chinese Words,' a

well-known work, which, however, became of great interest to me, because

it contained some curious information on fragments of ancient Sanskrit

MSS. preserved in Japan. The vocabulary in question was arranged

by I-tsing, who left China for India in 671, about twenty-seven years
after Hiouen-thsang's return from India to China. In the Japanese
edition of that vocabulary it was stated that the text had been brought
from China to Japan by Zikaku, a Japanese priest, who went to China
in 838, and returned to Japan in 847. In 884 another Japanese priest,

Rioyiu, copied the vocabulary from a text belonging to the priest
Yuikai. The edition brought from Japan by Mr. Wylie

^ had been

published there in 1773, but an earlier edition by a priest called Zakumio
dates from the year 1737.

In the preface of Zakumio's edition the following curious passage
occurs :

' This vocabulary is generally called,
" One Thousand Sanskrit

and Chinese Words." And it is stated in Annen's work that it was

* See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 47. The preface is written in Chinese and dated

1773, by the Japanese editor Ziomio.
^ See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 6.
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first brought from China by Z'lkaku. I have corrected several mistakes

in this vocabulary, after comparing many copies ; yet the present edition

is not free from blunders. I hope the readers will correct them, if

they have better copies.'
' In the monastery of Horiu^i, in Yamato, there are preserved the Tragna.-

paramita-hndaya-sutra and Sonshio-dhara;a, written on two palm-leaves,

handed down from Central India
;
and at the end of these, the fourteen

sounds of Siddham (alphabet) are written. In the present edition of

the vocabulary the alphabet is in imitation of that of the palm-leaves,

except such forms of letters as cannot be distinguished from those

prevalent among the scriveners of the present day.'
* Of the letters on the palm-leaves, the second of the dentals

[i.
e.

the palatals] and the second of the labials, viz. ^ ["3] and 7r W? ^^e re-

jected (in this edition), because these (being unusual in style) are difficult

to distinguish. But those forms, viz. the second of the Unguals, ^
[7],

and the second and the fourth of the gutturals [i.
e. dentals] ^ [^],

c) [v], and the vowels, =~
[i], V [e], and i for i [rf\, are used (in

the edition) in spite of their strange characters, because there is no

fear of confusion (in employing them),' etc.

Here then was conclusive evidence that, so late as 1727, palm-leaves,

containing the text of Sanskrit Sutras, were still preserved in the

monastery of Horiu-ci. That monastery is one of eleven famous monas-

teries founded by prince Umayado, who died A. D. 621. It stands in

the town of Tatsuta, in the province Yamato, near Kioto, the ancient

or western capital of Japan.
The wish which I expressed that somebody acquainted with Buddhist

literature should visit that monastery and send me copies of these ancient

palm-leaves was fulfilled more readily than I had any right to expect.

On the 2nd of August (1880) Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio wrote to me that

he had received a letter from Japan, dated the 23rd of May, written by
Mr. Shigefuyu Kurihara in Kioto, who says that he, in company with two

young Buddhist priests, Kuken Kanematsu and Yiukei Ota, were com-

missioned by their monastery, the Eastern Hongwan^i in Kioto, to

visit several places in search of Sanskrit MSS. He first went to a

monastery called Koki^i in the province of Kaway^i, but the head-priest,

Kaishin Kurehito, being absent, he was not allowed to see the Sanskrit

B 2



4 BUDDHIST TEXTS FROM JAPAN.

MSS. This monastery belongs to the Shingon or the Tantra sect, and

it is famous as the former abode of Hogo, who pubhshed the edition

of the small Sukhavati-vyuha in A. D. 1794. The teacher of Hogo was

Ziun (so Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio was informed by the head-priest of Koki^^i),

and he seems to have been an active collector of ancient Sanskrit texts.

But in a letter published by Kaishin Kurehito, in a Japanese newspaper,

called Mei-kio-shin-shi, i. e.
' New Record for illustrating the teaching

of Buddha,' dated April 1880, he states that Ziun, the teacher of Hogo,
could collect three Sanskrit texts only during his lifetime, viz. (i) the

small Sukhavati-vyuha, (2) the Pra^ylaparamita-hrzdaya-sutra, and (3) the

Bhadra/^ari-pra;/idhana. A fourth text, the Va^a^/^//edika-pra^;Tapara-

mita-s<atra, was discovered after his death by one of his disciples, iTido.

Afterwards, on the 28th of Aprils 1880, Mr. Shigefuyu Kurihara and his

friends went to the monastery of Horiu^'i, a monastery which formerly

was independent, the priests studying the principles of the four Chinese

Buddhist sects, viz. Hosso, Sanron, Shingon, and Ritsu, but which at

present belongs exclusively to the Shingon sect. Here they were told

by the head-priest, G\ok\o /iTibaya, that the priests had lately sent their

valuables, and among them those very palm-leaves, mentioned as still

preserved there in 1727, to the Imperial Court.

They gathered, however, the following information from a book,

entitled Ikaruga-ko-^i-ben-ran, i. e.
' Memorandum on the ancient affairs

concerning a place called Ikaruga
'

(where prince Umayado lived about

A. D. 600), compiled by a priest of the name of Kakuken :

' Among
the treasures of the monastery were formerly to be found

'i. Nio, i.e. a cymbal used in Buddhist temples.
'

2. Mid^'u-game, i. e. a water-vessel.
'

3. Shaku-^io, i. e. a staff, the top of which is furnished with metal

rings, as carried by Buddhist priests.

'4. Kesa, i.e. Kashaya, a scarf worn by Buddhist priests across the

shoulder, which is said to have belonged to Bodhidharma (a. d. 520) ^
'

5. Ha>^i, i. e. a bowl, which is said to have belonged to Bodhidharma.
'

6. Palm-leaves which contain the Son-shio-dharai and the Fra^na.-

(paramita)-hr/daya-sutra.
' These things are said to have been in the possession of some Chinese

^
Eitel, Handbook, s.v. Bodhidharma.
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priests, named H\vui-sz' (Yeshi) and Nien-shan (Nenzen), and four others

successively, who Hved in a monastery on the mountain called Nan-yo

(Nangaku) in the province of Hang (K6) in China \ In the thirty-

seventh year of the age of Prince Umayado (who after his death was

called Shistoku, i. e. wise and virtuous), i. e. in 609 A. D., a retainer of the

Mikado Suiko, Ono Imoko by name (he was twice sent to China as

ambassador, in 607 and 608 a. D.), brought these things to Japan from

the country of the Great Zui
(i.

e. China under the Sui dynasty, 589-
618 A.D.).'

In a later letter, dated August last, and received on the 7th of October,

written by the two companions of Mr. Shigefuyu Kurihara, Kanematsu
and Ota, we were informed that the palm-leaves had not been actually

sent to the Imperial Court, but kept in Nara, a town close to the

monastery of H6riu,d, where an Exhibition of ancient works of art wa-s

then taking place. But instead of being in the Exhibition, it turned

out that these palm-leaves were kept in the Imperial treasure-house,

called Shozoin, close to the Exhibition, and could not be seen without

an order from the Home Department. That order arrived, however, in

the beginning of June, and on the fourth of that month the two young
priests saw the long sought-for palm-leaves. They were kept in a box
covered with a net of strings, and difficult to see. The two palm-
leaves were written on one side only, and the letters were very small

and sometimes illegible. With the help of a copy, however, of these

palm-leaves, made about the middle of the seventeenth century, by a

priest called ^iogon (who had added to his copy a transliteration and
a literal translation in Chinese), they were able to read the original, and

to make a new copy of it ^. Each leaf contained seven lines, and the

^
Hang-shan, 'the Hang mountain,' is generally called Nan-yo, 'the southern

high mountain.' It is
' the southern of the five mountains, which lies in Hang-/^eu-

fu, "the prefecture or subdivision Hang->^eu," on the west side of the river Siang
in Hunan, a modern province in China

;
it is about 3000 feet high, and appears to

be part of an ancient mountain range, whose summits only are visible at present,
and formed the northern rim of a basin, in which coal measures and soft red

sandstone predominate.' Wells Wilhams' Chinese Diet., p. 169.
^ A copy of Ziogon's copy, collated with the original, was sent. It begins with

the Pra^g'/Ia-paramita-hr/daya-sutra, Om nama/z sarva^;7aya, aryavalokite^vara-

bodhisattvo etc. Then follows the Son-shio dharai, Namas trailokyaprativisish/aya

buddhaya. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 37; No. 45 b; No. 46 a; No. 61
; No. 62; No. 63.
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alphabet was the same as that found on a palm-leaf in the monastery
Kairiuwo^i

(' Sagaranagara^avihara '}.

In the same letter, Kuken Kanematsu and Yiukei Ota^ giving an

account of their further researches for Sanskrit texts, described, first

of all, a palm-leaf (six lines on each side) belonging to the monastery
of Kairiuwod at Nara, which, having been sent to the Exhibition at Nara,

was shown to them during their visit in April. Many passages, they say,

were worm-eaten, and the writing small and frequently illegible ^

Secondly, they sent a copy of another palm-leaf (four lines on each

side) which they saw in April in the city of Osaka. It had been sent

to an exhibition from the monastery ^igen^i (monastery of the eye of

wisdom) in the city of Osaka. This palm-leaf is said to have been

brought to Japan by a Japanese priest, Yen/^in (better known by his

posthumous. title KWcvxo Daishi), who went to China in 853 a.D. and

stayed there till 8582.

Thirdly, they sent a copy of a palm-leaf, kept in a monastery called

Honsen^i in the city of Osaka, and which they had copied in June.

They say that a similar palm-leaf is found in a monastery called Saiho^i,

at Fushimi near Kioto, the monastery to which one of them, Kanematsu,

belonged, and that others may be found in different monasteries in Japan,

though no one knows what the alphabet and the language of these

palm-leaves are. While the Sanskrit MSS. are not exactly palm-leaves,

but rather strips of wood, written on with black ink and a writing
brush or Chinese pencil, these MSS. in the unknown alphabet are written

on the leaves of a tree.

The transcript sent of this MS. turned out to be a Pali text written

in Kambo^a letters, and contained, as Dr. Oldenberg informed me, a

short fragment of the famous Vessantara Sutta.

At the same time these two young priests sent us, in the name of

their monastery, carefully executed copies of two other texts :

i.^ A short Dharawi, called Son-shio-shio-shin-^u, i.e. Honourable-

excellent-small-mind-dhara;n. It was copied from the original, a dark

blue paper with silver paint, and is in the handwriting of a famous

Chinese priest, named Kanshin, who came to Japan in A.D. 753, and

* Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 51; No. 59.
^ See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 52.

^ Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 63 c, d.
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became the founder of an old sect called Ritsushiu, i.e. theVinaya sect.

The original is in the possession of the monastery To-shiodai^'i, which

was founded by Kanshin, at Nara, in Yamato. They sent a copy of the

Dharawi only, but the MS. contains besides five Tantras, which had

already been published.

2. A copy of a copy, preserved at a large monastery, generally called

Hasedera, of the Shingon sect at Hase in Yamato, containing a larger text

of Pra^wa-paramita-hndaya-sutra. That copy contains a Chinese transla-

tion and transliteration by an Indian priest, called Pra^;7a, of the Thang
dynasty. The original is believed to have been brought from China

by a Japanese priest, Yeun, a disciple of Kukai (died A. D. 835), 'the

founder of the Shingon sect in Japan, and preserved among the treasures

in a monastery called Sho/^iin, on the mountain Koya, in the province
of Kii. Copied 9th of July, 1880 1,

While I was engaged in reading and correcting these copies, I received

two parcels of copies and facsimiles of ancient Sanskrit MSS. pre-

served in Japan, sent to me by Mr. Satow, the learned Secretary of the

English Legation at Yedo, through Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain, of the

Royal Naval College at Yedo, then on leave of absence in England.
These two eminent Japanese scholars had seen my letters in the Times

and Athenceimi, and had used their influence to procure for me informa-

tion on any Sanskrit or Pali MSS. that might have escaped destruction

in Japan.
Mr. Satow wrote from Yedo on October 21, 1880 :

'

Upon reading the account of your paper
" On the Discovery of Sanskrit

Texts in Japan," I at once addressed myself to the Abbot of Horiu^i,

whose acquaintance I had made some time previously, and received the

same answer which, as I learn from your letter of August 2, has already

been forwarded to you by the friend of your pupil Mr. B. Nanjio, viz.

that the MSS. had been forwarded to the Mikado, and were deposited
in the Imperial store-house.

'I at once sought an interview with H. E. Iwakura Tomomi (who,

eight years ago, visited England as Chief Ambassador of the Mikado),
and obtained from him a promise that not only the Horiu^i MSS.,
but also any other that might exist in Japan, should be copied for

transmission to you, and this promise he has already partly fulfilled.'

' See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 63 d.
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I received, first of all, a roll \ containing facsimiles of the following

MSS. :

T. A palm-leaf, attributed to Arya Ananda, and brought from China by
the monk Yen^'in, better known under his posthumous title of iTishio

Daishi (b. 815, d. 892), who had studied Sanskrit in that country (853-

858 A.D.) under Pra^/7atara, a San-z6-hosshi, i.e. Tripi/aka-law-teacher,

of the Nalanda monastery in Central India. The original, a gift of

Pra^/7atara, is now preserved at the monastery of Raiko-d, at Sakamoto

near Kioto'-. It contains fragments of a Dharawi, and begins with

Nama// sarvabuddhabodhisattvebhya/^.

1. A palm-leaf MS., attributed to Kaj-yapa, originally preserved at

H6riu;:i in Yamato, now transferred to the Japanese Court. It contains

the Pra^/7a-paramita-hrzdaya-sutra, the Sonshio dhara/zi, i.e. the Ushm-

sha-vi^aya-dharawi ;
also some Sanskrit letters ^.

3. A MS. from the pen of Pra^/latara, brought from China by his

pupil A'ishio Daishi^ and preserved in the monastery Ondo^i, also

called Miidera, in Omi near Kioto "*.

Besides this roll, Mr. Satow sent another facsimile of No, 3, the MS.
attributed to Kaj-yapa

^
;
and a facsimile of three leaves, preserved at

A'i-on-in in Kioto'''. 'No Japanese scholar,' he adds, 'has been able

to give me an account of the contents, the language, and character in

which they are written.' One is a Pali text in Burmese letters, the

other a Singhalese text in Singhalese letters. Mr. Rhys Davids and
Dr. Oldenberg inform me that it is impossible at present to determine

from what works they are taken.

Lastly, the head-priest of KokiM sent Mr. Satow the following tran-

scripts, which were likewise forwarded to me through Mr. Chamberlain :

i.'^ A copy of the Horiu^'i palm-leaf. This must have been made
from an old copy, preserved at Koki^ri, for the original had been sent

to the Mikado.

^
Cf. Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 45.

"^ Of this palm-leaf I have no other copy.
^

Cf. Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 46 a; No. 61
;
No. 62

;
No. 63 a, b.

* This is published, more completely, in the Akshara-^o ;
Cat. Bodl. Japan.,

No. 46 e, 3.
"

Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 61. e ^^t. Bodl. Japan., No. 60.
"'

Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 60.
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2.
^ The ' Praise of the Works and Vows of Samantabhadra.' Of this

I had seen already a printed copy, sent to me from Japan, and a MS.
from the Royal Asiatic Society.

3.
2 A copy of a palm-leaf preserved at Koki-d. This is published

in Akshara-^io.

4.
^
Copy of a palm-leaf belonging to the monastery of Zuisen^^i at

the village of /^ioshi in the province of Yamashiro.

5. The five volumes, called Akshara-^io ^ four of smaller, one volume
of larger size, containing, besides copies of MSS. already mentioned, one

copy of a new MS., viz. a palm-leaf belonging to the monastery of T6-

Shiodai^'i near Nara, in Yamato.

We have, therefore, the following documents now accessible to us,

all, with one exception, brought to light in Japan during the last few

years :

I. The Vocabulary, given by Dr. Brown to Dr. Edkins, and lent by
Dr. Edkins to me. See p. 1 Selected Essays, vol. ii. p. 338. It was

published in Japan in A. D. 1732. A second copy of this work (a. D.

1732) exists in Mr. Wylie's collection, Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 6. We
learn from the preface that it was compiled by a Shaman of the monas-

tery of Kwan-ting in China, who came from the country of Kwei-tsi

(Khara/^ar^), an ancient kingdom and city of Eastern Turkestan, N. of the

Bosteng lake, at the foot of the Tien-shan. His priestly name was Liyen

(Reigon, in Japanese), and he is supposed to have lived between A. D.

713 and 847. His official titles were Hon-gio-tai-toku, *the great vir-

tuous one (Bhadanta), who translates the Sutras,' and Kan-rin-tai-shio,

i.e. 'waiting in Han-lin (Kan-rin^ in Japanese) to be called.' This Han-lin

^
Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 56.

2 ^^t. Bodl. Japan., No. 57.
^ Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 58.

* See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 46.
^ Dr. Edkins remarks that Kwei-tsi continued to send tribute to China down to

A. D. 1072. The town is said to be identical in site with the modern city YM-kt-kmg

(lat. 41, y] \ long. 82, 55 ;
see Porter Smith's Geographical Vocabulary). The King

of Kwei-tsi, named Kalipushpi, was invested by the Emperor of China, Kaou-tsung,

with the title of Kwei-tsi-wang. Dr. Edkins adds that the capital of China being
mentioned as Kumudana in the 39th leaf, the book must be regarded as belonging to

the Tang dynasty, A. D. 618 to 907. Kumudana, here written in Sanskrit and Japanese
characters under King-sze,

'

metropolis,' was only used, so far as we know, in the

time of the Arabian travellers for the Chinese capital.

C [III. I.]
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was a kind of College, founded in A, D. 713, under the Tang dynasty,

a resort for Buddhist priests, Taoist doctors, diviners, etc., ready to be

summoned to do service under government, and set apart for literary

scholars under the Ming dynasty, 1367 A. D.

2.
' The Thousand Sanskrit and Chinese Words,' published in Kioto,

1773. This glossary was compiled by I-tsing, in A. D. 671, brought to

Japan by /2'ikaku (ninth century), and edited there by ^akumio, in i727

See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 6. It mentions the palm -leaves in the

monastery of Horiaci. See Selected Essays, vol. ii. p. 368.

3. Sukhavati-vyuha-mahayana-sutra, edited by Ziomio, 1773 ;
edited

by M. M., Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1880. See Cat. Bodl.

Japan., No. 47. There exists in Japan another edition of the text

with three Chinese translations, published by Hogo ;
also a gram-

matical analysis of the text in four volumes.

4. Va^ray^'/i'/^edika-pra^waparamita, MS. copied at Koki^'i by Kane-

matsu, September 1880
; text, Chinese transliteration, and three Chinese

translations
;

see Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 54. Another copy of Sanskrit

text only, made by Kaishin Kurehito at KokiM
;
see Cat. Bodl. Japan.,

No. 55. For a Chinese translation, see Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. i.

5. Samantabhadra/^aristotra, MS. copied at Nyogwan^-i by Kaigon

Fu^imura, July 1880, and sent by Mr. Satow
;
see Cat. Bodl. Japan.,

No. ^6.

6. Pra^/7a-paramita-hrzdaya-sutra, in a longer and a shorter form,

generally followed by the Ush;nsha-dhara/n. The text is found in the

following copies. Cat. Bodl. Japan., Nos. 45 b, 46 a, 61, 62, 6^ ;
see also

No. 37.

These are all the complete texts which have hitherto been discovered

in Japan. Besides these, a number of fragments, mostly written on single

palm-leaves or sheets of wood or paper, have been found in the ancient

monasteries, while some have lately been transferred to the Imperial
Government. They are curious on account of their age, which in

some cases seems well attested
; they are in fact the oldest Sanskrit

MSS. now in existence: but they are too fragmentary and too much

injured to yield as yet any valuable results. I have tried to arrange
them according to the monasteries in which they were found:

I. Horiu^i, province of Yamato, head-priest G^io/^io A'ibaya : Pra^;7a-
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paramita-hr/daya-sutra, and Ushtsha-dhara;n, now transferred to the

Imperial Government.. They existed at Horiu^i in 1727, when they
were seen by Zakumio

;
were copied by Ziogon in the seventeenth

century ; brought to Japan in 609 a. d.
; may have belonged to Bodhi-

dharma (A. D. 520), and were attributed to Kaj-yapa. See Cat. Bodl.

Japan., Nos. 45b, 46a, 61, 62, 6'>^.

2. Kairiuwo^i at Nara, province Yamato : palm-leaf. See Cat.

Bodl. Japan., Nos. 51, 59.

3. iiTigen^i at Osaka, province Settsu : palm-leaf, brought from China

in 858 by TTishio Daishi. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 53.

4. Raiko^i at Sakamoto near Kioto, province of Omi : palm-leaves,

containing a Dhara/a (attributed to Ananda), given to iTishio Daishi,

when in China, by Pra^watara of Nalanda. See Cat. Bodl. Japan.,

No. 45-

5. Honsen^iin (!)saka : palm-leaf, containing fragment of Pali Vesan-

tara-sutta in Kambo^a letters. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No.
^'>^.

6. Saiho^'i at Fushimi near Kioto : palm-leaf, like the preceding one
;

see Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. ^^.

7. T6-shiodai^i at Nara, province Yamato: dark blue paper with

silver writing, containing a Dharawi, written by Kanshin, who came to

Japan a. d. 753, and founded the monastery ; copied by Kanematsu and

Ota. Some Mantras or Tantras contained in the same MS. have not

yet been copied. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., Nos. 6^ c, 46 d.

8. Hasedera at Hase, province Yamato : Pra^;7a-paramita-h;7daya-
siitra (larger text). A copy of the original which was brought from China

to Japan in the ninth century, by Yeun, a disciple of Kukai (died 835).

See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 63 d, and Mr.Wylie's book, printed in China.

9. Shi 6 kiln, province Kii : the Pra^a-paramiti-hrzdaya-SLltra, the

original, of which the above was copied.

10. Miidera (also called On^'io^i) near the Biwa lake, province of

6mi : writing of Pra^watara, brought to Japan by his disciple ^ishio

Daishi^ 858 a. d., containing short Mantras. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., Nos.

45 c, 46 e.

11. On^'io^'i; see Miidera.

12. ifi-on-in, in Kioto : palm-leaf, containing Pali texts. See Cat.

Bodl. Japan., No. 60 (also No. 5^).

C 2
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13. Koki^^i, province of Kawa^i : palm-leaf, copied by Kaishin Kure-

hito, head of the monastery. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 57 ;
also in

Akshara-^io, Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 46 b. Hogo, who published the

smaller Sukhavati-vyuha, A.D. i794> lived at Koki^i, and was the pupil

of ^iun
;
see p. 4, 1. 4.

14. Nyogwan-ci: Samantabhadra/^aristotra, copied by Kaigon Fu^i-
mura of Nyogwan^i. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. ^6.

15. Zuisen^i at .^ioshi, province Yamashiro : palm-leaf. See Cat.

Bodl. Japan., No. 58.

16. Shiorio^i at Saga near Kioto : palm-leaf. See Cat. Bodl. Japan.,

No. 46 c.

17. Sairai-s-i, province of Ise. See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 46.

18. Hongwan^i, Eastern, in Kioto: monastery of Mr. Bunyiu

Nanjio, Kasawara, Kuken Kanematsu, and Yiukei Ota.



I.

VAGRAi^A'i/EDIKA,

THE DIAMOND-CUTTER.





I.

V A 6^ R A A'A-iYE D I K A.

The first Sanskrit text which I have endeavoured to restore from

MSS. lately discovered in Japan is the Vsi^-rakk/iedika. or Diamond-

cutter, long known to us from translations as one of the most famous

metaphysical treatises of the Mahayana Buddhists. The most important
translations are the Chinese, the Tibetan, and Mongolian.
The Mongolian is mentioned by Burnouf, in his Introduction a I'his-

toire du Buddhisme, as having been presented by the Baron Schilling de

Canstadt to the Institut de France in 1837.
The Tibetan translation was published with a German translation by

I. J. Schmidt, in the Mdmoires de I'Academie Imperiale des Sciences de

Saint Petersbourg, VI'" Serie, Tome Quatrieme, 2^ livraison, 1837,
under the title Uber das Mahayana und Pradschna-Paramita der

Buddhen.

Of the Chinese translations I am able to give the following account,

chiefly supplied to me by Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio :

There is (i) a Chinese translation of the Va^ra>^/^//edika-pra^;lapara-

mita-sutra, called iTin-kang-pan-^'o-po-lo-mi-z^ing, by Kumara^iva^, of

the latter Tshin dynasty (384-417 A.D.), with an Imperial preface by the

Emperor iif/zang-tsu of the Ming dynasty, dated A.D. 141 1. Under the

same dynasty a commentary on Kumara^iva's translation was composed

by two Buddhist priests.

(2) A second translation is the work of Bodhlrukl, of the Northern

Wei dynasty (386-534 a. D.). He was the teacher of Donran, the third

patriarch of the Sinshu sect.

(3) A third is ascribed to Paramartha, A.D. 562.

(4) A fourth, which is so literal and mot-a-motas to be unintelligible

to a Chinese without the Sanskrit text, was composed by Dharmagupta
(589-618 A.D.).

1 See Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. i.
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There are two more translations ;
the one (5) written by the famous

Hiouen-thsang, the other (6) by the hardly less famous I-tsing, both

living during the Thang dynasty (618-907 A.D.). The translation of

Hiouen-thsang forms part also of his translation of the whole of the

Mahapra^/7aparamita-sutra, constituting its ninth part^, so that possibly

it may have belonged originally to that great collection.

But although the large number of translations testify to the high esti-

mation in which this work was held, and prove that it had become

famous, if not canonical, at least in the fourth century of our era, no

MS. of the original Sanskrit text had, as yet, been met with among the

large collections of Buddhist works which we owe to Mr. Hodgson and

others. It was known from some remarks of Burnouf's (Lotus, p. 338)
that he was in possession, not only of the Tibetan translation, but also

of the Sanskrit original of the Va^ra/^/^/^edika, but after his death nothing
more was heard of this.

By a most unexpected and fortunate concurrence of circumstances we
have now come into possession of three more or less independent classes

of Sanskrit MSS. containing the text of the Va^ra/^/^/^edika, one coming
from Japan, the other from China, the third from Tibet.

I. The manuscripts and printed texts of the Va^ra>^Medika, lately sent

from Japan, have been described in Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio's Catalogue, Nos. 54
and 55. The first, which I received the 15th of February, 1881, was a copy
made by Kanematsu, who had been sent for that purpose by the monas-

tery of the Eastern Hongwan^ri to the monastery of Kokid, which possesses
the large collection, called Bon-gaku-shin-rio, i. e. 'a ferry-beam for the

study of Sanskrit,' of which the Va^ra/l'/^//edika forms the 320th fasci-

culus. This collection was made by Ziun, the former president of the

monastery, and by his disciples, Hogo, Kido or Ho^u, and others, during
the last century. The copy contains the Sanskrit text, a Chinese

transliteration, a Chinese literal version, and the two translations by
Kumara<^iva (about 401) and Dharmagupta (about 605).
The second copy was sent to me by Mr. Satow, and was made at the

same monastery of Koki^'i, probably by Kaishin Kurehito, It contains

the Sanskrit text only.

As these two copies are taken from the same original, probably the

^ See Catalogue of Tripi/aka by Bunyiu Nanjio, Nos. 10-15.
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one which was first discovered in Japan by K\do, after the death of his

teacher Z'mn, they represent one authority only, though the one some-

times helps to make the other more legible.

II. The text that has come to us from Tibet is one of the block-

printed books presented, I believe, by Baron Schilling de Canstadt to the

Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg. I have to return my sin-

cere thanks to the Imperial Academy and, more particularly, to Baron de

Rosen, for their great kindness in allowing me to collate this valuable

text at Oxford. It contains the Sanskrit text, a Tibetan transliteration,

and a Tibetan translation, but seems to have been printed in China.

The Tibetan text with a German translation was published by Schmidt

in 1837 (see p. 15).

III. Most unexpectedly, while I was engaged in restoring the text of

the Va^rakk/ied'ika., I received from Mr. Wylie a book which had been

given to him at Peking. It is likewise a specimen of block-printing,

and the same text is printed twice on both sides of the page. It is a

small quarto volume, folded, and printed in red. The very first text

which it contains is the Va^ra/^/^//edika, followed by the Avalokitej-vara-

sCtra, the Pra^waparamita-hr/daya-sutra, the Aparimitayu/ii-sutra (not

the Sukhavati-vyuha), and a number of Dharawis.

This is, so far as we know at present, the only Sanskrit book ever

printed in China which has come to Europe, and it shows again that

China must still be full of Sanskrit Buddhist MSS., if we only knew

where to look for them.

The text of the Vag-rakk/iedlka., as handed down to us in China,

Tibet, and Japan, is on the whole the same. Even what seem to be mere

useless repetitions occur in all. When there is a difference, the Japanese

text generally gives an independent and shorter form, as compared with

the text of the Chinese and Tibetan books. But we must not ascribe

too much importance to this, for it is known that some of the Chinese

translators, Kumara^iva, for instance, shortened the Sanskrit texts of

the Buddhist Sutras in their translations, and this may have reacted on

the originals.

I have restored the text as well as it could be done, following chiefly

the Chinese and Tibetan authorities, though occasionally giving prefer-

ence to the Japanese text. I have not attempted to give all the various

D [III. I.]
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readings, many of which are misprints only, easily corrected by any one

who is accustomed to the style of the Mahayana-sutras. Now and then

the Chinese translations enabled me to restore the true reading, and

I have great pleasure in acknowledging the ready help which I

received, while preparing this text, from my two Japanese pupils,

Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio and Mr. Kasawara. Many of the collations, parti-

cularly where there existed Japanese or Chinese transliterations, were

made for me by them, and must rest therefore on their authority.

The help to be derived from the Chinese translations, numerous as

they are, is less, however, than might have been expected. It is a

marvel indeed how Chinese Buddhists could acquire such a knowledge
of Sanskrit as to converse with Indian Buddhists and learn from them

the meaning of Buddhist metaphysics ;
and it is equally wonderful how

Indian Buddhists could have learnt so much of Chinese as to find in

that language exact renderings of the abstract philosophical terms of

Buddhist religion and philosophy. From what I have seen, I doubt

whether even the best Chinese scholars can derive an accurate under-

standing of the Va^ra^/<^/^edika or similar works from the translations

even of the best translators, unless they can first read them in the

original Sanskrit. When they had done that, my two pupils were often

able to understand far better what Hiouen-thsang and others must

have wished to express, while they seemed unable, without this, to

discover any definite and translateable meaning in the Chinese versions,

even when they knew them almost by heart.

One thing, however, I have adopted from Kumara^iva's translation,

namely, the division into paragraphs. Though I do not throughout approve
of it, yet as it was made by the heir-apparent of Wu-ti the first Emperor
of the Liang dynasty, who died A. D. 53 1^ it seemed to me to carry too

high an authority to be lightly set aside.

I hope to give an English translation of this and other Buddhist

Sutras in one of the volumes of the ' Sacred Books of the East.'

F. MAX MULLER.
Oxford, June 1881.

^
Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. i.



II ^^55r%f^^ II

II ^ Hn^HTT ^IT^XTRftim^ II'

I^"^ H^T ^H I ^^rf^^T^^m^ HH^T^ssiT^W fH^Tfn

HlT^n^f fq^T^ inf^^i ^m ^75 ^h^t^^^t^^* hit-

^nff f^^^ "^ftf^T frT^^^rOr: xr^T^^fxi^qTrTXlffT^rr:

^^^^ II ^ II

^^g^^PEtn fi^ ^f^^ ^T^5 c5F ^ftl^t nfrT^^^
^

II ^: ^fTT^ U J.
2 ^TO Ch. T. ^rR? J.

^
^^^'HIH. Ch. T.

* im ^ J. ch. 3?n ft: T.
^ ^fk^ J.

^

^^?^^'ai? ch. ^-^t^ t.

^WHT TT^'ai^ J. The augment is frequently onutted. .

D a



20 n ^ir^f^"^! n

t!:^rg% H^^^T^rf ^frf^rT^Tt^TtW^ W^ ^^

^
^^rfty J. ^5^75 ch. '^inft? t.

^
^qij^HT: J.

^
cf. 17.

^

HfWrxftT^^T. >TJNMri<^>^ J.; no MS. has^ TT^.
^ ^^ ^f?^



II ^i5nirf^^T n 21

h-^Wh ^ ^ ^ftiH^ ^ ^^^: I w?^^ f fft: I ^ ^

^c^^ ^T U^Sh' II ? II

'^ftr g ^05 g^: ^^ ^ Ttf^H#=r ^^frTf%^^ ^T^

^^?^t ^ ^^^ ''^ 1^ ^ ^^^t f^TTTlTOW

^rai^^"?^!^^ I g^TTf I ^ 1^^ ^^^'^ I HH^^Tl I ^"^

Hi^THT? I Tm^^^^ ^tf^HWt sxif?Tf%frr ^T^ ^Tfrr

Tifq KfTTfirlrt^ II 8 II

^
'I^JrrrR^ ^SW^ Ch. T.

2
cf^ ^ j^^

3 Q^ ^ j^
4

-j^g ^g^^g

always vary between
^s^i^lij

and ^^"^j between U^'iT^ and '^^In^.



22 II ^^%f^"^ II

rTf?i f\^ ^^ T^^WT^^ fT^nm ^^: I ^ffT-

TJ? I ^ f)^HH^^ ^ H^^^^T rT^THHt 5^^: I K^^

<^^TJ!rT^^Tnfft ^^l' II Mil

m^T? I ^T ^ij^ x^T[^ ^^:^ I ^ftj %f^r^T^T ^f^-

^TO^TOg ^rf^^grqT?^ftl^frT I ^rfq g ^<^ f?T: fi^

'3^'^rT: ^If^^: K^-^H^ y^f^fir ^^%^^g q^f-

^^T^^fRrT^c^cTT HfN^f?T ^ft g ^c^ ffTt^
^

Cf. 13; 20; 25.
2
ijTqj^pqf ch. J. T.

^ ?^ Ch. J. T.
*

W^^Ch.
^^: J. ^^ T. 5^ Ch. J. T.



II ^^5r%f^^ II 53

^ i:iHf^^TffT iffh^^^fir I rn^^ lift: 1 ^ f?^

?N[t ^i^ w ^rm^ ^^^^ I H^^ lift: I ^^'^^H

^^c^m? tRr J fTf^^ Iw1: 1 ^ ^f^ g^:^ Tifti^^

fT^: xn'T^mitT ^firMi !f 11

?C^^TO HTfqiT J. fc[H^WT? iTJn'm^ ^nifqin: T. f^xi ^i^piT cT'5ITJT^^ ^TT^TlfRin I Ch.

Hiouen-thsang, a8 Mr. Kasawara informs me, translates this passage by: Therefore

it is spoken by the Tathagata in a hidden sense.' On the strength of this and a note

of Burnouf's (Lotus, p. 343) I have tried to restore the original text.
^

filc5l

m[''i\ J. ^^><^ ^!TJnn Ch. T.
' The Abhidharma-kosha-vyakhya (fol. 18 a)

reads >RT ^^.



24 n ^^^f^^ II

IHt: I ^^rfwif^m ^^c^t: ii s w

^n^T^f I fifNi 11^%^ ^: ^figrff?rg^ ^T f<^-

^^^ '

l^fiTTT? I ^1 ^n^^ -^i gnrT ^ fH^

^fiT I VIT^T^T? I ^I^ T^c5 ^^: ^ W^^ ^T

^ ^fvrfW Ch. J. T. 2^^^ J, Sy^Cl^T 4f^),j ^Cf.^lT, 22.

^ mfmr: Ch. nf^: T. ''

J. has ^, but otherwise ?yt^fiing: is used throughout

as a masculine. ^
"^SHX Ch. T.



II ^W%ftc[iT II 25

^T^W^TIH^^^ I rff^^ left: I ^fft f^^m f? g^H

^^^inli ^H II b II

rff?^ ^^% gijff ^ft ^ ^trr^ti;;^^^ Vf^fir TT^T

tH^XTf%T|iH TIT^ftlfTT I ^HfiTTTI I ^ 1^^ ^^^^ I

rTi^^ lift: I ^ ff e HH^'^f^l^m^: I H^^H
tr[^q^ t^T I ^ ^XT^TX?^ ^ ^iJ^^ n^^ ^^T^

^Il^3m;r^^T7niT;5: I H^ftaiW tfT^^^ ^frT I 5R%^n^
trT^tJ^^^ H^^TJIJT lrrr^x?%qfic^ HT^frifrT ^ ^^

TT^Tril^ft H^rT ^^^ift "^^^T?: TJ^c^mft H^f^ffT II

f^^^^: I w^rr^ff ^^^TnTiftfir ii

^TT^n^Ti J rrfi% TR^^ ^rft ^^nifti^ ^^
E [III. I.]



26 II ^"^JT^f^T II

Hf^;^ lift: I ^ f? ^ HI^-^f^^HT ^S^nTft^i^Tnn;^: i

H^f1r3iHs^mKtf?T II

HiT^T^T? I rTfi% W^ ^ ^fiT ^tcT Tl^ ^^fir

^TJir^ HT^ftrfTT I g^TT? I ^ ^^ H^^^i; riTlfT ^^

H^f?T f^mW^ IITRftffrT I iTr^^ |^: I ^ f? ^ ^T^^-

f^^TH ^St^-R I ^^^S|%F?T I ^%^PT^^lrT I^^

^^RT?: ^FT^Tft H^iT^ II

Hr^^ left: I ^lT(ftR HTW^THH^TlrTT ^^^-

rTTjn: I ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^fif ^l^^l ^rTTT'l ^fir I

TfrT H^Tt^HST^Tf^?T^TWf5r5Tflf?T II ^11

Hn^T^l I rffr* TT^% ^^H ^ft^T ^ ^f^l^T ^W-

ll^rT: I gnffT?:!? I ^ 1^^ HH^^ ^Tft^ ^ ^rf^^W

^^llrf:^ II

^
Cf. 17.



frf^^T^ftRTTftfir' ^ f^Jf^ ^^i[\ nj^^ lift: i ^^^wt:

^^^IT ifrT II

lilfirfw f^r|4jrm^ftr!^ ^ ^^^iv^^H^cmi^RlrfHftrf

f^^^grqic^ftlrT^ I rT^rqTft ^TR ^HW ^^ ^%^fT^^
HIT^T^ ^^'^-^'^i? ^rilHT^: WlrC fT^^lft ^H g^^:
TT^HTT^: ITI^ ^^% ^^ ^fq ^ ^IT^ ^li^HTTt

H^rf^l TTFR^ lift: I ^mVTR ^mHT^^ H^T^^ HT^:

vn^ ^HT^: I H^fr^rT ^f^HT^ ^fir ii ^o ii

^^^^? I TTfi% 7?;?q% gi^ ^1^5(f^ ^T^T mi^rat

^
^nfir J. BiJTfll Ch. "OlftilTT T.

2
Cf. 17.
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28 II ^^sr^f^"^ II

^%v^ ^T^ ^^JJfl wfNi TF!^ g^H ^ft ^ ^ ^ ^
g^^ m Wrft f^^T^ ^1 ^Tl?raiM Hg^^H I g^firtlf I

pgg^T^H^^T^z^^ I H^^T^T? I '^^ ^<5 ^^: gi^w wt

iigg^T^OT^^^^ infill

HTR^^^T^: ^^ ^^ VR^iftr I ^^g% ^n^T^T-

^^T^: I ^^ %ri ini:^ I rT^^ left: I ^^^ H^^T-
1

Cf. 15.



II ^^riji^"^ II 29

rrfJi T\^B ^^ ^ft[ ^fqfe ^ ^f^^TTT ^^^m^^

^^^TT^H HTftn: II

TTt^vim ^ifti^lT^: ^f%^w| H%ri^ I g^u? I ^

ftrf I ^^^w Tjfti^?:if ^fir II ^sw c^t^^g^^T-

^TgftfrT II

H^^T^T5 ' rTfi% T?^^ nf^^ij^^rp^fjy^W-
^nfrrs44iwi<w^^ ^^^: I l^fwu? I ^ ?1^ ^^'^Tl

H^^T^T? I ^r^ ^75 g^: ^^ ^ ^T ^^ ^ f^%

^Cf. 5; 20; 25.



30 II "^isr^f^^ II

ITOI^^ in? II

iJrTH^ HTO^fw 11

qf^ ^^ ^f^^ j^TPR ^^m'^l xi^^stjf^t ^^^f^ir-

^if^r^T ^gr H^IT^ I rTf^^ lift: I ^T ^ H^I^^TriT-

^
Cf. 15.

2
^fjgj. ^^^^ J i^^g ^^^^

3 ^-^ ch_ T.



^gr i^W^ I ^T H?^^T ^^^^T ^cTOgi ll^W^T I

rff^^ Irft: I ^^^^TClHrTT f? ^^T ^q-^rT: II

w^T ^f^ "i^T HT^rft ^m I H^Ffr37H Tq?:TrxiT^ft?HfrT ii

^T^ ^ ^c5 g^: ^^ ^T rT^T^H^ ^iffTX^T^ftrTT

%^TTEn^ftfrTT I Hr^^ left: I ;q^T % ^^^ ^fc^lTlTlft'T-

^gr ^T ^^^ I rTf^^ lift: I ^%^ giJW rrftjT^^^

rff^^I^^SHf^^l imim |h1: I ^f>T^T^TJ5T? giq|^

^ mNTT: ^f ^ TTmTTiT: ^^^[JTHTTfJTlTTr vnTn^ J.
^

-^^^^i^ Handbook of Chinese

Buddhism, pp. 49 and 55, gives ^rt5TnT, and this, as Mr. Nanjio informs me, is the

reading presupposed by the Chinese translations. One Chinese transliteration, how-

ever, points to Kahfiga-ra^ia. ^t^T Ch. J. T.



32 II "^^^f^"^ II

rT^ I rTf^^ %rfl: I ^TOf?Tf%rf rT^^TUffTf^TT I iTWf^^

^rf^ ^ ^^ 1^* 1^^ "^Iftl^^^^^^ ^T^tjftrETTn:

^W^: B^^r^T^^^^ I rTr^^ ffft: I ^TW g^ 'FTf^-

i^^th^t: I Hr^^ ii?t:
'

I ^H^T^^ rT^nri: ^i^^T^

rT^T^T^J^^^T^T^ fT^THrT: I ^ f^cT^^T^ rf^TTrT: II

^ft g ^c^ g^: ^i^ ^w^HH^ ^^Tsf^H^^

"^ftl^lWt ^W\ -^ ^^TrfW\ ^T^ xifi[HI"5ffiT I rfinnftr

f^VTO={ ^TTTftST x^^rl^ TX-^TT^^^flTifr ^fV^fWt ^^
^S^^frTift ^^ XTftir^^frT II

^f^ g ^c^ T^p: ^# ^ fc^^T ^T fFJ^f?TTd %^

v^-q%^ig5^fHfrT VT^f^frr ^r^ft^frr Tr^^T^fir



II ^^5r%f^'^ II 33

PfrT^^'^^ffH II ^i II

^^ ^f? g^: ^^ ^ -m f^ m Y^J^-^T^^Ti^

^t ^^^^ Hlgg^T^Il^^^^'^ I ^: g^'^lft ^

^ft g ^75 ^57: ^i^ ^rNrqlspsfts^ M^W^: I

v;^^'^J^^^vi^ viTiftr^frr -qT^f^^frT TT^^T^^fw

* From TTT^^ to TjfTWWi^ left out in Ch. and T. The Chinese and Tibetan texts

write ^lc4<*mH instead of ^TfcT^T^T, and the same variation occurs in other Buddhist

texts.
^

Cf. 14.
2

xj deest in J. Ch. T.

F [III. 1.]



34 II ^"^sritf^^T II

^ft g ^cT ^: ^i^ ^^ iff^-^^^ii^^ ^;^ ^^ Tl^^

XTT^^THT^ll^ in^fil^fir ^T^ft^fiT x^^^T^fir

frTT^x^T^^^H^^Tf^r^ ^^ VH XTfi>JrTrT^T HlfH ^^IT-

^m:^xi^^ iT^TIrT^TirT: B^^J^^^^ XR^ if?:-



II ^^5ni:f^^T II 35

^l^frT ^Xy^^ fwt^ ^XT^^f^rofTT ^^ ^7^ ^W*

^H^'^Tlfq ^han^lftl ^f^yi^ft 'ITnTTTTngqTnTTgqf^^^-

f^f^^xi m r%^: I ^ftr g i^<5 Tj^: g^ ^f^-

f^xiT"^: nffT^f^TT^: infill

^
Instead of ^nTTflTTT '^TTJ'"'? etc. J. has ^TTTf^TTT ^TTHfl etc., but f^TTflin:.

^ ^ ^'TT^ deest in J. % Tj fjUT^ Ch. T.
^
fTfxI^ftl Ch. T. ff^n^ftlJ.

"*

Cf. 2.

F 2



36 II "q^^f^^ II

qftf^^Tftfft H^fir I ITi^^ lift: I ^%^i3^ ^fMH^^
^r?TO5T ii^WrT ^ ^ Ttfv^ra tRr ^^^: i ^^^ ^t

Hr^^ lift: I ^ft^r g^ ^a ^f^^Tff ^ Ttfv^i^^T^-

^Tlf5^ffl ^TT? II

rTf?4) ^^ ^ij^^ ^ft^r ^ ^f^^' Tr^^q^^r ^q-

^
Cf. 3.

2
(.f ^ j^ 3

iqjT^ch.
J. -^ J.

^ m^T J. Deest in Ch. T.



11 ^35ra[f^^ II Z7

^^: II

tfrT' ^ij^ I VTff^^^rT^ftl^^^ I rT^TTrT ^fiT^^ I ^r^-

TTTgrCR^rT^f^^^^ II

^v^T^^mr^^ mft rTj: I fT^T^^^ ^'^vm ^^^^\ ^frT ii

rT^^ftf ^TH ^ij^ g^T^ ^%^^rT"^^ ^IT^T^: I

H^^rT ^H^T^ ^IT"^!^ ^fif' II

^
?T'?IT7TcntlT J.

2
^jj^^f^^^ (^j^

3
vjj,7q-^ t.

"*
Cf. 7; 22.

^tw^ Ch. ^Im% ^fff
T. ^t^ ^^ ^fT J.

^
Cf. 10.



;.a II ^^%f^"^T II

^^WT f^^T^T f^^qt^T f^^s^oyT: ^^^^T ^frT II

^^fl^ rT'^^Tn^^ ^Tf^cTJ: I %^^% ^"^fT ^f?T II

HfRT^ ^^T^TH: II '=\S II

^^: I HHTT^Tf I Tt1t^ T[^^ g^ Hf^^H TT^^TTTFI

f^^ ^^: I Hn^^^TTl I rrfi^ T^^^ g^ Hf^^ rT^T-

HrT^ IT^T^^: I ^^frTUI I X^^^rT^n^ ^f^^
T^^THTTF^ irgr^^: I Hn^T^Tf I rT"fi^ H^ ^^ ^f^^
W^THTT^ "^-^^W I g^frTUI I I^^^TT^^^^ Hf^^
rf'^TFTrTF^ V^^: I ^TTRT^TI I rTfi^ ^T^e ^^

Tii^^ ^VR: J.
-

f?;xqVErr deest iu J,; translated bv Kumara^iva. See

Childers !. v. iH>hso.
'

^"isf^ w^ ^""^i^: J.



II ^nr%ft^ II 39

rrmrrHHT '^'^^^: II

HTT^T^?' I rTfi#^ TT^H ^iJH ^T^nfl r[^T;j ^^T^^

TT^T^ I rTfi#; ^^ qiJH -qT^rm 'trTRT T7^^^ TTr^-

Tn^m"^! f^vTTt xTiTT^Tftr- 1 wr^R wttt: i f^^^rn

fgwyirfk g^ ^ryfn:(T H^TIH^ HlftrH I H^^
N^4TTfH I l^^T^ Irfl: I ^rftrf ^T^ f^^ ;?fmc^vqH I

^^nrf f^^ ^"^7;^^ I Vj^Trq^ f^^ m^i^rc?^ II ^ t II

^
T. inserts TTfr^ inrTT J^fTT ZTRTm 't^TRf M^M^T '^Iri + IH Wlil'ri H rnWT: I

^ffr I Ch. has only VT^ VTV^ T^*fk
after ^ttTT^T? i J. sives a shorter text : VJ^'TJh

^
UWUl^lr! Ch. TflTTHt^: J.

'^

T. has ^t??;;'*^ three times, Ch. has ^n'',

'ft^ and ^'^ ^
T. repeats Wf3 *r^

l|ffT.



40 II ^^5r%f^^ II

f?RTf I ^1 >^n^-"^| g^fT' I HT^T^T? I T^^rTO^J^

^^: ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^nai^: ^ rfsni^^ mftrr: i

Hfi^ Tr^% ^^3% ^iI^T^^ftf^T^ rT^T^rmt ^^^: I

^^^T^? I w^ ^^^ ^^ T^^^^^^ H^inirt "5^-

^* I l^frT^T? I^ ftct^n^Ti; rT c^^^^^T rf^THiTr^^: I

^^^m rT'qTT^^r mftm I ^^^ Fy^W^f^fiT^ II ^o II

HT^T^T? I rffN? T?^H g^ ^ftr ^ W^^rT^^ ^^fjf

^^T ^irf "^ftm ^fir i

'

g^fwTi? i ^ i^^ ^m^^^ tt^t-

^
Ch. and T. use

^|iTt instead of^.
^ Ch. and T. insert ^ ^c?^'^! H f?5^ffTrr

^ mft f'T^ ^TTT gtriTwi n^^'n?^^ as in 8.
^ Ch. and T. insert ^?wt.

*
iTfroifH T. Ch.

irf^^l^J.
5

Hlfiran^T. Ch. HTf^^ J.
^

Cf. 5; 13; 25.
'

Instead of
^^fiTT^T^ to ZT. ^^, J. has rf ^75 p IJ^ JW^ ^ ^\ ^^.



II "^^^f^"^! II 41

ikm^^j H-f^^TTFTws^f^ ^T^ii ^^ ^f^^ ^^%

^jw^v I wr^^ i#r: I Tmv ^Ei^T ^fir ^^ ^^ h g^j^

^T^T^T^^mTI^^ mftrn: I H^tNh ?[l^T ^f?T II ^^ II

fTfi* TT^% gi^ ^ft ^f% B "^f^^^"! ^^SRT'TK^T-

Ttfkftfir II ^^ II

^ft[ g ^75 g^: ^^ ^w* ^ ^^ff rf rT^ "^fi^H: I

f^^vH^fJro^^ I Ki^^ ?iTt: I

f^^tjc^n
^^ f^c^

^c^ WT ^fir II ^? II

'
Cf. 7; 17-

G [III. I.]



42 n ^^^%f^^ II

?n^t ^^n^T^f*TOirg H^TH>qts|^: ^n^rw^wl

^fir ^R^qfTT^^Trfq ^ ^^^' ir8ii

fTfi* T?^ gi^ ^f^ g H^THrT^^ H^frT ITm ^I?^T:

^ft^Rlf^rTT tfir I ^ ^c5 g^: l^rT ^^ ^^^ I TTl^^ lift: I

^if^fT g^i^ ^rf^j^wt ^repqrn^H xift^f^rr: i ^f^ ^^:

HTftrTt I ^ ^ ^TcJPfZTT^^^ftrT: I ^Tc^^J^F^^ Tf?r

Tf^mr^T IjRf II ^M II

rTf?% TT^ giJ^W f^^H^^ fT^^lTt 5^^: I g^-

^ f^^W^^T rT'Simrft ^^^:' I ^^[^1^11 I ^T^ ^T^

^
Cf. 16. 2cf. 5 J 13 J 20.



^ftr^ HT^ ^m^RT I

ftl^TO^T^XRjrTT ^ TTT ^fcT ^ ^^T: II ^ H

V^fft ^^ ^^ V^^^T f? ^T^^: I

Vl^cTT =^ ^' f^%^T ^ ^T' ^ST^T' f^mi^^' II ^ II ^!f II

ftl^fiW^^ ^TfT^ I ^ ^75 ^^% ^^^ ^f^'^'^r ^"^il^

%frT I ^ ^75 g^W g^rT T^^ ^^ I rTr^^ |rft: I

^fTr%^: IR^SII

^^ ^^ 1^' 1^ Ifc^^ "^T fc^j^ffm^ nni^^-

^

'5?^: J. 'gp^ Ch. ^T^^T, 2^^ J ^TCT Ch. T.
^ ^ J.

^ Ch. T.
* ]^ J. ^^^T Ch. T.

^

^fVr| J. T. See Childers s. v. iranati.

G 2



44 H ^^ri^f^'^T II

^TRTwi iT^^^^H^'iH^ir^ I ^^ -g^: g^i^ "^YRt^^^

rrg ^T^ri' '^^T^^%r{ g^^y: nft^ftn^q: i iqf^^T^T? i

^T^ g ^?5 ^^: g^ ^: ^f^*^^ ^"^^^Tnwt n^fir

^rT ^iJrT ^^% ^ lif^^Ht ^ frTf^^TnrT: I H^fraTW

^TTT xi^TiT^^^: rrfHi Tj^ ^ijH ^f^ ^ ^|: ^

^^TTT^^^ H^H I ^^fTTTTl I T^^^rf^n^^^^fTf^^rT I

^|: ^ ^^^T^^^ H%r!^l rT?^^ liTt: I B^^HT'"^!:

^^^: ^ H^TnW^ Hlf^rT: I W?Tt^ ^?:HTT5H^^ 1[f7T II

^ HiT^ T. >?JT^ Ch. -q g HH^ J.
2

jfyplH^: j. Tft^^H^: Ch. ^ft ^-



H ^^55n^f^^T II 45

VTif ^J^: I ^ ^ '^rT^^''^%^?^?T: li^oii

Hrf^rTT I ^^^t^ V^tfir II ?i II

'^ ^^ ^^* 1^ Ttfiw^ TnTO^SXm^^H#-

^
iTrli^ frn: before ^ f^ deest in J.



46 II ^^5r%f^^ n

^ ^ f^g^^ ^ TX-q ^[^ ^^rf' II

c^t^ HT^ HTftfTH^^^^Mk II ?^ II

II ^^^^5r%f^^ HT^rft KgT^?:ftjrTT ^^TTn II

'

5'ir^T^ WSr^T^T'^I T. The Japanese text varies considerably, but it may represent

the original reading, viz.^ ^ ^U^^^ ^^ ^ JT^^^T^ ^f^^ri ^Hhr^l^i^
I rr^BT

giT^ Ch. 3 f,^ cjj rj,^
4

jTTtTT^^TUr Ch. T.
^

It would be easy to

restore the metre by reading ^T^'T^^ f^ ^^liT, but Buddhist poets do not obey the

ordinary rules of metre, or rather their rules of quantity in pronunciation differ from

those of later grammarians. Svapna,
'

dream,' is used as a neuter, like the Pali supinam.
^ ^ ^ ^M^r^n deest in J.

'
^^iJrsf^m?mTT:ftTIT (^) ^: ^HTT? J.











^^ ^.5- A -^^ a^ ^ t^ ^ ei.-^ jf ^^ ^

J. fiUSGENHEIM, PHCTO UTHO, OXFORD.

Va^ra^-Medika /;-^w /^r/aw. (C/a/. Bodl. Japan. No. 55.)

Lejigtk ()\ ituhes. Height 11 inches.
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J aUSGENHEIM, =H(1T0 UTHO. OXFORD

Vz^^rakkkedlkk from Tibet. {Imperial Russian Acaaemy )

Length \%k i>'-ches. Height 2! inches.





^ _,_,J32553

vv

^

J SUCENHE1M, PHOTO IITMO, OXFORD.

Va.fraX'yt/zcdika /;w Chifia. {Mr. Uyiie's Cepy>)

Length yi htcliei. Height j'i inches.
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II.

sukhAvatI-vyOha.

After publishing in 1880 the Sanskrit text of the Smaller Sukhavati-

vyuha, I had hoped that the libraries of Japan or China, which had

supplied the manuscripts of that shorter and probably earlier text,

would furnish likewise materials for an edition of the Larger Sukhavati-

vyuha.
There can be no doubt that the MSS. preserved in Japan, and which

probably came to Japan through China, belong to an early age. The
evidence on which I claimed for some of the palm-leaves, more particu-

larly for those formerly preserved in the temple of Horiu^^i ^, the rank

of the oldest among the Sanskrit MSS. now known to exist in India or

any other part of the world, has not been challenged. That palm-leaf
came to Japan in A.D. 609^, and must therefore have been kept in China

for some time before it was exported to Japan ^.

Now it is well known that the Larger Sukhavati-vyuha was one of the

most popular and most widely read books of the Buddhist Tripi/aka,

both in China and Japan. While of the smaller text there were three

Chinese translations only *, the larger text is said to have been translated

^
Catalogue of Japanese and Chinese Books and Manuscripts in the Bodleian

Library, No. 45 b,

^ Selected Essays, vol. ii. pp. 368-370.
^ Selected Essays, vol. ii. p. 371.
* These translations are

(i) Fo-sh\vo-o-mi-tho-/^iri, lit.
'

Buddhabhashita-amitayus-sutra.' 5 leaves. Trans-

lated by Kumara^iva, of the Latter Tshin dynasty, A.D. 384-417. No. 200 of the

Chinese Tripi/aka, It corresponds, with a few omissions, to the Sanskrit text, which,

together with an English translation and notes, was published by me, in the Journal

b2



iv BUDDHIST TEXTS FROM JAPAN.

twelve times into Chinese. The first, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth,

and tenth had been lost in China in A.D. 730, when the Khai-yuen-lu

was compiled ;
so that there are now only five in existence in China

and Japan. It is true that none of these five Chinese translations

agrees entirely with the Sanskrit text, as it was preserved in Nepal, and

that they differ also considerably from each other. The following facts,

however, are the same in all the translations, and agree also with the

Sanskrit text : viz. the scene of the dialogue is always placed at

Ra^agn'ha, on the mountain Gr/dhraku/a, and the principal speakers

are Bhagavat or Buddha, Ananda, and Maitreya. The subject is the

description of Sukhavati, together with the history of Amitayus or

Amitabha, beginning with his early stage when he was as yet a Bhikshu

with the name of Dharmakara, at the time of the Tathagata Lok&yva-

rara^a.

According to the Thu->^i (No. 1487), a catalogue of the Chinese

Tripi/aka, compiled about A.D. 664, and the iiT'-yuen-lu (No. 1612), the

following is a list of the twelve translations of the Larger Sukhavati-

vyuha :

(i) Wu-liah-sheu-y^iii,
'

Amitayus-sutra.' 2 fasc. Translated by An
Shi-kao, A.D. 148-170, of the Eastern Han dynasty, A.D. 25-220.

(Thu-/^i, fasc. i, fol. 5 b.) Lost.

of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xii. part ii. (1880), pp. 168-186, and afterwards in my
Selected Essays, vol. ii. pp. 348-363, without the text-. A fragmentary EngHsh
translation of this Chinese translation, by the Rev. S. Beal, was given in his Catena

of Buddhist Scriptures, pp. 378-383. A French translation, by MM.Ymaizoumi and

Yamata, with the Sanskrit text, was published in the Annales du Mus^e Guimet,
vol. ii. (1881), pp. 39-64.

(2) Siao-wu-liah-sheu-/('ih, lit.
' Small Amitayus-sutra.' i fasciculus. Translated by

Guwabhadra, of the earlier Sun dynasty, A. D. 420-479. It was lost already in

A. D. 730, when the Khai-yuen-lu (No. 1485), a well-known catalogue of the Chinese

Tripi/aka, was compiled. See the Khai-yuen-lu, fasc. 14 a, fol. 17 b.

(3) A'Aan-tsan-tsih-thu-fo-shd-sheu->^ih, ht. 'Sutra on the Favour of all Buddhas and
the Praise of the Pure Land (Sukhavati).' 11 leaves. Translated by Hiouen-thsang,
of the Than dynasty, A.D. 618-907. No. 199. This translation is somewhat longer
than Kumara^iva's, e.g. it gives the names of the Buddhas of the four corners, beside

those of the four quarters and of the nadir and zenith. According to the A''-yuen-lu

(No. 1612, fasc. 2, fol. 2 b), this Chinese translation is said to agree with the Tibetan

translation
;
for which latter, see the Asiatic Researches, vol. xx. p. 439.
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(2) Wu-lian-tshiri-tsin-phin-tan-^iao->^ih,
'

Amita-i-uddha-samyaksam-
buddha-siatra.' 3 or 4 fasc. By K' Leu-^ia-^//an (Lokaraksha ?), a. D.

147-186, of the same dynasty as before. (Thu-/^i, fasc. i, fol. 4a;
isT'-yuen-lu, fasc. i, fol. 31 a.) First of the five translations still in

existence. No. 25 of the Chinese Tripi/aka.

(3) 0-mi-tho-/^ih,
' Amita-sutra.' 2 fasc. By A"' jST/^ien, A.D. 223-253,

of the Wu dynasty, A.D. 222-280. (Thu-/^i, fasc. i, fol. 19a ; iiT'-yuen-lu,

fasc. I, fol. 31 b.) Second of the five translations still in existence.

No. 26.

(4) Wu-liaii-sheu-^ih,
'

Amitayus-sutra.' 2 fasc. By Khaii San-khai

(Sahghavarman), A.D. 252, of the Wei dynasty, A.D. 220-265. (Thu-^i,

fasc. I, fol. 17 b; ^'-yuen-lu, fasc. i, fol. 31 b.) Third of the five trans-

lations still in existence. No. 27.

(5) Wu-lian-tshih-tsin-phih-taii-^iao-^ih,
'

Amita-j-uddha-samyaksam-
buddha-sutra.' 2 fasc. By Po Yen, A. D. 257, of the same dynasty as

before. (Thu-y^i, fasc. i, fol. 18
a.) Lost.

(6) Wu-lian-sheu-/^ih, 'Amitayus-sutra.' 2 fasc. By K\x Fa-hu

(Dharmaraksha), A.D. 266313, of the Western Tsin dynasty, A.D.

265-316. (Thu-,^i, fasc. 2, fol. 2 a.) Lost.

(7) Sin-wu-liah-sheu-y^in,
' New Amitayus-sutra.' 2 fasc. By Buddha-

bhadra, A.D. 398-421, of the Eastern Tsin dynasty, A.D. 317-420.

(Thu-i^i, fasc. 2, fol. 23 b.) Lost.

(8) Wu-lian-sheu-/^'-^an-tah-,^an-y^iao--^iri, 'Amitayur-arhat-samyaksam-
buddha-sutra.' i fasc. By Kw Fa-li, A.D. 419, of the same dynasty as

before. (Thu-^i, fasc. 2, fol. 26 a.) Lost.

(9) Sin-wu-liah-sheu-^in,
' New Amitayus-sutra.' 2 fasc. By Pao-yun,

A.D. 424-453, of the earlier Sun dynasty, A.D. 420-479. (Thu->^i, fasc. 3,

fol. 19 a.) Lost.

(10) Sin-wu-lian-sheu->^ih,
' New Amitayus-sutra.' 2 fasc. By Dharma-

mitra, A.D. 424-441, of the same dynasty as before. (Khai-yuen-lu,
fasc. 14, fol. 4 a.) Lost.

(11) Wu-liah-sheu-ru-lai-hwui,
'

Amitayus-tathagata-parshad,' i.e. the

Sutra spoken by Buddha (Fo-shwo .... >^ih understood) on the Tathagata

Amitayus, at an assembly. 2 fasc. By Bodhiru/^i, A.D. 693-713, of the

Than dynasty, A.D. 618-907. (AT'-yuen-lu, fasc. i, fol. 21 b.) Fourth of

the five translations still in existence. No. 23 (5).
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(12) Ta-shari-vvu-liari-sheu-/^wan-yen-/^in,
'

Mahayanamitayur-vyuha-
sOtra.' 3 fasc. By Fa-hhien, A.D. 982-1001, of the later Suii dynasty,
A.D. 960-1380. (AT'-yuen-lu, fasc. 4, fol. 11 a.) Fifth of the five transla-

tions still in existence. No. 863.

None of these twelve Chinese titles reproduces the exact meaning of

the title of Sukhavati-vyuha, or Amitabha-vytiha ; but on the contrary,

almost all of them agree with the title Amitayur-vyuha, or Amitayus-
sutra. For the above seven missing translations, see the Khai-yuen-lu,
fasc. 14, fol. 3 b seq.

Besides the five translations, there is a work entitled Ta-o-mi-tho->^in,

lit.
'

Large Amitayus-sutra,' in two fasciculi, No. 203. It was compiled

by a Chinese minister, Wan ^ih-hhiu, in A.D. 11 60-1 162, under the

Southern Sun dynasty, A.D. 1127-T280, and consists of extracts from

four of the five translations, Nos. 35, 36, 37, and 863. The compiler,

however, did not compare those translations with the Sanskrit text, but

trusted simply to his own judgment, or to the spiritual help of Avalo-

kite.yvara, for which, as he states in his preface, he had always prayed in

the course of his compilation. It is curious that he does not mention

Bodhiru/^i's translation of the same Sutra (No. 33. 5), which was made
more than four centuries before, and is much better at least than No. 863,

both in contents and composition.
In the AT'-yuen-lu (fasc. i, fol. 21 b), Bodhiru/^i's translation is said to

agree with the Tibetan translation, which is mentioned in the Asiatic

Researches; vol. xx. p. 408.

If we examine carefully the five translations which are still in existence,

we see that, besides their disagreement in minor and unimportant points,

there were at least three different texts or copies of the text, differing

from each other considerably. The first and second translations seem

to have been made from nearly the same text, excepting that all the

Gathas are left out in the second translation. The third and fourth

translations seem to have been taken from almost the same text,

excepting that the third translation has several additional chapters,
which are given in the first and second translations also. The fifth

translation stands by itself.

The exact relation of the Sanskrit text to the five translations may be

seen from the following comparative table :
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Text.

Chap. 20 (p. 42).

21 (pp. 43-44).

22 (p. 44).

23 (P- 44)-

24 (PP- 44-45 )

25 (PP- 45-46):
5 verses.

26 (pp. 46-47).

27 (p. 47).
28 (pp. 47-48).

29 (p. 48).

30 (p. 48).

31 (pp. 49-54):

19^ verses.

32 (pp. 54-55).

33 (PP- 55-56)-

34(P-56).

35 (P- 56).

36 (pp. 56-5 7).

37(PP-57-58).

38 (pp. 58-62).

39(pp.62-64).
40 (pp. 64-65).

41 (pp. 65-69).

1st Trans. 4 fasc.

A.D. 147-186.

By Lokaraksha.

I, 2ob-22 a; II,

I a-i b.

II, 5 a-5 b.

5 b-6 b: on
the comfortable
state of the Bo-

dhisattvas and
Arhats after

their bathing.

Ill, 7a-8a.
8a-iob.

iob-i3b.
II, 15 a- 16 b.

I3b-i9a: 21

verses,of4lines,
each line con-

sisting of 6 cha-

racters.

20 b-25 a : a

dialogue be-

tween Buddha
and Afita.

4a-4b.

25a-25b.
III, ia-4a: Bud-

dha's speech to

A^ita.

II, 6b-i2b.

I3b-i5a: a de-

scription of the

scene of Ami-

tayus' preaching
the law.

III,i3b-22a;IV,
I a-is a: a full

instruction on

morality, given
by Buddha to

Maitreya.
IV, I3a-i5a.

2nd Trans. 2 fasc.

A.D. 223-253.

By K' A7nen.

I, 2oa-2 2 a.

24 b-25 a.

253-26 a:

1st trans.

II, I a-2 a.

2 a-4 b.

4b-7b.
I, 32a-32b.

32b-36a:
1st trans.

23b-24a.

36a-36b.
36b-39b;
] St trans.

26a-30a.
3ia-32a.

II, 7b-28b:
1st trans.

28b-3ob.

like

like

like

like

3rd Trans. 2 fasc.

A.D. 252.

BySanghavarman .

I, 25 a-26a.

26a-27a.

II, I a.

.. I a.

,, I a-i b.

1 b-2 a.

2 a-2 b.

2 b.

2 b-4 a : 20

verses, of4 lines,

each line con-

sisting of 5 cha-

racters.

I, 2 2a-23a.
II. 5 a.

.,5 a.

,. 5 a-5 b.

..5 b.

5 b-6 a.

6 a-6 b.

6 b-8 b.

8b-22b:
1st trans.

22b-23a.
23 a-23 b.

.. 23 b-25 a.

like

4th Trans. 2 fasc.

A.D. 693-713.
By Bodhiruyli.

II, 3 b-4 a.

4 a-4 b.

,. 5 a.

.. 5a-5b.

.. 5^.
5 b-6 a.

6 a-6 b.

6b.

6b-7a.
7a-8a: \2\
verses, of4lines,
each line con-

sisting of 5 cha-
racters.

I, 22 a-23 a.

II, 8 a.

8 a 8 b.

,.8b.
,.8b.

8b-9b.

9b-i3a.

I3a-i4b.
I4b-i5a.
I5a-i7a.

5th Trans. 3 fasc.

A.D. 982-1001.
By Fa-hhien.

II, lob-ii a.

1 1 a.

II a-ii b.

..lib.

II b-i2 a.

12 a-12 b.

l2b.
12 b-13 a.

Ill, ia-i"b.
I b-2 b : 10

verses, of 4 lines,

each line con-

sisting of 7 cha-

racters.

2 b-3 b : a dia-
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Bhagavat and
Avalokite.fvara.

3 b-4 b.

..4 b.

4 b-5 a.

5 a-6 b.

6b-7b.
7 b-8 a.

8 a-9 b.
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commonly called (i) Ta-^iii (Dai-kio) or 'Large Sutra,' (2) Kwan-z^iii

(Kwan-gio) or ' Sutra of Meditation,' and (3) Siao-y^iii (Shio-kio) or
' Small SCitra.'

But although the Sukhavati-vyuha and, more particularly, the Larger

Sukhavati-vyuha, was so widely studied, translated, and commented upon
in China and Japan, all efforts for obtaining a MS. of the Sanskrit text,

either from Japan or from China or from Corea, have hitherto proved

vain, and even the hope of future success has been very much reduced.

I had a visit last year from a Chinese Buddhist, an excellent scholar,

Yang Wen-hoei, who has devoted the whole of his life, in con-

nection with his friend Miao-khung (died in 1881), to a new edition

of the Chinese Tripi/aka. He had travelled for that purpose during
thirteen years, collecting alms to enable him to defray the expense
of his costly undertaking. He has published already more than 3000

volumes, and he thinks it will take him ten or twenty years more to

finish his task. The Chinese Government does not help him, as few

only among the officials now believe in Buddhism. He therefore follows,

as he said, the old maxim of '

gathering the hairs from under the arm-

pit of foxes, and thus making a garment.' He publishes as much as

he can with the alms he is able to collect.

When I asked him whether in his travels from monastery to monastery
he had ever met with any Sanskrit or Pali MSS., he told me that he

had never seen any, and that there was at present hardly a single

Chinese priest who knew Sanskrit. And when I inquired what he

thought could have become of the Sanskrit MSS. which, as we know,
were exported from India to China in very large numbers, from the

first to at least the twelfth century, he replied that since the time of

the Thang and Sung dynasties (a. D. 618-1280) several old pagodas
had been burnt, and that the MSS. had most likely perished with them.

However, as Sanskrit MSS. had formerly been preserved in such places
as Shen-si (the eighth of the eighteen provinces of modern China),
Shan-si (the sixth), Ho-nan (the seventh), and Peking, he promised,
after his return to his own country, to visit these Northern places, in order

to ascertain whether any Sanskrit MSS. might still be discovered there.

When all hope of new material had thus for the present, at least,

to be surrendered, it became a question whether it would be possible
or desirable to attempt to restore a text of the Larger Sukhavati-vy(aha
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with the MSS. now at hand. There are five MSS. in Europe: one

at the Royal Asiatic Society in London (A), one in the Bodleian

Library (B), one at Cambridge (C), and two at Paris (P and p) ^

Four of these, A, B, C, and P, have been copied and carefully col-

lated by Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio and Mr. Kasawara
; one, p, has been

consulted in certain passages only.

When I endeavoured with these materials to restore a text, I soon

found that the task was almost impossible. All these MSS. come from

one and the same country, from Nepal, and in all difficult passages they
almost always share the same corruptions and omissions.

I pointed out on a former occasion that these corruptions must have

crept into the Sanskrit texts of the Northern Buddhist literature at

a very early time, even before the time when the Chinese translations

were made, for we find that some of these translations presuppose

corruptions which we now find in our Nepalese MSS., but which we

can easily prove to be corruptions.

Thus we read in the Lalita-vistara (ed. Calc. p. 543, 1. 8) :

iTakshur anityam adhruvawz tatha jrotaghra/zaw/^ihvapi,

Kaya-mana-du//kha anatma api riktasvabhavaj^unya/^.

Here the metre shows that we must omit^ihvapi in the first, and Kaya-
mana in the second line. They are additions, and very natural addi-

tions, to the original text. But when we take Divakara's translation,

the Fari-kwan-ta-^waii-yen-z^ih, which was made about A. D. 685, we find

both^ihvapi, 'also the tongue,' and Kaya-mana, 'body and mind,' repro-

duced, and we find exactly the same in the far later Tibetan version.

In the same chapter (p. 527), after Upaka had asked Bhagavat how
he could bear witness of himself, and claim for himself the names of

Arhat and Cina, Buddha answers :

6^ina hi madrwa ^^eya ye prapta a^-ravakshayam
Cita me papaka dharmas tenopa^ino hy aham.

Here the last pada is clearly wrong in metre and matter. There is no

such word as upa^ina, and the Pali version of the same verse (Maha-

vagga, vol. i. p. 8) shows that the Sanskrit text must have been '

tenopaka

^ino hy aham,' the sense being,
' Those who, like me, have reached the

' Selected EssaySj vol. ii. pp. 343-345.

C 2
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destruction of all frailties are to be known as C'inas
;

all evil dispositions

have been conquered by me, therefore, O Upaka, I am a 6^ina, a

conqueror.'

Here, again, there is no trace of the vocative Upaka, O Upaka ! in

Divakara's translation ; and, whatever the Chinese translator may have

had before him, it could hardly have been tenopaka^ino hy aham.

The fact is, that it would be almost impossible to restore a correct

and readable text of any single page of the Sukhavati-vyuha, if it were

not for the great uniformity of Buddhist phraseology, and the constant

repetitions of the same words and the same phrases.

Take such a passage as p. 41, 1. 3. Here the MSS. read :

A. C. ^I^Tft.^^^H^^TOfRTm^ffT I

B. ^^TftgU^fftcliRT^TTTHTftfiT I

P. ^STT^TftgSF^frT^RTlTPnftfir I

I have printed >!^^Tft:^WRIirr'^cfiTT:T^T:JTTftfw, and I believe, after reading

the Lalita-vistara, p. 331, 11. 5-7, most scholars will agree that the

emendation, though bold, is certain.

I had hoped at first that, .more particularly for difficult passages, the

Chinese translations would have been of great assistance. But, with

few exceptions, they have proved of very little use. The Chinese trans-

lators, if they were Chinese, do not seem to me to have possessed, as

a rule, such a knowledge of Sanskrit as would enable them to make
out really difficult passages. They therefore either pass them by, or

give the general meaning only, and in some cases a decidedly wrong

meaning. The impression left on my mind, after reading some of those

Chinese translations, is that they often contain the result of a conversa-

tion between an Indian and a Chinese Buddhist
;
the former explaining

rather than translating the words of the original, the latter writing down

something that should convey the meaning and be intelligible to Chinese

readers.

In some cases the misunderstandings in the Chinese translations are

due to the indistinctness of the Sanskrit MSS. Thus in the Lalita-

vistara, p. 24, 1. 4, the Sanskrit text speaks of the king of Hastinapura,

pa;z(^ava-kula-prasuta,
' born of the race of the Paw^avas.' Divakara, in

his Chinese translation, gives at first the name of the Pa<^avas rightly,
but when he comes to the reasons why the Bodhisattva should not be
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born in the family of the king of Hastinapura, he writes :

' Because that

king is a eunuch.' Nothing is said of this in the Sanskrit text, and we
can only suppose that the Chinese translator or his assistant misread

^^^^ for ^^w-

I therefore should have preferred to give up the idea of publishing the

Sanskrit text of the Sukhavati-vyuha, at least for the present, hoping
that better MSS. might still be discovered. But my two pupils were

very anxious to carry back with them to their own country a Sanskrit

text of a work which is of the highest importance to their coreligionists

in China and Japan.

The two texts of the Sukhavati-vyuha, the smaller and the larger, and

the Amitayur-buddha-dhyana-sutra,form together the whole foundation of

their religion, while all the other canonical books of the Tripi/aka possess

in their eyes a secondary authority only. That religion counts millions

of followers in China and Japan. It may be called a branch of Buddhism,
but on some of the most essential points of religion it differs so widely
from what we are accustomed to understand by Buddhism, that much
confusion would be avoided by assigning to it a different name altogether.

Whereas the religion of Ceylon, Burmah, and Siam may well be called

Buddhism, as being founded on the personal teaching of Buddha 5akya-

muni, there is another religion in China, Japan, and Corea, in which the

Buddha 6"akyamuni plays a very subordinate part, having only to pro-

claim the teaching of former Buddhas. As the highest object of this

teaching is the attainment of Bodhi or Samyak-sambodhi, Bodhism

might be a useful name to distinguish that religion from Buddhism.
To this religion of Bodhism belongs the sect of the ' Pure Land,' and

to this sect of the ' Pure Land '

belong the two priests, who came to

Oxford in 1879 to study Sanskrit with a special view of reading their

sacred writings in the original Sanskrit, and testing the correctness of

the various and considerably varying Chinese translations to which the

members of the Shin-shiu sect have hitherto looked as their highest

authorities in matters of faith. They and their coreligionists knew, of

course, that the five Chinese translations of the Larger Sukhavati-vyuha
could not all be correct

;
but in order to know which of them was right in

any particular place, they felt that it was absolutely necessary to have re-

course to the Sanskrit original, from which every one professes to be taken.

Under these circumstances I thought it right to do what could be
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done in order to publish a readable and, with the exception of a few

corrupt passages, a correct text of the Larger Sukhavati-vyuha. I trust

that, even though far from perfect, this edition will be productive of some

practical good in Japan and China, while I have no doubt that in Europe
critical scholars will accord to it the same indulgence which every editio

princeps has a right to claim, particularly in a branch of literature

hitherto almost unexplored.
The first text composed in this peculiar Buddhist Sanskrit, the Lalita-

vistara, was published at Calcutta, in 1853-1877, by Rajendralal Mitra.

This was followed in 1873 by the Kara//</a-vyuha, published at Cal-

cutta by Satyavrata Samasrami.

In Europe the first attempt at a critical edition of a Sanskrit Buddhist

text was made by myself in publishing, with the help of MSS. from Japan,

the text and translation with notes of the Smaller Sukhavati-vyuha \

This was followed by an abridgment of the Meghasutra, with transla-

tion and notes, published by Mr. Cecil Bendall, in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, 1880.

In 1 88 1 appeared my edition of the text of the Va^ra/^i'/^edika, the

Diamond-cutter, based upon MSS. from Japan, in the An ec dot a

Oxoniensia, Aryan Series, vol. i. part 1.

The last and most important contribution to this new branch of

Sanskrit scholarship is the edition of the Mahavastu, published in

1 881, by M. Senart.

These few texts, with the addition of some shorter extracts published
from time to time by Hodgson, Burnouf, Foucaux, and Peer, are all that

we possess as yet of Buddhist Sanskrit literature
;
and those who have

worked in this recently opened mine, know best themselves how uncertain

the ground still is on which they have to stand and to carry on their work.

There is, however, a great difference between the prose and the poetical

portions of these Sanskrit texts. The prose portion can be restored with

greater certainty and tolerable accuracy, not so much with the help of

MSS. which, with the exception of those coming from Japan, seem to be

the very worst of Sanskrit MSS., as by means of the constant repetitions

and the almost stereotyped character of the general style of these

Buddhist Sutras. It will be seen that in the prose portions I have often

^

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1880; Selected Essays, vol. ii. p. 313.
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taken very great liberties with the MSS., knowing with almost absolute

certainty what was the only possible reading. I had also for these prose

portions the assistance of the grammar which, though by no means

Pawinean, is yet not without definite rules. Another liberty I have taken

was to add numbers to the long strings of names.

But in the metrical portions the difficulties are far greater. The
metrical dialects of the Buddhist SOtras have never, so far as we know,
been studied grammatically by native scholars. For Pali and for other

Prakrit dialects we have native grammarians who tell us, at all events,

what they thought to be the correct forms. But for the so-called Gatha

dialects we are left without any such help. The MSS. are written by
scribes who, whether they were learned or unlearned, had nothing to

guide them, whose great temptation, if they were scholars, was to

discover Sanskrit forms under Prakrit disguises ^ or who, if they knew
what diplomatic accuracy meant, were left to decipher, as well as they

could, the very peculiar and, in some cases, very uncertain letters of the

ancient MSS. before them^. Burnouf ascribed the introduction, if not the

invention, of new words, such as the Pali iTaturanta; instead of the Sanskrit

ATaturaiiga, to the ambiguity of the letters of the ancient alphabets^.

' See on this point the excellent remarks of M. Senart, in the Introduction to his

edition of the Mahavastu, p. xiii.

^ The following is a list of letters most likely to be mistaken for each other
; see

Klatt, De Canakyae Sententiis, 1873; Senart, Mahavastu, vol. i. p. xi :

\S c^
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All I can pretend to have done in these so-called Gatha-portions is,

for all difficult passages, to have put the reader in possession of the

evidence supplied by the four MSS., and to have given the rest as the

MSS., the metre, and the grammar, so far as they are known, seemed to

require. I make no secret of my own dissatisfaction with the little

I have been able to do. Still a beginning has to be made, and the

difficulties which we have to encounter in these editiones principes
are after all the same which the classical scholars of the fifteenth century
had to face, and which they faced manfully. Many a corrupt passage had

to be allowed to stand, and was repeated again and again in subsequent

editions, till at last a wider knowledge of the literature and the greater

critical ingenuity of later scholars have slowly purified our Greek and

Latin texts. It will be the same, I hope, with these texts, and I have

little doubt that the Sanskrit scholars of the future will make allowance

for the difficulties which we, poor beginners, had to encounter, and be

more sparing than certain classical scholars in their use of inepte and

absurde, when hereafter they come to publish their critical editions of

these Sanskrit texts.

If I have erred, it is, I believe, in having often allowed the readings of

the MSS. to remain, when it would have been easy to alter them. Thus
on p. 8, 1. 17, I have, on the strength of all the MSS., retained arabhidhya,

though it would have been easy to change it into arabhishya. In a

language which allows such gerunds as kr/tvana, j"ru;ntva, .yrzV/uya,

j-unitva, j-unitya, prapuitva, ^ahitva, ^ahya^, buddhitva, karitya, kari-

yaa, sthihiya, dadiya, dadia, etc., I thought that a termination dhya,

representing the Vedic dhyai, might not be impossible ;
but I must

confess that I have never met with an analogous form 2.

On p. 7, 1. 13, bhosishu is no doubt a very irregular form, but I left it,

because we have the Pali ahosi, which would presuppose a possible Gatha

form abhosishu/^, instead of the more regular abhushishu/^ -^ The use of

s for sh we have in such words as uposatha, upanisa (or upanii-a), etc.*

^ On p. 8, 1. I, I have left^ahya, for^ahya; see E. Miiller, Der Dialect der Gathas,
p. 30.

"^ See Muir, Sanskrit Texts, vol. ii. pp. 119, 121 ; E. Miiller, Der Dialect der Gathds,
p. 29.

^ See Muir, Sanskrit Texts, vol. ii. p. 1 19 ;
E. Miiller, Der Dialect der Gathas, p. 29.

* See Senart, 1. c. p. xv.
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On p. 19, 1. 4, I have left saniana//, even in the prose portion, as cor-

responding to the Pali participle samano for sat.

As we have the Vedic forms in ebhi/z frequently used in the Gatha

portions, I have hesitated to suppress the form ebhi, apparently a

singular (like Latin ibi), in such passages as p. 7, 1. 13 ; p. 8, 1, 8.

There can be no doubt that the Gatha dialect admits locatives in smi

and smin, such as kshawasmi and kshawasmin, also girismi and girismin.

Still occasionally the MSS. are so consistent in writing ksha;/e 'smin, that

one fears to correct it, although we actually find such phrases as ksha-

7/asmi tasmin. (Saddharmapuw(/arika, v. 60.)

The metre is often a great help in restoring the text of the Gatha

portions, but here again the license of lengthening short, and shortening

long vowels, is evidently very great ;
and it is by no means clear, whether

we should always write a long syllable short, because it counts as a

short, and vice versa. Thus on p. 8, 1. 9, I have written bhavishyami,
but on the same page, 1. 17, I have retained ganga, though one MS.
writes gaga. Again, on the same page, 1. 7, the last syllable of sama-

dhitas is used short, though followed by ka..

On all these points I can speak with great hesitation only. We want

a far larger number of texts before we can hope to arrive at safe con-

clusions. But the more I see of this peculiar Sanskrit, the more I feel

convinced that we have in it something really historical, a language not

bent and fashioned according to the rules of grammatical schools, but

a language such as it was really spoken in different parts of India, before

the Renaissance of Sanskrit Literature, about 400 A.D. I look upon the

Gatha portions, though far less grammatical, as decidedly older than the

prose portions, and I think we can even now distinguish between at least

two varieties of Gatha language, that of the story itself, generally intro-

duced by tatredam ukyate, and that of poetical portions interspersed

in the prose story ^. There is also a marked difference between the

Gatha dialect of the Mahavastu and that of the Sukhavati-vyuha, and

we shall probably not go far wrong, if we ascribe these dialectic varieties

to the different localities in which certain Buddhist schools took their

origin. In that case the dialect which we commonly call Pali, would

likewise have to be considered as an ancient local dialect, phonetically

' See E. Miiller, Der Dialect der Gathas, p. 3.

d [III. 2.]
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far more corrupt than the Gatha dialects, but grammatically far more

perfect, owing chiefly, I believe, to the scientific grammatical treatment

which it received in India itself from a very early time.

I have only to add that the credit, and likewise the responsibility, for

the accurate collation of the four MSS. of the Sukhavati-vyuha belongs

to my friend and pupil, Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio. To him is also due the

translation of the Chinese version of the Gatha portions occurring in

the Sukhavati-vyuha, printed with the Chinese text, at the end of this

edition, pp. 79~9i*

For the sake of students in Japan and China, and chiefly for the

benefit of the members of the Shin-shiu sect, I have added the text of the

Smaller Sukhavati-vyuha, which, though printed in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, is difficult to obtain in those distant countries.

A short account of the Shin-shiu Sect, or, as it is called in China, the

Sect of the ' Pure Land,' i. e. Sukhavati. from the pen of Mr. Bunyiu

Nanjio, will show the true importance of the texts here published in the

history of religious thought, and prove, I hope, acceptable to European
students of religion to whom hitherto this important branch of Buddhism

or Bodhism has been but little known.

HISTORY OF THE 'PURE-LAND' SECT, IN CHINA
AND JAPAN.

In China, this sect dates from the fourth century. In A. D. 381
there was a priest named Hwui-yuen, a disciple of Tao-an, who founded

a monastery on the Lii-shan or the Lii hill. Afterwards he had another

monastery built on the east of the hill, where he had a pond dug, in

which he planted a white lotus. The twelve leaves of the lotus flower

were made to turn according to the waves, and this was used for dividing
the day and the night into portions of six hours each. Here Hwui-

yuen with his fellow-believers practised his religion, meditating on

Amitayus. After a time there came together one hundred and twenty-
three men, who embraced the same belief. Hwui-yuen at once installed

the images of the 'Three Holy Beings of the Western Quarter,' namely,
Buddha Amitayus or Amitabha, and the two Bodhisattvas Avalokitej-vara
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and Mahasthamaprapta. Thus he established his school, which was

called Po-lien-sho, or White-Lotus School. One of his friends composed
a prayer, and others wrote hymns on the Buddhanusm;-/ti-samadhi, or

the ' meditation called intense thought on Buddha Amitayus,' wishing to

be born in his Pure Land after death.

Hwui-yuen sent some of his disciples to India and collected some
Sanskrit texts. He also introduced many Sutras and Vinaya works

from other parts of China. He invited Buddhabhadra, and translated

some Sanskrit texts with him. These were not, however, the works

containing the description of Sukhavati. He himself wrote a treatise on

the nature of Dharma, in which he asserted the eternity of Nirva;ea.

This treatise is said to have been approved by Kumara^iva, who was his

contemporary. Hwui-yuen died in A. D. 41 6 \

Besides the Smaller Sukhavati-vyuha, Kumara^iva translated, about

A. D. 405, Nagar^una's Daj"abhumi-vibhasha-j-astra, No. 1180 of the

Chinese Tripi/aka. In the ninth of the '^S chapters of this 5astra, Nagar-

^una explains the doctrine of Amitayus or Amitabha, as taught by Buddha
in both the large and small texts of the Sukhavati-vyuha, Nos. 23 (5), 25,

26, 27, 863 (large), 199, 200 (small). Nagar^na (Luh-shu, or Riu-nu)
is therefore looked upon as the first patriarch after Buddha in teaching
this doctrine; though there was A^vaghosha before him in India, who

quotes a Sutra which seems to be the Sukhavati-vyuha. A^vaghosha's
work '

Mahayana-j-raddhotpada-j-astra,' Nos. 1249, 1250 was not

translated into Chinese till A. D. ^^^i-

In his work above mentioned (chap. 9 of No. 1180), Nagar^una intro-

duces a famous simile, when he says :

' There are innumerable gates or

forms of the Law of Buddha, just as there are paths in the world either

difficult or easy. To travel by land on foot is painful, but to cross the

water by ship is pleasant. The way of the Bodhisattvas is the same.

Some are practising (religious austerities) diligently with pain, others

are able to attain to the state of " not returning again
"

(Avaivartya) by
means of the easy practice, viz. by faith (in Amitayus)-.'

In A.D. 529, Bodhiru/^i translated a short treatise on the Sukhavati-

^

Kao-safi-^whan, No. 1490, fasc. 6, fol. i a seq. Tsifi-thu-shah-hhien-lu, fasc. 2,

fol. I a seq.
^ For the life and works of Nagar^na, see the Tsih-thu-shan-hhien-lu, fasc. i,

fol. 21 b seq., and No. 3 in Appendix I of my Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripi/aka.

d 2
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vyulia, written by Vasubandhu (Thien-tsin, or Ten-^'in)'. It is entitled

Aparimitayus-sutra-^astra, or '

Amitayus-sutra-upadeja,' No. 1204. On
account of the authorship of this treatise, Vasubandhu is looked upon as

the second patriarch in teaching the doctrine of Amitayus or Amitabha.

It was this Bodhiru/^i who blamed the Chinese priest Thin-lwan

(Don-ran), when the latter asked him whether there was in the Law of

Buddha a way of having a long life and even escaping from death.

Bodhiru/('i showed Than-lwan the Sutra of the Sixteen Kinds of Medita-

tation (on Sukhavati), No. 198, translated A.D. 424, and explained to

him that a man who learns this Sutra only, can be freed from all troubles

and obtain a very long life, a life of immeasurable or incomparable

length. Than-lwan then wrote a commentary on Vasubandhu's treatise

on the Sukhavati-vyuha, in which he quotes Nagar^una's work already
alluded to. He also composed many verses in praise of Amitayus
and his Sukhavati, and of Nagar^una. Than-lwan (Don-ran) is the

third of the seven patriarchs of the doctrine of Amitayus, according
to the Shin-shiu. He died in A.D. 542^.

In A.D. 628, Tao-Mo (D6-shaku), the fourth patriarch of the Shin-

shiu, died. He left one work, which is a collection of accounts concerning
the doctrine of Amitayus. He honestly followed the example of Than-

lwan, and deeply meditated on Amitayus, repeating the name of this

Buddha 70,000 times every day^.

His immediate disciple Shan-tao (Zen-do), the fifth patriarch of the

Shin-shiu, is very famous, as he wrote five works on this doctrine, and

taught the people most diligently. One of his five works is a commen-

tary on the Sutra of the Sixteen Kinds of Meditation. He was the

greatest teacher of this doctrine in China^.

Both before and after these three Chinese patriarchs, there were

numerous priests and laymen in China, who are said to have followed

this doctrine, though their views were not always the same as those of

^ For the life and works of Vasubandhu, see the Tsih-thu-shah-hhien-lu, fasc. i,

fol. 24 b seq., and No. 6 in Appendix I of my Catalogue.
^ For the life of Than-lwan, see the Tsih-thu-wan, fasc. 5, fol. 4 a seq., and Tsih-

thu-shah-hhien-lu, fasc. 2, fol. 10 b seq.
^ For the life of Tko-kho, see the Tsih-thu-shah-hhien-lu, fasc. 2, fol. 28 a seq.
* For the life of Shan-tao, see the Tsih-thu-wan, fasc. 5, fol. 5 a seq., and Tsih-thu-

shah-hhien-lu, fasc. 2, fol. 34 a seq.
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the patriarchs'. The schools of Thien-thai and Shan continue to hold the

doctrine of Amitayus in China, though in a somewhat different way.
In Japan, the principal sect of the doctrine of the ' Pure Land' dates

from the twelfth century of the Christian era. But long before that date

this doctrine was known there. In A.D. 640 the third Chinese translation

of the Large Sukhavati-vyuha now in existence was lectured on by a

priest named Ye-on, in the presence of the Emperor Zio-mei'^. In A.D.

774 a nun, who was called by the official title of K'm-sio, and who died

in her thirty-ninth year, is said to have been a believer in this doctrine''.

In A.D. 972 a priest, Ku-ya by name, who died in his seventieth year,

and is said to have been a son of the Emperor Dai-go (reigned from

A. D. 898 to 930), taught this doctrine to the people in Kioto, then the

Imperial capital^. There is still a certain number of his followers there,

who from time to time assemble in a small temple, in which his statue is

installed, within the large temple, Roku-haramitsu-.s-i (Sha/-paramita-

vihara), in Kioto.

In A.D. 10 1 7 another teacher. Gen-shin, also called Ye-shin, died in his

seventy-sixth year^ He was a priest of the Ten-dai sect, but truly

followed the orthodox doctrine of Amitayus, agreeing with the opinions
of the Chinese priest Shan-tao (Zen-do), the fifth patriarch of the Shin-

shiu. In A.D. 984-985 he wrote a w^ork entitled W6-si6-y6-shiu, or
* Collection of Important information on the doctrine of going to be

born in Sukhavati.' On account of the authorship of this useful book he

is considered to be the sixth patriarch of this doctrine, according to the

Shin-shiu.

About a century later, there were two priests, Y6-kwan and Rio-nin,

the former died in A.D. iiii, and the latter in 1132^ Y6-kwan left

a work entitled W6-2'i6-5'iu-in, or 'Ten Causes for going to be born in

Sukhavati.' Rio-nin founded his sect in A.D. 1127. His sect is called

after its principle, Yu-dzu-nen-butsu, or 'Circulation of the Merit of

Remembering Buddha Amitayus or repeating his name,' that is to say,

* See the Tsin-thu-shan-hhien-lu, or Records or Memoirs of the Sages and Wise

Men of the Pure-Land Sect, compiled by Phaii Tshai-thsin, in A.D. 1783; and its

continuations, by two others, about A.D. 1850.
^ See the Nihon-sho-ki, and Koku-shi-riaku, fasc. i, fol. 24 b.

^
Butsu-z6-dzu-i, fasc. 5, fol. 9 b.

*
Ibid., fol. 4 a. Ibid., fol. 9 b.
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when one repeats the name of Amitayus (Na-mu-a-mi-da-butsu, i. e.

Namo 'mitayushe or 'mitabhaya Buddhaya) for another or others, both

will equally receive the favour of Buddha. This is one of the eleven

different Buddhist sects in Japan at the present day.

The principal sect of the doctrine of the ' Pure Land
'

was first estab-

lished in Japan by Gen-ku, who had the other name H6-nen, in A.D. 1174,

when he was forty-two years of age. He was formerly a priest of the Ten-

dai sect, and discovered this doctrine in the works of the Chinese teacher

Shan-tao (Zen-do), after repeated and careful examinations^ to which

he is said to have been led by the work of Gen-shin, the sixth patriarch.

After his discovery, he left the Ten-dai sect, and taught the people

this practical doctrine. He had more than 380 disciples, among whom
there were many distinguished priests. He wrote a work at the request

of his disciple Yen-shio, a retired prime minister. In this work he quotes

several authorities, and adds many important notes. He also compiled a

commentary on the Three Sutras of the Pure-Land sect. His writings,

both in Chinese and Japanese, are numerous. His sect was so flourishing,

that many priests of other powerful old sects were very much afraid lest

their own sects would perish. They consequently accused him as a false

teacher, and in his seventy-fifth year, A.D. 1207^ Gen-ku was exiled to the

province of To-sa, in the Shi-koku, or Four-Province island. But he was

set free and called back to Kioto in A.D. 121 1. In the following spring

he died, being eighty years of age. There are many works on the life of

Gen-ku. He is the last of the seven patriarchs, according to the Shin-

shiu sect, established by his greatest disciple Shin-ran, thirteen years
after the death of Gen-ku.

Soon after Gen-ku's death, however, some of his other disciples founded

their own sects, of which two are now in existence under the same

name of ^io-do-shiu, or ' Sect of the Pure Land.' The founders of these

two sects are Ben-a, of the ii"in-zei-ha, or Sect of the Western Island,

where he lived
;
and Shio-ku, of the Sei-zan-ha, or Sect of the Western

Hill near Kioto. Ben-a died in A.D. 1238, and Shio-ku in 1247^.

Although Gen-ku established the principal sect of the doctrine of

the Pure Land, his leading opinions were almost forgotten after his

death. But in A.D. 1224, i.e. the thirteenth year from his death, his

^

Butsu-zo-dzu-i, fasc. 5, fol. 9 b.
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greatest disciple, Shin-ran, established his sect, with the view of main-

taining the principles of his teacher Gen-ku. Shin-ran called his sect

Zio-do-shin-shiu, or True Sect of the Pure Land, now shortened into

Shin-shiu, or True Sect. In the same year he compiled a work, collect-

ing numerous maxims and adding short but important notes. Shin-ran

was born in the noble family of Hino in Kioto, in A. D. 1173. ^^ ^"s

ninth year, A. D. 1181, he became a priest of the Ten-dai sect, which he

left in his twenty-ninth year, A, D. 1201. Then he became a disciple of

Gen-ku, and shared the misfortune of the latter in his thirty-fifth year,

A.D. 1207, when he was exiled to the province of Yc/^i-go. Five years

after he was set free, and he travelled through the north-eastern provinces

during twenty years, preaching the doctrine of the Pure Land. He was

in his fifty-second year when he established his sect. After that he wrote

several books, both in Chinese and Japanese, in which he firmly established

his system of teaching faith and morality equally, while prohibiting

strictly all kinds of superstitious practices. In A. D. 1262, Shin-ran died,

when he was ninety years of age. Before and after his death, his dis-

ciples and descendants (as he was a married priest) have constantly gone
to different places, and made the True Sect of the Pure Land known to

the people. There are many works on the life of Shin-ran.

There is another and still later sect of this doctrine of the Pure Land,
called ^i-shiu, or Sect which performs worship at fixed times six times

in a day and night. It was founded by the Japanese priest Ippen, in

A.D. 1276, who died in 1289^
Besides the above four sects, viz. Yu-dzu-nen-butsu-shiu, .2'i6-do-shiu,

Shin-shiu, and Zi-shiu, there is another sect called Ten-dai (Thien-thai,

in Chinese sound), which also holds the doctrine of the Pure Land,' while

in the six remaining Buddhist sects, still existing in Japan, this doctrine

is generally not taught.

The following two tables will show the result of the religious census of

1880, with the dates of the establishment of the eleven Buddhist sects in

Japan.
The number of the Shinto temples, and of the preachers and students

professing the Shinto faith, has been added for the sake of comparison.
The Shinto temples in Japan are numerous, but the number of preachers
and students is comparatively small.

*

Butsu-z6-dzu-i, fasc. 5, fol. 10 a.
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1. SHINTOIST AND BUDDHIST TEMPLES (YASHIRO AND TERA

RESPECTIVELY) IN JAPAN.

Sect.

Shinto

I. Hosso

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

lO.

II.

Ten-dai^

Shin-gon
Yu-dzfi-nen

Zio-do ^
.

Rin-zai ,

Shin-shiu^

S6-t6 .

Ni/ci-ren

Zi-shiu^

W6-baku

-butsu

Date.

First established about a.d.

66o,but included in the Shin-

gon from a. d. 1872 to 1882.

A.D. 805
8x6

,> 1127

,,
1 174, or about 1220

1191
1224

1227
1253

1276
1624

Number.

4,785

12,928

362
8,314

6,155

19,208

14=334

4,970

525

577

Total.

186,702

72,158

^ Nos. 2, 4, 5, 7, 10 are the sects among which the doctrine of the Pure Land is

wholly or partially taught.

2. SHINTOIST AND BUDDHIST PREACHERS AND STUDENTS.

Sect.



II ^T^T^mwir: n

iff ^h1 ^^t^^^^ I m ^h: ^H^ffTrfV^v^: I

rTTHT^' I ^iftsf^JJTrrtHUc^' II

g^T^rrT ^Tftr ^ ^t^^^T II

^^TTt ^H^WTc^^t II

ii^Tft? fTt ^^ftri:^^^! II

IJ^ ^^ ^ I TX^T^T^TT^ HH^T^ U^lt' f^l^

^
In B. only.

^ ^ left out in A. ^
^ left out in A.

^
P. adds ^sfim^^ .

^TWtTW^ A. C. ^JIlft^TTW^ B. JJJIIToFTlTW^ P.
^

iTO A. C. "^ B.

'
rraTg?

^
iRT ^r5r^'\Hi A. (T^n^^ P. KmwJi b. irm ^^mmiM c.

^
TPTT C. 1^

tnft^o A c p. r^V^ B.
^^
^T^R^ p, ^mji^ c.

B [III. 2.]



II g^T^rR^?: II

^T^fifrfT^^ ^m^?^ ^11^1^18^ ^ftrmM^ ^^^V

^ fllTT^Tt[ZI^77C|^^ ^IT^T^^^c)^^ ^Tfi:g%T!!'^M'^'

^tn^ ^^|^^'fM^#^?TH#: II ^ II

^

^^^^^#^^ p. The other MSS. read ^^"^ '^ H. ^ ,^3^^^^^ q
^ ^ p. -57 C.

* ^f^-^ A. B. ^ P. C.
^
fxRt^ A. fjfCR B. fefi^^ C.

^ ^fRT^ C. ^mi^^ P. oirfHfirtii ? From Karmu-a to Ananda left out in A. B.

^
See, however, Paw. viii. 4, 5,

^
tj^rf, twice, P. 'TFI'T, meant for "tp^^, twice, C.

*
WJ^Tf C. ^^

^T^^^ ^ C. P. See for these names the Smaller Sukhavati-

vyiiha, I ; Lal.Vist. p. i.
^^

Cf. Lai. Vist. p. 526, 1. 7.



II g^T^rft^f : H 3

^'f^^TT^"^ T=[fi:^'i g^^^ ^^^^Trf ^f^^^ xftHmnm I

^ ^^ p. ^^ A. ^^ B, deest in C.

Pan. vni. 4, 18.

2 ^Tfwmftt^ A. B. c. ^m-
"^

ftr A. P. C. See, however,

B 2



4 H ^^T^tft^f : II

^f^^ Hf^^T ^Rh=TT^T ^i^TO T{^f\^^^ "^^^fim^

^^1^1^ flrTT^ g^T^ ^"^T^i ^ T^^^TTOt "^ ^^^ rT^T-

^Tigq^^rT I TTt^^ |ift: I ^I?fTTlfT|^T^^^ ^T^^

ftxi^T^t g^c^^: KT^HT^: I ^ft g '^^T^^ tT^T^TiT-

^ From W^^i to ^# deest in C. B., and ^>Tlf^^rT stands in P. only.
^

"^wft:-

il^^
A. P., deest in C. B. ^ ^^rm^ C. P. fTpTT^ A. f^fHT^ B.

^ ^^ ?



II g^^rft^^: n 5

nirtSir!;i TT^ TRTO qT:rrt?I^HT^d ^W rf'^n^iftSiJr^l

fnTrtfHijiTTTr c| o ^^"f^^ ^th^ =if^ft^r^^^^w s ^ ^^5-

^

^^Tf)^ A. B. p. HTf*TW C. ^T'nfH^Chin. transl.
^

C. inserts %|5TlT.
3

^^o p. jj^ B.
*

gf3 p.
^
??ii^fr A. p.



6 II ^g^T^rft^f
: II

WlfH^ ^T^?^gTaTT^d ^T^??^^^^ft 57T^?8^^irt-

^mM^^^^n^t ^mM^J^^Tftm^ ^T^MMf5=lfiR^TT!Mlf

M(l^?r^^Tft[^ft ^T1^!?OTrfT33^^^ ^ml?^HITf!HTc7^-

ft ^m^(^ftf?5:|frT^rabo I -fttiHTO^^ "q^^ ^Trrtb^

c^^^^^T^ ^m TT^THHtst^B^W|t cft^ ^^^rrf^

^
fTTDcft A. B. TTfJTGlt C, deest in P.

^

^^^> A. fft B. P. C.

^
p. inserts TTTinV?

^ f^f^^m A. f?Tf?T ^T?! B. f^f'^ ^TH C. fFffq ^TR P.

^^<*fJlT'T in C. only.
^
For the names of the Buddhas see Lai. Vist. p. 5, and

Childers s. v. buddho.



fTT^^"':^!^^ rT^T^rf^Ttw: ^T^T^"^^^ H^^^^ ^^T-

^fy^T^ ^'^^^^TOfv^^: II? II'

^J^T ^f^XSJUT^^Ffec^ Tjf^^t nfrT^T^ ^^^ HH^twl^-

^ ^ ^? ^^ Vim f^^Tfn ^f^W^ I

g^Hftjfn^^^^^HT I

^ rrftrr Htftl^ T7fH ^^T?ft^ II i II

^q^ftr ^^' ^^^ft I

W^ ^ ^sf^f cTrf^ ^f^^^: II ^ II

sNffrg ^^^d ^^T ^^: I

^ TJ^T^ A. B.
2 From here to linTI^?TfVrT (p. 8, 1. 7) left out in B.

^ ^r; ^ A.

HftiiT c. nf^-pi P.
-*

'5T7f-5[ P.
5 wf4: c, ^"^-q: P. f^^: a.



8 II g^T^rR^^: II

l^ffl^fiT ^^f^T ^t^^T^ I

TT^ ^1 -g^ ^^' v^^n^ft I

^i:THi:TnTm^t ir^^^^ n S ii

irftr ^1^ ^HT^^ifir I

|^ Hf^^H ^^^l^^TTTT II M II

^^m ^TffT^ 'TH^T ^^T I

^^W^ ^^ft^ ^^t I

ftr^^T^fvn^^^ ^^t II If II

^fir TTffj^ ^^TTRf^ui a s II

^^ TTTT ^^ ^w^fr I

^ ^Wt fvfiTt55 A. ^m ifttITt P. ^ fwmt C. sfeRTt? ^
^?JT P.

^TT A. C. 3 )^f^^ ^ Q p 4 ^;^f^^ A Q p 6 ^ A jg Q p
'^ TTT A. ifJTT B. C, P. '

^^^ ^^ I^- C. Several syllables are wanting ; we

expect some reference to the Bodhimawc^ala.



rf^' ^^T^rT^ f^^fiT^ lib II

^f^K^^^"^?^ ^^T^ ^< II e II

^f^^g ^f ^^J ^^ I

^^ ^ft^^^ I ^s^^ri I ^f HT^^r^l^ I ^ftr g

1 Ti^? 2IT^ ?
2
HT^ra- I ^m A. C. HT^^ ^^T P. HTT^^ II ^^T B

[III. 2.]



lo II ^T^T^rft^li: II

^^^TUTf^^TT^^H^^ ^T^TU ^l^t ^fW^^^t ^H^T-

fttrT^T^^^^ f#^^^^^S^^igm^T^ -^^^T^.

^f^^T^^ HH^rf^'cnnrr^T^^mTir II M II

^^ ^^%% ^fjJl^ HH^Ht cTT^^^TJITFT rT^T^rT^'

ll^rT^T^^RHt ^ nftnm^TI^^rT^ II !^ H

^TI^T^^I ^ft.'Jf^m ^ H31^'"^^^^7c^^T^^|^t[f^frT II

^^^RTffA. B. TJoFT^C. ^oli^^ P. Chinese translations put 21 or 84.
^
g^T^-

^T^ A. gxr^^^ B. gtrsr^T^ p. C,
^ Here A. and B. insert a Pranidhana

which ought to come in later.
^

^oRT^TlT A.
J^^T^lr^

B. ^sR^^ P. C.

5>^*^op. (;5>^Tvqo A. B. -^^^^c^^ (.



II ^T^T^rft^?: II II

^Tf^HTTjTTtTc^J^R^^^iq^rriT 711^^^ ^f^^flT II S II

II ^ II e%^ Hn^^fel-^^^% f^T^ ^T ft^^^f^^T

TfHf^^^ ^gd ^T -^irstl' H^^T rTT^^fl^^^t W^^-
^ftiTT-firo^ii II

II ^ II ^%^HHW^ rr^^^^%^ ^rai: iinEn^Tm ^%-

II? II 5H%^ ^nW^ 1^^^ ^ ^^T: Tli^TlTTrTTO ^

^fvi^ftw^WZ? II

^
p. and C. add Tjfc^^lftl^fTT. A. and B. TTftTJ^').

C. 'qfT^'^^frT. P. ^ift^jf^",

and so generally.
^ ^s^rt ^T^ilt A. B. C. '^T ^d ^T^T^ P.

^ ^s^H

^TT^t^R A. B. '^T '5Wt T( =FT^ P. C. See chap. 15. The reference to the Asuras

is left out in three of the Chinese translations in both places. Suras or Devas could

hardly be mentioned here with Asuras. See, however, the 4th Prawidhana.

C 2



12 II ^^^ift^?: II

II Mil ^%^ Hnwfel-'^1^% ^ W^: Ilr^T^TrTra

iif^ii ^%^ jiprr^^ftpp'^^^ ^ ^^J: iTr^T^Tm

^^^ II

II ^11 ^-^r^ ^iT^*^^l^"fI^% ^ ^W* XTr^T'iTT^W

^%' ^ f^^^ "^^^T^^ <^TfH^ H%gtH^ c^^Mig^t^t-

^ft^^^^ II

lit II ^%^ HTjci^fW'^^^ ^ H^: iTrEiTin^W

3rW ^ f^^^ ^^^ f^nfJ^^ ^%^^ ^^^^^?t-

^T^T^flrRTHfiW^^^ II

^

ir?!^ p. TTfTT^ A.
inrTTrn^

B. W^ C.
2

^?|f^ A. ^Hf^fw B.

fl"^W^T% P. C. ^ The Prawidhana with regard to the divyam Arakshu^ is placed

by A. B, in chap. 6, between TniTi|ri*;M and ^T^T, beginning with the words ^RT^fT^ftl

and going on to '^TfTJn *T^t. In C. and P. the Pra?jidhana stands here in its right

place.



II ^T^T'^rft^?: II 13

IHW| <Hi%fi|Tlf5w^i^^ II

^^ ^ ftr^irTT: ^'^fkt ^'^M' ^"fSf^imftf^-^TO ttt

ft^^^^ ^f^?^^: ^T^^^nt nTn^T^ftiq%^?T^trfe

II ^? II ^%^ Hnw%'^^^%s^Tt ^R^^Ttfy-

ft^^^^ II

in8ll ^^ HH^^^^U ^^^TtfVHfJw^^^

^
See Childers s.v. rasi.

^ JHn^^fq P. TRRlf^ A. B. ffiTTO^Tftr C.



H II g^T^ffl^^: II

11 ^M II ^^^ wrn^-^ftlX?T^^T^^mTI!' -q^rft^ri ^%-

^^^^ftlTlf^^^^^ II

inffll ^%^ H^^^TlfMlTTTIW rTfti=r-^l^% 5B?^T^T-

fllTTfirFf^^^ II

II ^s II ^^^ Hn^'^fiTxn??^ ^TH^^g "^^^^in^-

RiT^rftret^^^ II

intll ^%^ HH^'Ttfvi:?!^^ ^ W^l ^^^ cTt^m-

gi^^?:T^t ^T3i^HTr4t fg^grqi^ tttt ^^^'^ ^^^j

^ A. and B. insert after ^TTJTgm!T in 15, K^ ^^T^f HHTTrftfTTlTTf^TTO T^^^^

^ ^^ HT^iTi; A. B. c. "^ ^i^ HT^i:?i; p. fj aicBm^^^ 5: 1

Ti^mfT^^tr.^R:^

^^"^t:^: a. b. (exc. TW) c. (exc. T^Hg). -JT TRT^m^^rftT:^^?^ II ^f^'k^: p.

^ ^ p. C. rft B. H A.



II gi^T^fft^^: II 15

men ^%^ Hn^Ttftjin^^Tii^^w^^^ l"^^^!

H^izr^ II'

5R^c^^Tg^ Ttftl^m^^T ^ftg^T^T^t ^^-^[^1 H^f
-

iR^ II ^%^ HnT-^ftjxn?r^ tt^ 1^% ^ ^fw^i:

^ From f^^ to "^ITW^ left out in P.
^

See Childers s. v. pai/canantariyakam-

mam. ^

^HT^ P. C. fHt ^ A. ^KT^ B.
'^

A. and B. repeat 19.

H^^ A. ^Wj B. C. ^T^ P.
5



i6 II ^T^T^rft^?: II

f^^^Trqi^T^ ITT^^^g'^T TTT^^I^^i:! ^^W^ftl^fi^-

^^^4 II

IR?II ~^^ H^i^'TrfvinTT^ rT^ 1^^ ^ ^W'

^^^%^ ^^T'^n^TT: ^^'^m i^f^T^r i^t^^t? '^^'^

c o

^
After 'SJ^qw^: ^ t A. B. leave out till ^'^U TTWnFH^>f>I etc.

^ The 23rd

Pranidhana is left out in C.
^
TFJ^ A. ^rM^^t B. Tr^U^: P.

^
xift^n:: B.

xrft^: A. TTfixoiin:: p.



n ^T^T^rft^i: n 17

IRffll ^%^ HH^-'^fMUT^^ cT^ ^^^% ^* "^f^"

^^^^^f^ijrf^^ l^^^filfW' ^T^'^r^rTT ^H^^T^^

rTT^^lH^^t ^g^^Ttft^f^TO^^^ II

II ^^ II ^%^ HH^^fVTlTT?^ W^ 1^^% ^* ^^'^"

^^^ II

iRt II ^%^ HTr^'^fyHTTT^ H^ "^^^ cfi^f^r^T?^-

D [III. 2.]



1 8 II ^i^^rft^i: n

II? oil ^%^ Hn^TtfvxiT^^ rr^ '1'^%% V^^rT-

II ?^ II B%^ H^^^%RTTn^5^ w^ 1^^% ^ ^^ifti^-

^^^^ II

II ?^ II ^-^^ ^n^'^lfVinTf^ ^ ^^1 ^w^mw(m-

^I3I^^tRlTRft^^^^ II

II?? II ^^ vjii^^ftiirrT?^ ^Trm^n^-qrfM^^T-

Tp^nx^ftTTT^g l"!^^! ^fv^r^T 7??T5B^T Tm ^J^^^

^

^-^Wff A. ^^T^ B. F'p^ C. #1^1?^ P.
^

P. reads ^TT^TTT^-



II g^T^ift^f: II 19

ii?8ii ^%^ HH^Ttf^m^^ ^^m^iT^^i^^"in-

II ?M II ^%^ i^l^'^fvinTI^ ^HfTT^^g f^^I?^^

II ^% II ^^ ^n^'^fMinTT^ ^^f^fVH^^ ^-

II ?S II ^%^ HT^'TrRmi^^ TT^ ^1^% ^ItrR^T:

^^^^ftl^fiw^^^ II

^

IWT^ A. P. mmi B.
2
y^^j^ A B c vn^^ P.

3 ^ ^ ^ ^^r>T A.

^ ^^ ^mft? B. -^ R^ TTTRTfjqo C. -^FR ^^TfH P.
*

iTT^^TT^?

D 2



20 II gT^T^?ft^: II

iqfiTO^^ II

ii8iii ^%^ Hn^-TTfwm^r^ H^^g 1"^^' "^^

^J^T^^fiiTrfiT^^i^ii II

II 8^ II ^%^ ^n^'^ftlUT^^ rT^^^ ^"^^^ ^ ^ftr-

^ ^ ^f A. B. C. P.
2
IJ^^PT^ A. B. C. P.

^

"tf^^^ fS^^l left out

in C. P.
*
-s^^^^n^ B. C. P. -s^TT A.

^ f^c55^ B. K^^^^ A.

T^l^R P. iT^^^^ B. rfE^W C.



II g^T^rft^f: II 21

TlfVTlfJ^"!^ II

II 88 II ^%^ HT^^fvxn^r^ 7T^ ^^% ^ ^rai:

^^i^^ II

Ml 8m II 5B%^ ^rn^-ftf^irrTy^ h^ 1^%' tt^^^

ii8lfii ^^ HH^'^ftiinTi^ f^^^|%^%^ ^'

H^v^ m m^^W^^Tj ^T^^'^t^^ik^^^^ ii t ii

^
This Pranidhana (45) is left out in P.

^ ^^ A. B. "^ C. ^ ^ B.

*
liT^T^^ A. B. "pr^T^f P. -pr^TT^t C.

^ ^ A. B. C. P. ^? ^^
A. B. C. P., also T^t and tif .



22
II g^T^rft^?: II

^mm^ II

^^c^ymft' ^ig^^f^To^^: mil

^f^ ft? ft^ ^ t^ I^^^ I

gf^W ^T^ ^^' ^:^^Tft I

TIT? ft^T T.^Fr
"

TJ^T' II ^11

^Pg irr ^^^IH^ "Ttfti^ i

HTI f^^T ^c^T^ cTt^^T^^ n?ll

^f^ ^ ^f X^^ ^TT?iTtqt I

^ ^f^ f^ B. After this two syllables are wanting in all the MSS., but one MS. of

the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris reads ?fflf, which may be meant for WiH or ^TT,

only that the first syllable ought to be short.
^

Tn?ft A. B. P., which may also be

in^ 1 wi-itten too closely.
^ ^T^ ftl^T^'^^ A. C. ^^ B. ^m ftr^n^ P.

"^

^^Rc5lf^ P.
^

^|^T^T C.
^

fl is left out in A. B.
'^ "fq^ B. C. P.

8 T^ XT? jfil fjRf^ T^H TT^ A. t:^jtttt^t p. H^ f^^ t^^ Tj-m B.

^T.-^ tnn C. i:^TJT, for CT^T^. ^'^
TT seems to be wanted.

" Tllw

left out in A. B. ; see Lai. Vist. p. 84, 1. 15.



II g^T^ift^i: II 23

TITf ft^T ^cTing' ^^ ofi%' II ^11

f^^HXTH ^g^^iT' ^T^ I

^^^ifrrf^T
'

n^iftr ^^ 11 m h

f^^fri^ j^-^Tixm ^i^^it 1

^iTrfft ^qjIrTT^rfrrffirt'' III? II

^ rfXTfw ^>1'' ^%^^HT I

^ftH^f?r ^^^ ^H ^% I

gf^TRft xjft^^ ^^fiCrTT IIS II

1 o

3

*n^ A. B. C. p. ; cf. Pali sameto.
^
jjj^ f^^^j ^^^ ^ g q p

^T^ ^W\ A. B. ^T^ 75^^ P. cftili C, '^ITW being left out.
* '^R1I

A. B. C. P. 5
f^f^^T C. P. f^^ A. B.

^
^^f C. -^ B. P. 'E?^ A.

' B. inserts H.
^

^R C. P. OT A. B.
^
f^^i: C.

^ f^ A. B. C. P.

" ^ is left out in A. B.
^^

'^^^^^ fT^^irRT^^f A. ^^xj B. ^^Tc^ ^g^

^^^PT^^ P. '^^ft^ ^TT ^^TnT^T^^f C. It may be apaliya.
^^

^JnTT^TfT^in

A. B. ^irrn^rfnT^iTf C. P.
^* ^^^ C.

'^
^^-5^ deest in C.

^^
^f^f B.

^^ 'c^^^: A. ij^^tj: B. ^^^m: c. p.



24 II ^^T^fft^: II

'c^^^ ^f^ ^^ftri^T^ ii bii

^TTfT^^fe ^fti^ ^IT^^t I

IT^T^^^^ fW' gT#^^ I

irftlfv^f^TlfrT^^^^^BTfr lie II

fN^xRft ^i:^T^^ ^u^t moil

^f^ ft? ^g ^lc5 x^-sr^m I

irftnfv ^^frT "^ftr nigftsir^ i

f^Tiir^^^ ^T^^^H^t' in ^11

Il^fT^fT' ^g^T Il^fl gnn: I

irq^rTT HI^S^ ^IT%: I

fk^^f^t^^^^ ^% I

^^f^'' t-si ^T^^ cTtftR fi'' ^fir in^ n e.ii

^ T^?j A. B. c.
^

"fi c.
^ % A. B. c. ^ii: p.

^
wti A. jTtr c. p.

^q B. See Lal.Vist. p. 360.
^ fw A. B. C, fiSR P.

^
sTTF^ A. B.

'
'^tg

A. B,
^

mg \^Tii A. c. m^ ^^"^f B. >ng^W"5T p.
^
h'^tjT a. b. p.

'^^fT deest in C.
^^

^^f^c?^ A. ^'^fgil" B. C. P.
"

ftlif75 A.
^^

See

Lal.Vist. p. 317.



II g^T^rft^?: II 25

^Tft? II ^ ^75 Tg^^T^^ vTRT^d fn^^^ w\^wt cTt%-

'^T^T^^ rT^T^TT^ ^cT: ^"^^"^^ cTt^^' ^^R^^

TTfiftlf%ufHf%rftSJ3rT^ I ^ ^l^^-q^tjf ^^^^t^-ftrgf^'

^
jrfiU^ft^T A. irfxinTPrT B. TifJBlftRT C. ITWW P.

^
rS^^F^ left out

in P.
2 WT^rfm^Tm: A. B. C. "3T?lf^^T^T: P.

*
IlfiT^rTfHJn A. B.

UflT^TlffTq^ C. TTfTT^rrfwufTR^ P.
^ ^> B. C. P.

'^T:fft
A. ^

S^gfTt A. B.

STJ^^ c. ^v;wi p. (^^t- )

'

fsTWT^^: A. B. C.

E [III. 2.]



26 II ^T^T^rf^^?: II

iTTSiJff II ^irfrTlrT: ^ ^RlHl^^^^t ^T'^^ ^ ^T^-

^
ftTH^^> in all MSS. ^ -^rR^ '5TTrT in all MSS. ^ ^T^TVm A. B. C.

^mVT^ P.
*
^inn^JJitT P. ^H^TRTTTSMfT^ A. B. C. It probably was originally

^ '^
^TnTTTnsJJjt^;

see Pali sampa^ano.
^
^^'m all MSS. ^

C. reads

^c5XTn:fiTrTT^iTTxnTf^fn^^mi:f'TWTWlT^tnT:fTlTTII^.
"^ '^TH A. '^ff: B.

^x.in c. ^gi^ P.
8
^^ jgf^ ^^^ -jj (.

9
^. ^ g I Q



II g^T^rf^^?: II 27

g^TTJ^ igf^H^ ^filrT^ ^^"^fil^ "^^^^^ ^IT^^^

^
^ft^Tt: A. B. 'Tft^'EBirK: C. p.

^ Some words seem left out here in all the

MSS. 2 JTm left out in B.
*

^^*l^T^^ A. C. 'q;?T^H^ B. q^^^ P.

^
"^TjUf^iKV. C.

^
-d A. B. C. P.

E 2



28 II gi^T'^rfl^i:
II

v^^d ft^^fftr^T^ ^?THWtS^^^t ^T3T^^tftr'^ft-

Sfq^W CTfl frT^frT fv^W ^TXT^fir V^l ^ "^^^frT I

HH^T^Tf I ^ ^cj g^TT^^ ^ rf^-RmSH^ifl ^^TTH:' I

g^^Hts^n: w^'^T:7TfT^T ^^^^iT^T ^Tp^nir: in^n

^

^JW: C.
#)JTf^

p.
2
^-^^^^j^. p 5^^^^^^. g (^

3 ^ g
* ^ left out in A. B.

^
'Rm ^^m left out in B.

^ ^ P.
"^

oJTtTK'^-

ilTf^ I ^^% C. P.
^

f-g^^^Tt^^fm I ^4ftT repeated in P.
^ ^^R^

C. P. 10
Tlfl^^miTTftT A. B. C.



II g^T^rft^i: H 29

Tim^i ^^v v^zif^ I Tr4 ^mf^^^Tj-^^ ^^

vm^d ^^ trfe^eif^ '^TXTfqi^T ^^^^^^rr: ^"^^^Rftj-

H^T ^T FfNi'' ^-^fw frT^ffT I ^T^T^^^^^^T^ ^^

H^^^I^i^h: ^HH^^H^ ^T?m^^i:iHt f^^^^^K-
12

^ ^T left out in A. B.
^
^f^SFTt^d^lv 3i:^^fTr^'S; A. ^ftajfts^wdv ^

f^T^f^"^ B. -qrwi^TTg f^^^ mi^f^^-^ C. TTf^rft^^l^ f^"^ 'STV^^Jl^f^-

f^^ P.
3 ^^;j;5^^^f^ ^ g (. p 4

^T^^o A. ^pr P.
^
ftn^T -^^

A. B. C. wmftTr^T -^J P. ^
^iTT added in C. P. before ^.

"^

^ A. B. C. P.

^ This passage is repeated in C. ^
^n left out in A.

^ TTW^ A. 'm^W^ B.

^T # C. ^T # P.
^^
T^ B. C. P. ^^ A. Is it meant for ^"^"^T^^^? For the

series of indras, see Lai. Vist. p. 564.
^^ ^ P.

^^
^T^H'^^^^^^^sT^t^TlITTITm A.

^TTnnTW^H5fr?ft B. WT^W'^^'frH^f^^ C. gfWH^^^H^ftT?ft P.



30 II g^'Rrft^?: II

K^Tiifrrm^ in ^11

5

*
^^ left out in B.

^
c?"^ P.

^ ^ left out in A. ^
Tl^mH HmMI A.

^ P.
*^ ^T^T^ C. ; left out in A. B. ^Rf P. "^

^"^f^pjfJTfH-

^^% A. "SB^^^royfiTfJT^Wfk P. SF^T^^lf'TfH^^fi' B. ^57^^Tf5fTfR%^ C.

Not clear; could it be iriwavad ?
^
I^R^ft^"^^'^^"^ A. B. C. I^IR^'li^^t P.

^ NmTW A. B. C. P. fqrqJTW ?
^'^ m\ A. C. P. ^^tr\l B.

"
^XJT B.

^2
^if^: A. ^XRT: C. p.

^^T?I: 'W^bFcP^: left out in B.
^^

^fiT ^5rT^^ojfr7t-

^TT^erniir left out in P.
" f^T^TT^ A. B. f^^TTftu C. f%T^c5Tf7I P. See

Lal.Vist. p. i68.



II g^T^fft^?: II 31

^^^^^f^^^>^fF^^rr^ TTfNi f^^^ ^^^ ^fiWITtS^

^^^^^^f ^T ^'Tlireg^SX.'^VtS^ftj^ ^frT I ^^^^? I

^rTVT f^^^ ^Tc^m^e^f?^^ T^^ ^^^f^^: I Hn^T^TI I

^

^Wi^^T A. B. P. ; left out in C.
^

f^rqW^jfilT left out in B.
^ m^-^TTR^

Um P.
*
^nilff JTO^T^A. ^TTT^ JT^l^B. JTJTt ^ TTn^C. '^nT ^T T^^T^P.

^ ^^ A. B. C. P.
^ eS^TsfHTTT^T^ A. B. C. 5F^^TiTTH^ P. '^

-^i?-

f^^nrf^ A. B. C. p. Cf. the Yagrakkhedika, p. 35, 1. 10 j p. 42, 1. 7 (upanishadam).
^ ^V^ fw^TWm^ A. B. C. ^V^ flT^JT

TiHTJl\
P.

^
>jfr^ A. B. C.

)Jj^
11

f^ P.
^"

Tfrag-^sti'^Tvrs^r^^ a. T^T^g-5[ ^^^ivts^f^ b. jj^t^-^^

sx^w^s^f^jrif c. HiT^g-^^ -^^5^ wf^F p.



32 II g^T^fft^?: II

^XsTT TT^fH in? II

^^:i?HT^^*^W I H^ ^ Tf^mHtsfiRrTTffTi^^ I ^^

^HTTfti^ft^^^^ in8 n

^
^WiT: A. B. C. p. ^xr^: or ^^MH: for ^tlTOTW:?

2 o^^XTT A. c.

^r^^ p. ^^ B.
^ ^ is given here in C. only; it is put in between

ITflTli and ^^ in B.; and it is left out in A. P.
*

P. has ^ before



II ^i^T^^?: II 33

T^^vim f^^^ mmi
^T ^^T^^ ^T^T^rfi cjft^'^Tg: gi:fH^^Tn^^Tftftrn

^T^T^-qic^^^^ ^r^^^T^ciy^rTT rTEITITTTfHf^ftlrT^

g^^^i: g^TOTiirT: i ^fir ^^^% ^^t{itt:' i ^fir

ffrT^T^-qi: I ^r^^TJJTil^TOT ^^IH^l^: II ^frT %f^|^
Tr^^: g^W ^^^ "^^ r^f?T ^^mi Tr^^^t g^^^
^^Fi 1|5^ ^ I ^fir ^g% Tjtu^j g^^ ^^^
%^^ ^fz^^ ^ I HfiT "R^T^ Tl^T^t' g^^^ ^"^^

g^T^ra I ^fk ^T^t TJ^^i ^^^ ^i3T^ ^1?^
W?^^ gm^'T^^ c^f|rTg"^T^T ^^TTHH^ ^

^ The MSS. constantly vary between ^^ and ^^Tff, ^TJ? and 6^, but on the

whole
^^T!! and ^^q preponderate.

^ From ^flT '^'H^f to ^^l?^ left out in

A. B. C. 2 t^RT left out in A. B. C.

F [III. 2.]



34 II g^T^rft^?: II

^
Instead of ^TTRFT C. has ^fw.

^
Deest in A. C. P. For the sake of uniformity

it would have been easy to insert ^ and "^ throughout, but they have been printed

only where some of the MSS. gave them.
^
Deest in A. B. C,

* From

^T^JT^o to TficJTf^ left out in P.
^ P. has ^^H^THT between ^^TUf and



II ^T^TTffi^f : II 35

^

^pSrf'T deest in A. B. ^ From ^^TT to ^^TTWEn deest in B. ^
^TTIt^-

Hinf^ HHTfJT deest in P. *
^T^^r ftfff rf A, C. P. '^T^^ wfOT^ B. ^ftlTT^ ?

F 2



36 II g^T^rfl^^: II

sirw^^^MT^vm^nfrfni^^ ^^^ v^^^^fir in!fii

' From Hfn^ to ^?IT^V^^T^ deest in B.
^
TTt^^TITrX!ITfR ?Tfw deest in

A. B. P. 3 ^^ jjggg^ j^ Q_ p^
4 ^^ (jggg^ ij, ^ g Q_ p_ -Pl^g Chinese

translation presupposes ^TT, giving the numbers as 36 100 1000 1,000,000.
^
Cf.

Va^rra/ri^edika, p. 21, 1. 14.
^

Cf. the smaller Sukhavativyuha, 5th paragraph:

deest in A. B. ^
^IrTUTTT^: A. C. P.

^

rfi!jf%fT>jfi7 A. f^iTiTijfiT B.

?fT!lf^rTjfT C. JTfiTP^lf^fi? P.



II gi^T^rfi^f: II 37

^^^V f^^lfli^W f^ nf?Tl%fTT: I ^^Tf^l I Hfi^

f^^T ^T^ ^ ^ nfkf^m xfir I ^M' ^f I ^Nt^

TTf^StTfT^cJyT^T rRlNrm ^TRTT f^^jRi: I ^^^'' '^f I ^

^ ^i:^^ II ^S II

rT^t ^^T^^ g^T^r^t oft^Vim ^T^TXI^TO ^^:

Il^tfrf I Hfir TT^ H?T^gt ^^^f^^KT: I ^fw ^^1-

^
?TTlf%T A. B. C, -^trf^T P.

2
^^j. B

3 ^j ^ B q 4
^y. g q

*^ B. 6
^t: a. B. C. '

'Sn-^^ deest in P.
^ ^H^T A. B. P. ^mj C.

^ ^H^ B. P.
^^

^R?f deest in P.
" ^ivT: A. C. '^ ^vn: B. '^RW P.



38 II gi^^rft^?: II

sftit^s^c^:' ^^g^ l^^n^r: iiPiT^^ ^^^^ft

Hlf^ ^^ ^T^T^T^TX^^nTTJiTiqfs^c^^^" I cT^ ^

^frT^ I ^^t^rrt ^T^-m^ ^ft^TT^ ^^HT^^^tW

w^j ^^T^fn ^rf ^ifi: H^fJ^fir ^^t ^rf ^ift H^fir i

^

^gf#fT^ A. C. p. ^gf^riW B. 2
Cf. the small Sukhavativyuha, 7th

paragraph, where we read : rTfT^Tf^ 'JTR ^ifT'g^ efftf?^ tT?T"^6ltfncF^ f^^^ 1.^^
^f^: ^TT^Tf^^pi ^^^^"^fr: ^^r^ f^^tfir i

^
5^75: A. b. srfps: c. wn^ii p.;

is it for 'SR^:? * ^f;;^ g '51^1^ P.
^ ^H B.

^ ST^j^^^ A. C.

s^TW B. Tf5T^ P. ' TT^T left out in A. B.
^ T deest in B.



II ^^T^rft^?: II 39

^^^ ^^ 'i^frT I rT^^T I "^^^^ Vl|^^ ^^^
^
in A. B. w c. p.

2

^jj^ A ^^f^ g ^^^'^ Q -p cf. ^i^g gj^^^ sukha-

vativyuha, 4th paragraph, where we read: ^frefyflTTlf^TfTTTfT^T: ^iTrft"^ofiT: ofiToF^'lT

^W^^T: ^^TIT:
I is ^T, easy to drink ?

^
After 'SrfiTmxrT all the MSS. add

ymv. *
TTST^mw^TiT A. B. q'^^^^Tff^fT^ c. "iT^nn^nT^ iT^ p.

^ -^fmi

f^W. ^ fR^ A. C. ^ T7ft% B. mft^ f^-^'^: ^ JTvfr^TT P.
^
^tr^rTlT C.

^T^W A. B. p.

' A. m V!^^^ ^^ ^^f^^^^m^wrrr^fTT i wt?t h f^^ ^fe i^T̂ T^'^i ^im^nnn^rfT n

B. m^THiii^K ^'^f'^'TT^^raJTTn^iT 11 ^m ^ f^m mn: ^^^m^rnHJ^m^rfrT n

p.m^m 51^:wfjxnHTHHTT^fNfiTi^^f ^ f^^ ^Tft:wfj^r^T TTmHmi^fTT ii

The various readings of the four MSS., as here put together, will give some idea of the

difficulty of restoring the text. We can gather from BodhiruA-i's Chinese translation

that what he discovered in the text before him was that those who did not wish to hear

the sound of the river, need not hear it, even if they were possessed of the so-called

heavenly hearing which enables a man to hear everything. With the help of this hint the

text has been restored conjecturally, though with sufficient certainty.
*
TTT'arH P.



40 II g^T^rT>f^: II

f^xrf?:fff^f%^^cJy^c7H?nrf ^ II ^<4^vyM< g^T^i^t

TTFit ^cj g^TT^^ g^T^r^t fTt^vrm ^ H?^:

^

^fT^^ left out in A. B. C.
^
3I^WTT^> A. C. P. U^fTTni^rft B.

^

gfi^Tn left out in B.
^
^"^ ^IirVw II TJ^ P.

^
^"^^Illfr, see Childers, Pali

Diet., p. 293 b.
^

^H 5:^ f:^:^ A, g^;^ ^^ B. g7i|:^ f:^5i^ C
g^: ^:^^r^ p. '^ a. adds ^W\, B. C. p. W. ^ ^^ B. Deest in P.

^
'iWTTwfHtw A. b. c. ^if ^fTwrH: ^^ P. -JTf^Ht ?



^f?T^ TftftOrT^^ra H^fir xftfinfT^TRi:' I ^ ^^T ^* ^T^

T^^m -^XT^Ti: II H TftftlrT^T^T^^T^ilTfil! 'iM^TrTT^T-

H^fir I fT^ W n^TTTin^T'Tr H^frT rf^ ^"^^

*
HtlTTft deest in C.

^ ^fq P.
^
^^ift^^fft A. C. "SlVfrg^^ B.

^I^Tl^^fWP.
*
^TTT^RT A. B. C. '^TTT^U P. See Lai. Vist., p. 331, 11. 5-7.

^ ^^n^ A. B. c.
^
hrt: a. b. c. p. ^^vs: ?

^ ^^^ p. ^^ft^^

A. B. C. TTvtu^T A. B. p. JT^ ^ U^ C.
' ^ ^ A. B.

^'^
"^T

^^^ A. C. ^T ^f^^ B. ^T ^T ^f^^ p.
"

^^S^^TftH ^f?Tf^ A. B. C.

^'f;fnrt ^t5TfJi p.

G [III. 2.]



42 II ^^T^rft^?: II

ftr iTTc^rrfH g^T^Tc^ifH ^^iT^f^ic^f^ ^^Rf^f^-

tTf5[^R^ men

^^ g^Ri^t <^^mm TT^^ ^^^t: iro II

^

-m-^ A. p. in^^ B.
TTTf^ C.

2

|[:xq
A. |xq B. C. ^t^q

P.

^

f^Tn: A. B. C. Y^j: p.
"^ WT^ a. B. C. p. Bodhiru^i gives the translitera-

tion ^ :fj6 ^ Pan-tho-itia, i. e. tT^Sfi, which would be better.
^ From ^ "^

>T^ to >n^ left out in P. HfrT^TW A. P. TTtfWHT^'iri B. wflT^TW C.



II g'^^rft^?: II 43

TT^t ^cf g^^T^^ ^w^r^^ c^^rwt ^%^^Tc^-

nxirffw TT^5'Tinf5=f ^^^^tOt I H^ g^^^fffi^"^

^^%^f^^ ^^4 rmw^i W^^^ w: gt^^T^T^v^W:

^

^T^ A. B. C. p.
^

HHJf^f'tj^'ri A. P, IIWT^fFff B. TTW^Ttgi^f^znT
C.

3 ^^^ f'^^ A. C. ti^'Sp^nf fsi^f B. T^^T^f f^^ p.
''

^W^^ A. C. P.

^^JTf^ B.
'^rT,

which has been substituted conjecturally, is generally neuter. The text

may have been originally "^ '^
"^^^B^TT*^

and ^^^5T5^.
^ '^^WT A. B. C.

^^mi P.
^ ^^ A. B. C. P.

'
^It^ a. B. C. P.

^ TT^: A. C.

TT^ B. T:r^ P.

G 2



44 II 'g^T^fft^?: II

X?7^t rTlTtSM^T:^ ^THM^U^ft^f^ ^ift^T ^^^ 'Ijf^

ilft^^HgT ^T% II ^^ II

TTFit ^75 ^^^T^^ ^^RF^t cTt^^Tcfr ^^ f^^-

fy^^ f^^lfH -qigif?! H^T^^ f^^rai^l^ ^f?T IR? II

Z^M xrfl^l^rT l^^r^t c^HTm g^T^ tift-

f^^ "M-^ri^^ C. p.
*

^a:^T^Tft!I A. C. T^^^ftr p.
^
^lT>7T:Trrnnn^T^ A. c.

?ltT>n:T!TTf?I ^T^T^ B. ^tfWI^^ri'M qtn^ p. n^Tf^ left out in B. P.
'^ fid

A. B. C. tpT P.



II ^T^T^rft^f : II 45

^^ II ^8 II

^^^ift^^ 11^^^^: II ^ II

W^ ^R^^t^t ^^ ^-nw I

g^T^fft^ ^ ^ "^W^:' I

H^^^rTT^ ^' -^4 ^^1' II ^ II

^ ofl^MTH
^

"q^TJlTj^T^^t
'

I

fetR f^tt^ T^^' IJ^Ti^'

^
TT JTRT A. B. m mm c. m m^ p. ^ ^^,|^^-^^^ ^^^^ ^

^^niw^trl^ ^ti^ B. TBj^^^i^'t^^ ^Tj^ c. ^ gr^T^Tt^ -^xm p. If

we want to restore the metre, we might read ^4 ^ir*?d4<*17t ^TUS, though the short o

would be irregular ; or, allowing still greater metrical license, we might conjecture ^^
ti<:N'^7T ^n,itifi 'Sr, i. e.

' A kalpako^i may perish and the diamond seat,' using kshayi

for kshayet as one syllable, and ^s? as trisyllabic.
^
^^: A. C. P. ^T^t B. Is

^T^: meant for HT^, i. e. ^rmt, or is it meant for ^T^t or
"3!^:

?
* See Lai. Vist.

p. 572, 1. 10. g deest in B. ^ ^ TT^f , either '^^^ TTrTT or perhaps ^lamHT .

' From VJ?r(% to rft^VT^ left out in P.
^
For ^fW, see Childers' Pali Diet.

p. 411, col. 2; for param^nuragas, Lai. Vist. p. 171, 1. 13.
^

TTSjIT^ A. B. P.

e



46 II g^T^fft^?* "

^^cT ^^ ^rT^Tfl' ^^i^ll?ll

^' fTt^m^ g^Rrft^ I

^^^ ^TO H^iftl^ II 8 II

rTFt ^^I!?T' ^%TT ^^T' I

^ ^^^^ "RifrR^rr^" ^v;^: i

rT^Tf^" ^m f^fif'' f^^^^^fcT II M II

^^HII^^^W^^ g^T"2Jrft cTt^^Tg:'^ II ^M II

^

g^'il^^ T^ A. gt W5[R T^T B. fT^fT^T^ ^ inft C. ^'H<I^ tH^ft p.

^
SFcJTfi? A. B. P. "Sfi^inf^ C. ; meant for Wi^VJt.

^
^^fT^ B. ; deest in P.

*
H^^fft A. C. >ftf^ B. P.

^
>IT5T. B. VTim: C.

^ ^ A. B. C. P.; one

expects ^ or ^.
'^ C. ^

H%T^^^ A. >T^(I ^^ B. P. HT?^
I ^^f C.

H^? ^TSnnA. '?Tir^B. C.P. ^0 fi>m^WA.B. fR^ C. flR^c? P.

^^ K deest in P.
^^ j^-^ ^ q -jj^"^ jj Jmril ^ P.

^^ F^lfV A.

TT^n^ B. C. il^qif^ P.
"

f^fw A. C. f^ B. f^fw P.
^^

-^^HT A. B. C.

^^ ^ P. 16
f?>aF>nTT>: A. B. C.

^- >?n^ left out in A. B.
^^ iTW-

TfT^ left out in A. B. C.



II g^T^rfi^?: II 47

T?^: H^^^fir ^^g^T^rT l rfc^^ lift: I ^ %f^?^^-

s'^^fif^rTT^t ^?^^i:t^t: ^i5j^^Tt^: II ^!f II

f^^^T^m: Hrf^^^ g^^c^t cTT^RVTrTT^^XTr^^ I ^^-

^^T^T%' fc^F^^ ^T ^H^f?rTT ^T f^^r^i^ ^r^ ^^
fTTlftrrn^ rrSfTHTf' W^ftrfir ^^T^^TT^T 5R15I^^t^

;g^iQqt^q^^ f^f5n|c^Tf^ ^' -qftTQmftlrT^Tf^ IR^II

^ From ^ to ^ffl left out in C. ^W ^ P.
^
P. adds ^T before ^T^fnt. Could

it be ^; f^: ^nsFit ?
^
^^fuirfR^ a. ^tiftfirfHTT b. ^irftftm c.

^raRftfjT^ p. *
Tit B.

^ One expects ^TjT:, see p. 14, 1. 16; p. 48, 1. 2.

^
'^: P. -8^ A. B. c.

'' H^nrT A. B. c. P.
^

jj ^MiT^nm p. ?nlT^^fiT 1

^viT^nnT: b. ^ ^t a. b. c.
^ fW^ro a. b. >t'^^t c. p.

"
p. adds

' T^ ^ 1[^^ f^ Hiroftr (i. e. ^^^).
^2

irr^^^ a. ht^^^^ b. c. p.



48 II gi^T'^rf^^f
: II

fri^ ft^^^ra^^W^^fwW^ II? oil

^

"^f^ A. "^ff B, C.
"^irr

p. The Chinese translation suggests f*ir4iT^ir, i.e.

Buddha's nirmitakaya.
^

Hi.(i|<*IT A. C. Tyn^IrflH'C^ B. Ht^afiT^ P.
^

^^T^fnT

^^ f^^W A. C. f^^TftR B. gwf^^RflT FJ^f ^ WM P.
^ ^ f^Wff A. C.

^ f^m^HIMf^^ left out in P.
^ ^^ A. B. C. P.

'^ H^^ A. B. C. P.



f^HW ^ftirn^T^ mil'

WTWrf ^?7n^#^^ I

^rfifrTT^' ^^^ftTrf IRII^''

rT^ ^f^WT" TRf^Kt^n^ I

1^ ^^ ^''nng ^rHti: I

^ imt wnft^ "^^ ^f^ I

^fV^?^ ^fi^mrg^^ II 9 II

^
^rtl^iPMHI A. ^WmirHHJ B. C. ^c5PTTfmT P.

^
j^j^j ^ 3 ^^

B. ; deest in A. C. P. *
This is all that remains of what seems to have been the

first verse, consisting of four lines. As the Chinese versions agree in mentioning the

Eastern quarter in the first verse, we may conjecture something Uke :

The general outline of the metre isH \j
\ |v^v^ |v^-v- (-).

^ ^ B. P.

^ fH B. P. '
mg P. 8

^f^, hut see verse 4.
^ ^fkfi^ A. B.

^fTirfHlTPJ C.
^

Here the metre seems very imperfect, and cannot be restored by

B, comparison of verse 4. Possibly a shorter metre than that of verse i may have been

intended.
^^

?!I A. B. C. ^ P.
^^ m A. B. P.

^^^ A. B. P.

H [III. 2.]



so II g^'^m^?: H

^nv^^ll^Ti
^T^T^^'g^^'^''T^^Htl

^f^ffT ^Trn^^tWT? I

^fT?m^ ^l^^ftlrf II 8 II

^T^ Tfj^mTmiw^^ i

^ftS^ri ^^fir ^^^^ II Mil

^ g^^ ^ f^ fT^ I

^f^^ ^Hfir f^^wt'' I

^^^ ^^ H^tr!^^ II S II

-^ ^Wl^ g^ rT^ I

1
3t: p.

2
f^ p.

3 ^^;| A.
^ fk A. B. p.

^
ft P.

^ rn A. B. C. P. '' From ^ to W^ left out in P.
*

"^ A. B. C. P.

^ ftt^^^ A. ; deest in P. ft TJ^^tr B, ftrq T?T^ C.
^ ^ A. B. C. P.

^^
frT f^^ A. fw f^nr^fi B. fir f%f%^^ P. fz f^^^ C. The letters

are not quite clear; we expect f^ ^"^j or ^f^^fw f%^^'Iilftt .



^FRT cjmr: ^ff H% ^#: I

^1^ ^ft HTH ^TTt^Tl^ 11 b II

^TOI'R ^E^^^ ^ ^^^ I

^rif^rf ^;^^?^T^:
'

II <l II

^rftjrf -^ ^n^tftiH^ H^: no II

^tfir ^^rftj ^?^r?t: ^Ni ^^ ii

*^B. 2f,p 3,^^? 4^cpA. C. ^^B. "

^T^ A.

^rnpr C. p. 6
^75 A. B.

'^

q^rfKI P.
;
scan tT^^. Scan

v^ v^ v^
I

.
9

i||4Ji. Long and short u are difficult to distinguish; the

metre requires long u.
^ ^Pwri A. B. ^WiT C. ^fWFT P.

^^ ^ B.

*2 ^ A. B. C. ^ P.
.

13 ^: p. iq: B Z\ C; deest in A.
^* ^: A. C. P.

%-^: B. i^^A. B. tc. SP.
H 2



52 n g^T^rft^: 11

^f%^ 1^^ 'TfT^I^ I

- ^^ ^ f? ^^c^^^i:: I

^ ?^^ HH^ ^: T{r^^ I

^ fWrf f^ft? cTt^^T^ II ^9 II

rf ^^td?^ ^^ ^S^^tf^^ I

^^f^^ ^f^^J^ w^v 11^811

f^fM% f^T^^f
II ^M II

^aiHT -^^ ^^^ ^Tt I

f^^^^^^^^^Ml
^firwT:!: tfT?:fi^^f^^r^' ii ^^ i

* ^TfW A. B. C. ^SH P.
2 ^ P.

2 5 P.
*

^rgfTflT
A. P.

^^ B. ''Bi^ C.
^
VT^^: A. B. C. Vnrw: p.

"^ Both 'q before ^ and

^ must be scanned long.
"^

T:Tf^ P.
^

iTT^Tftrf^^T^ A. m.Hlrrl<^l'a B.

TTO?f?f?rfsr^T^ c. ^^Tn^f^^ P.



II g^T^fft^5- 53

R^ ^ uftffii ^^' ^t I

^ ft ^W ^fwuf^ ^1^ I

^%g ^^ ^m ftTHT^^ II ^s II

^ ^ ^ irfMv 'u^^ ^wr^T I

^^fit'sirr' Hffhf ^^^i^frT^ II Sb II

wnft #^ ft^ iJ.c|4^M I

^? ft
^r?^P^| #^^ I

^' ^\^ii rTT^TlTST^IT: I

i?lg 1^^ ^1^1^: iRoii

^'T ^1f^
"^1 ^ITftiqT I

^^^^^ ^f ^^ Trn I

1 ^ >jf^ A. C. P. W>3L^ B. 2
^f^ ^ B c.

2
^l^f^^nT A. B. C. P.

;

scanned as w v^ - v^ -,
* ^W B.

^
iHT A. B. C. ^

?T deest in B.

^^ ''I A. B.



54 II gW^fft^?* 11

H^n J|W4rd fJV^Nrfl rf ffk II ^S II ?| II

^f : WJ^^'* ^^^* ^^rqic^ 57T^TWS%^^rT^?-
^T!ff ^TRT^T^' ^^^ ^RTTlic^ ^Hlf^f^^JJTO-

^ HR A. B. p.
^
ipr A. B. ?J^ C. ^ P.

^ ^^nr^ deest in C.

*
M<4rtl^R C. <(j|^Rlrt<^K deest in P.

^
Hlrt^rW^K P.

^ ^^ deest

in B.
' wm iht: I A. c. ^tth: n mr: b. ^tm ^ ittt: p. w^n^^fj p.

^
tj^ deest in C.



II g^^nft^: II 55

g^TTT^ ^R?^TO ^tf^^ v^Ht Onzn^'fir ^^ cm

Tjrnn 119^11

rT^^ ^^TO^^ ^ ^tfiW?^: Hc^T^m: HrilNrt^

^

^ftr^TtRpjT^ p.
2 ^ B.

^

^flm^j^im^w^ a. b. c. "ft^^T ^tH p.

*
^i^ A. B. C. ^^ p. f^^^T^? see p. 15, 1. 9.



56 H g^Nrily}^: II

^!# ^:' "BW^ m cTt^MTg: ^rr^BfJRTif f^T^n^^T^-

^5^T II ^^ ^^rr^^TTTr^^ Hn"^rT^^;^1^if^RTTiv^

^n^iW Ttfw# ^?T^ I HH^^? I T!:^^^IT'=RT-

5nH I ^ T^ ^^ "^^^^If^ Iffl rT^fmx?^ H 98 II

|^t: ii?mh

^^ ^ rTrf' ^TTT^^ ^' ^J^ ^nft^^ ^f^fif ^^Ttlfti^T

^ ^ c.
2
^^n? p. ^T A. B. c.

2
Tnn: a. c. vm b. p.

^
^n^Tn^f^^T A. C. ^ HNll^r^^l B. ^n^Tffrf^f'?^ p. See Childers, s. v.

indriyam.
^
^ST^^ A. C. ^f^^TT B. wf^ P.

* sf^f^t^l? f^ A. B. C.

^rf^^t^ f^ P.; deestinp.
'

TTiT A. B. jT C. W"^ P.
^

?T A. B. C. P.

* For the paArakashaya, see the small Sukhavativy^ha, 19.



II g^mrft^i: II 57

flrft^ "^1^% ^ ^^h1 MWTT IIX^WfH I ^fif rf^ ^^^i^T

* w^: A. B. c. ^ftra^i: p.
2 T?^^^^: a. ^w ^: b. c. p.

^ 'n A. C. p. ; deest in B.
^ From ^T^ to

Tn^H^fTT
I left out in B.

^ >T^f^ A.

H^^fiT C. H^ffT P. ^Rf3Ftf? C.
^ ^^"^iR A. C. -^nnft^T^ B.

^^^^R P.

I [ITI. 2.]



58 II g^^T^rft^: II

gf^H^HTf^iT^T' 11?^ II

^^^m^fncTTO^ V^^t ^^^frf I ^ ^ 7T^ ^^^%

Tl^^fTf ^T^^T:' I ^^^^^T^^ f^^ rTlftfT II rT^ ^cj

'TTftcT f^^^ ^ft? f^^: I B^f^^T' ^^^T l^f^^:
f^vf^wr: ^^^Hf^^i: i^^^f^^T:'" "fer^f^WT f^^^-

^ From Tf\[WR to VT^ left out in B.
^ fv^ft A. fM^T^Tlfv^tflT C. fv^T^

fvTTtif?5 P.
^

^fwH^xTT ^f^J{^J A. ^f^H^^T mf^KTiT B. c. ^gf^JT^HTf^inn p.

"^ H ^if ^
IT^Tfif A. H ^i ^ ^ tlT^ f1 B. ^ ^^" ^ H^^ C. ^^ (Tflf

P.

^ U^T A. B. C. P.
*5

^> B. ^
TT '^ TT^JTfiT "^ ^W*. A. B. ^Tii C;

deest in P.
^ "^^ rfTf^ A. mf^ B. P. ffrf^ fttT C.

^
In Chinese,

'possessed of the thought of equalness.'
^ H^^P^WT: deest in A. B.



II gT^"^rft^?: II 59

^-qillR-q^f^^T^n: ^^WITffrf^^^H^n^f^^Tft^S^-
^c^FH'fr^^T f^fi^^^^T f^^TTT^T^T ftrf^m f^T^^^^

S^iIT^T^ ^f^rg^ ^^TIJT' ^xj^^ift^tsfH^^^c^y-

^^^^TRT' ^^T^^T: I ^T^T^HT ^^T^T:' I ^*^^^-

1 W^T B.
2

Tj^fiiTTT A. B. c. tr;:TTnTT: p.
3 ^ A. B. c. p.

*

-^

deest in A. B. ^
^I^^JIHT P. ^ A. B. C. ^ P.

' For comparisons

of the same kind, see Lai. Vist. p. 550,
^

fifT^W: A. f^TS^^vqr: B. fIH-

^"^t: c.
-^wiT^ftvqT:

p.

I 2



6o II g^T^rfhi^: n

l^lfirH^^rT^T I H^T^n^^^: ^^T?^^trlf^^TT^T I H^T-

^ ^ deest in all MSS. ^
ftrm^ deest in P.

^
IT^n ^^f^T: A. B. C. P.

Sanghavarman's Chinese translation shows that he must have read ^*4II^|K.
* ^^-

^ A. B. P. *rq C. ^ ^T^ A. B. C. "SFTHfTT P.
"^ ^^ A. B, C.

^ P. "^

>ft P. Should it be |^HTT^ I TIWf^TT?
^
"^ deest in all

MSS. ^
'Srf^^ffT "^ A. B. C. ^f^f^ ^ P.

^ ^WT A. ?! B.

^fen c. ^wt: p.



II g^T^^i: II 6 1

TTifl |Hrr: gc^^^n^T fi=rnT^:' TTTrnft^: ^mv ^'^'

^^HT fiwr ^fiTTiiT: ^^^ffr ^fk^ifft'' ifrT^TT:

^
^Tt^IRT; added in B. after T^T^FTT:.

^ VH P.
^
j'^HUm: P. '^^^-

em^^: ?
*
ftf^^T A. fj^tnT b. J^nn: c. f^TTrr: p.

^
'tf a. b.

if? c. p.
*
^t-nrntTTO: a. b. >ihj7fiTT: c. v'tamnw p.

"^ ^"^ a. b. c.

^F p. The whole of this sentence is unintelligible.
^

X[ A. C. P. TJ B.
^ From

ftR to ^nn: left out in P.
^

-^T deest in P.
^^ ^I^^T: A. B. C. ^SRiT-

^-SfiV. P.
^^

JTfiWfft deest in C.



62 H ^T^T^rft^f : II

IT^THfiT^T^ ll?tll'

^^f?T Xl^r?T^^5R^^iT^T^XrfrT^T^n: II '^^^

rnHllf5RrTIT^T?fi|rffg^ rT^ntTTTtrT ^^^f^ ?^ WTO

^ ^ B. I A. C. p.
^
IRTTTT P.

^ Here the three earhest Chinese trans-

lations insert ten long sections, while the two later Chinese translations follow the Sanskrit

text.
*

-qin A. B. C. Vlfl P.
^

TJ^f A. B. C.
^

^Hf^^^JTT
^T'^'^TlftT^^T: I A. B. ^^T^^iTT^ C. ^TWf^ ^TT ^T^TI I P.

"^ ^^^ '^-
^MM'<) A. B. C. ?!^^ ^Tgnn^R^> P.

^
HiTfiTrTTWTfqTn left out in P.



II g^T^rft^i: II 63

^^T^fipjrnf^ II rT^^lfxT ^T^ ^^ft ^TTTTlT^%sf^i?t

jjHT^T: ^ft^^t^W^II WSR^ TTfT^^'^^^^lTTrTT H%^^

'^'\T^^'^ ^i^vmj: ^t^^to ^ ^^^^t?t'5jfTH?T?iTr

^ From ^H1^^ to T(ar^fTT and T^m^ left out in P.
^

^^l A. B. '^fq C.

2
^T deest in C.

^ m deest in P.
^ NlT^ A. C. P. fw^^l B.

*= Wm
deest in B. "^

ST deest in A. B. C.
^
f>T^ deest in C.

^ %^T: P.

^"
tr^^ deest in C. P.

^^ From ft ^^I^^ to ^JWH^T^ftl left out in B.
^^

HT

deest in A. B. ^^
TJ^t in all MSS. ^* ^^ P. ^^ A. B, C. '^ or ^S?

^'^ ^ deest in P.
" ^Z\ P.



64 II l^T^rft^: II

^ ^T^^n^ rf ^' Ttf^^^^TOTifHiJTq ^ij f^^: IMT-

^rt wfiT T H'H'^^rf' II 9^11

^^B. 2;,^^ AC ^^^B. ^^fTTP. ^^^f^itP. ''^A. B.C.;

deest in P.
^

TD^THin^'lT deest in P.
^ Ft A. B. C.

"^

^^^mft^ih^
A. B. c. gi^n^fiT^gTT^fvnT p.

^
ftf^w a. b. c. f^^ p.

^
^ftrift

^>f>|^T^ deest in P.
^"

Tl^^ftl g^^J^Tfim deest in A. B. C.
"

^rTT^JTU-

fir^T B. ^R?TT*lftir^"^f Wf^^ f1PS1!TT C. T?TTT ^riri<HrgftiTrf

^If^^ fIf^T^fH^T^W P. It should be either ^"^ or f^m^TTT ^ITff .

^^ ^
deest in A. ^^

fj^ ^^ixjJf instead of '3TfnT ^T^ P.



II g^T^rft^?: II 65

^^Tf^^'^TirT:' I ^f^iT ^1' I "q^Tftr HH^ I ^H^T-

ftrfilrT'q^^fif^t g^T^r^t <Tl^i^Tm ^^TOT ^T I ^ftlrT'

^R ^^T^HTt c^MTm T7^5^: I HT^imi I "q^ft?

x;%5' n^TH' I ^1 I fT^^ft ^TT? "^^T^^f^^T "^^T

TR^^T? H^^^^^ g^T^r^t c5ft^^Tm%^^t Trg^TOT-

^>wr?TT 'srr^ p.
^

j^^^g^. jj^ p 4
^^^.j,^ ^^^^^ i p 5

-^ ^^^^ ^

WTTO^ B. C. p.
^ Timm A. B. 7THTW C. p.

"^ ^T B.
^
IINit:

A. B. C. irffTCT p.
^W p.

1 ^ deest in B.
" tTHHTO A. P. TH^^ B.

From JPTT^ to '^^ left out in C.
^^

JTiqi^i: A. B. Tll^'q^n: C. THTtTT P.

^3 ^^ g^^T^tn^i: Tnf^"^ vm^-^ a. '^^rg^T^T^T^^jri: tiif^ tjt^^^ b. ^^

K [III. 2.]



66 II jg^-^Hl^i: H

^xj5g[THt W^J-^i II x^^lftlrT H^lf^^^^ TI^^^T^

^ Wf^m: p. 2 From f^fgfoFTm to fg^ left out in C.
^ From Tf-^j

to ^c5^r5T;^t^'TOfW left out in C. P.
* From ^d^^^fiT to TfT^Tf^ ^ left out

in A. B. ^rd^fir in p. only.
^ ^^^ A. ^Hf ^ B. C. P.

^

ITT|JTn^ g|t-
TT^^T^tlT: A. Tn;^:?TRTgf^^^^m: B. UT^jIfTT^gi^JTTO^^^: C. Tn^JJjTT^

gf'Wm^T^Tn: p. "^

TT^^^T a. B. llfrT^^ C. Wlf^^^ p.
^ From

fir tift:-5'krT to fmn left out in p. ^
F^"wf? a. ^trf^fir: ii b. ^^tfn c.



II g^T'^frft^i: II 67

^^ ^ "qft^TTnt H^rT^ I ^fiTfT' ^1 I ^^Td HH^^ I

^
^^^rimff A. B. ^^lET^iTJ C. Cf. Lal.Vist. p. 186, 1. 10, '^R^Tl^m^^TH^-

<?T^ ; also Burnouf, Lotus, p. 369.
^
^trj^^53^ A, C. T^lTJ^T^i^ B.

nTW^ P. ^
f^^ P.

*
After 5aWCc3", P. adds JTffnTftjIiT II

l^t^. ^im A. ^TO B. '^^^ C. ^^gW^ P.
^ From TT^ to

TT W^ left out in B. '"^^ P.
^ ^W!T deest in P.

^ ftTHJ?^ A. C. P.

f^n^^W B. 1

g deest in C. P.
^^

x^^^f^TR^h^ A. ^VT^^TTTrftm B.

tPRr^Tl^^ C. g^-^aciTTfti^ P.
^^

;ct;iTTiqi*iqnT A. T^^mWT^ B. dtm-

Wreqm C. Tt^^TKIHt^lTlcl P.

K 2



68 II gi^T^ift^f : II

TT^Tq^^qTtfir ^^ftr ^^^'PJ^f^lft H^ "^^^TTJ^^^

H^^: u^it^ I ^f^ g ^cj ^^: ^^ ^^^rTTf5=r f^?:f?rn

^Tf^l^^' ^ gf f^^T^fif' I ^ft g ^fj ^^: ^^T-

^
ffT^ A. B. P, 'STR ^WHl?T^ C, TTH^H^HsjIM ^ f^^lftl p.

^
TT^ ^

VTinf^W^ B. ^ ^ % f^WTI^^I^^T^ ^^T^wf c55l;^>nWT|5^ c. ^ "^ f^^-

c5yt^VTinfH^?T^ p.
3

jjgj,g ^ anjj c. repeat vrm^SR^ ^v^t^^^.
*

Here, between f^^T and fq, C. repeats the following: ^^TTT H^fcl f^Tc^^^ W-

^Mw A. B. c. f^fir p.
2 ^ B.



II g^T^rft^f : II 69

i^l^T^fiRrfTH^^'T^st'e'^TW^li : II 8^ II

^
f^^T^nrf deest in B.

^
U^H^Iri I A. B. W^fT^ I C. IT^xi^: P. ^

ennT^T

A. B. C. BT^^ P.
* ^ deest in A. C. P.

^
TT^TI in aU MSS. ^ ^

in all MSS. '^

f^^H'T^ "JT^ A. f^^TW^^ ^rT^ B. ftpTIrHfIT Tp^TTT C. p.

f^HTw^ Tirin^ P.
^ wf c.

^
^n*?s^ a. c. p. ^it%" h b. i" m

deest in B. ^^
fq P. TJ A. B. C. The MSS. constantly vary between Vf^W

and
fri^ff, after ^TT^ or ^7. I have preferred fTgTT and ofi^<rt throughout this

text



70 II ;gi^^rft^i: ll

Tm rT^TnrT^tf?T^Trqf%^ftW?q^t35f: g^T^rqf c^-

1

I^^H^rr A. ^ B. C. 1^^^ P.
^
fWf^ deest in P.

^ ^fv-

rt|<*l^: ^Brrftrr B.
; probably ^fv^If^oFt^: or ^fv?T^^cfitTtftT^WFf^% I

*
Probably "^Z^ is left out ; from ^^ftlT to ^'^Wm ^fVW?^ left out in P.



II g^^rft^?: II 71

^TO^iTTifTT ^^T^r^t cft'^^Tm rT^lftlrnH fT^TIrf ^
^"f^n ^1^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ii^fflsfvn^ 118^11

q^T^^ ^T^^T^ I f%5RT5TTfraTfiri^Tf^ c^VTg^l'ftf-

^
FJITCtI H^H'^PrT A. ^?TT^ ^T^^ B. ^^TT?T% ^ffW^nfff C. ^J^^^tI

^^ P.
^

TT^rR^^m ^ A. B. q^Tr^^^W ^^ C. Vl^l ^ftS^W ^T: P.

^
^Jc55^ A. B. C. T75HT P.

^ ^ft deest in A. B.
^ ^W in all MSS.

6 xf^^ ^^fVi^wRT A. w B. ii^w w^fVi^c^ c. ^irw ^v^?^t: p.
'' ^i

deest in A. B. C.
^

P. adds ^ft after ^f^^.

3



72 II ^T^T^rft^: II

lTT|^iTT^rT^^f^^>TT^T^ft nfTOTft ^ ^^: I

Hr^^ lift: I Ttf^^^^tS^ ^ftlrfT^^^T^^T^^^xn^t

V^q;qT7|TTnt f^^TT^S^U^j: ^^^^?T: I rT^T^^

^ ^f^"^ A. C. awf'^^'^ B. ^^^f^Wt p.
2

?TII5liT^^ in aU MSS.; probably

^H^BT^'fn'q, as in p.
^

^frf|tx[*?n:'^^
i a. ^R^ift^Hn^jaf^ i b. r3i^ i c.

^T^t^n:ir3 p.
* m ^rt a. c. itt ^^t b. -n ^fq fi^ p.

^ ci^t

deest in P.
^

^oaiat A. B. C. ^^Til P.
; may be meant for a locative referring

to grrn^qR, or for tt ^^Sfn.
"^ ^ deest in C.

^ ^ 'g A. B. ^Vf ^ C.

H ^ P.
^

"51 P.
^

f^TIc^m A. f^V^ B. %rf5T^ C. f^U?5ra P. But

cf. Va5?raA:Medika, p. 30, 1. 14 : >Tf^-oirtH|J|rt SLErfrT ;5rg%I(5'^^ wtTT%. " ^-
^^m A. B. C. in: p.

^^
^^ deest in C.

^^
TTTRftT: A. C. m: II ^tif: B.

fTF P., leaving ^^l .



II g^T^rft^i: II n

T?f?Tf;yx^rr ^^l^^fw VT?:ft^fH ^T"^ft^frT i^^^TX^frT

xT^^ f^^^TO ^K^T^f^^frT ^T^^Tft?:HT^ ^f^^rq'rT^

g^U ^'m\ ^f II ^frf ^ftrrT ^^^T^TH^ ^it^ ^H W^ \

fiTrTTX?Tftf: I ^^fiR^T^'^^fn^l'TrT I(fiT^^^ I ^^ ^c^

ftl^^ 11^? II

^ g w ^t ftiriT: ^^fw ^ ^T?T fnt II ^ II

1
^>iTT A. B. c. ^^^^ p.

2 ^ A. B. c. ^ p. ^1 f^wf A.

I ^f?r B. I ^Tf^c. II ^f p.
*
^^Tf^fr^Tf A. ^^Tf>Tft;5f^'^ b. ^t^ c.

^^TfiT^T^'i:* p.
^ W A. B. C. W p.

'^

fl^TR A. B. C. f^fR P.

^
^fin:wt> A. B. c. ^TT!t^d p.

^
xid b.

^ v^raTrrr^R a. c. vinf

^H^^ B. ym^THTT^T^TT^ p.
^'^ g^ deest in C. P.

^^ HT m'^THHT^ A. B.

m TTT^T ^MTqW C. P.
^2 ^RT A. C. P. ^M^T B.

^^ H^fw A. B. C.

Hf^TqffT P.

L [ITT. 2.]
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^'fit^: ^ffr ^^: iJtfrT Pmfw ^ xi^t II ^ II

^cTN^T^T^' ^^ig f^f^T| II ? II

^^tn^l: "g^ft ^^^: I

^HTT^^: f^ ^-^T^ W^M II \i II

^^^ ff ^^ xjTOt XTmrfW I

^^^^IT^ ft ^ Hfft^" ^^ I

^^^ gi^ fl XI^^TTT^ II M II

^ ^^^tf^^^ "^ift ^^ I

"^^^ "5^^ TjTsn-^^: II % II

^ ^ A. B. c. f^si P.
2

^1 A. c. -pr B. f^ p.
^ f^ p.

^

T^^? A- C. ft^ B. pr?.^ p. ^ ^> A. %>n B. ^ c!J> C. H r5> P.

^

^Fn?(. B. p. -^T^^ C. "^

1 p.
^
^ ^?I p.

^ From f^ to TjflTWT:

left out in P.
^^

tTT ^iift B.
^^

TftTTH P.
^^ ^ P. ^t, see chap. 25.
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^^TrfT f^T^ W ^%^: I

W^ ff ^Fn^^
'

flT^T^t II vS) II

^ T{^ ^T^^f^^V^' I

^^:' -qiTT^ fir' fnrrg^Tl^r^^iitH

wwi^TTr^ ^^^''^ nail

Fy>^rT wlfw gniT T^rtn: i

^ "^ifxi ^m^'' IT^ffT ^J^.ft'fTT mo II 88 II

^f^^ ^^V^^T^ vrm^^ IT^^T^t 5R^f^-

^gB. ^^A. B. T. C.P. *iA.C. g: B. it: P. ^-(^f^A. -l^xiC.

3?fJi^ ^ B. ftm*? P.
^
?nf^ fiPT P.

'
TRT^i; A. B. mm ^ c. ttTh ^ p.

^

fir: A. B. c.
-fir

p.
^
^TRfii a. c. iTRftf b. ^nfir p.

^^ w a. b.

7? C. T p. ^? " ^ A. C.
^2 mfiT P.

^^ ^ B.
1^ ^ P.

^^ ^ "^hrrq A. c. ^ ^Tfxj ^>vT^ B. ^ fir^Tvn p.

L 2



76 H g'^T^ift^: II

;^x;(^^ rT^TH^' cT^^ifrT^ ^l^fff^T ^^U^T:^

finVT^'^%: T^fic^^ftl^frT
II 8M II

^

Vjf^ deest in B.
^
f^ B.

^ ^ and c5 left out in P.
*
This

passage seems to be imperfect, and, according to the five Chinese translations, we expect :

^f^^WT ^^^"^7>f^^W:nH^^U1TiTTfimiir5 UTTI I The number differs in the five

translations between 200 ko/is, 220 kofis, 22 koiis, 20 kofis, and 22 kofi-niyutas respec-

tively; buttheyallagree in the Anagami-phala.
^
UiTT^F^ deest in P.

^
c^t^-

VTiTT^ deest in P.
"^ ^^^ A. C. ^^IIi B. ^^^ P.

^

H^'^ A. '^^W B.

^^ ^# C. P.
^

^"^tToRi: TTZnTcT A. B. ^TTSFT IT^^Tn^ C. cft^^R! rT^nTT^ P.

^ m: deest in C.
" ^ A. ^'^T B. ^'t C. "R^ P.

^^
C. adds -JT after W^.

"
tjfctnf'^T: A. c. p. trfi:tnftfTT: b.

^'^ f^j a. c. p. th'^ b. ^^ ^
A. p. ^ B. c.



i3rTJl8!^ll

c^t^ ^n^Ht HTf^rTT?[7f^f^ffT || 8S II

^ From here the text is given from A. ; the various readings will be seen below :

A. >TiT^fftsfiTiTTHW rHnnW^ ^T^T^lftijAiN^ytin:^'^^^ ^ftw^HTHlwW^jftTTI^: II

P. >T7T^> finTTK^ H^TneT^ JjTf Tlfi:oii=|t^ ^>fv?T?^T^T^^W^ftriR^ II

A. ^fiTfTT>?W TTftl^w: ^^I^fft^^

p. 'srfinTTH^ ^i?^fc5^w: ^^twI^i: ^^^t ii ii ^fw ^ ^ftrw)?^ ^t^t-

A. H^^^^^ HHT^ II ^ vti l^n^TT^T \\ ^^ TTTzrr^: I

B. T^nn^^ ^*TTTi II ii v^T tgnm^T ?5 w fT^TiTr: i

C. ^iri^^ T^T^^^ ^mTR: n ii ^4^ ii

p. '^H^? ^TT JT?TIIT^T?T^ ^JHTT II

A. ^^iilt 'q -qt f^V ^^ qflf^ J^fT^^Tfj: II II ^^\ Q^^ cFTflff^^f^
d

c.

p. ^^t^ Q.MH firfil ^^ ^H b ^



78 II ^^T^rT>|5* "

B.

c.

A. ^nn^f^ ^ ^Imftit: u n ^mtjf^^^l ^TTTiigii^ 5^^^ fc5fw ^h 11

B.

c.



APPENDIX I.

SANGHAVARMAN'S CHINESE VERSION OF THE FOUR GATHAS

IN THE SUKHAVATiVVOHA (CHAPTERS 4, 9, 31, 44), WITH A

LITERAL TRANSLATION.

1. Sanskrit Text, Chapter 4, pages 7-9.

1. O thou of eminent and bright f^ itJ^ 3tl^

countenance, whose power is endless, H ^ "^ S
... M ^ JM Sk

such a brightness as this is incompar- v2 S S^ ^
?S ^ /b 1^

able (in the world) ! The brightness of

the sun, moon, jewels, and pearls is
^^ ^ ^ ^'^

^ W ^ W
all to be covered (as it were) just as "T: zT :i}l iZ

-w ^ S^ flR
a heap of black powder ^. ^ /A- M^ i"r^ ^

^
^ W ;S ^-3?

2. The form of the Tatharata is ,^_p. _^ m^ .

vu . 1 .1.
f , , M IE -^ ^fi

without an equal m the world, and ^^ ^j. ^ a
iJLi^ ,^ ''i' AE

thegreat voice of the fully-enlightened ^ -Jc KM ^^itw y\- i'ii,> Fiv'c

one reverberates in the ten quarters. iS fl ^
His virtue, knowledge, strength, medi-

ts^ M 31^ M
tation, wisdom, power, and good quali- J^ ;5j^ ^ M
ties are matchless, most excellent and ^ ~Y Wi
rare. ^ ii m

.aja:

* Black powder
'

looks as if the Chinese translator had read mashi or masi for

bhosi; see Va^ra^-^^edika, p. 44, 1. 14.
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3. Deeply and clearly, well and in- 5fP lilt A.

tensely, he thinks of the law of the ^ $<i ^^ prji

. H ft (^Ifi
ife

Buddhas, (incomprehensible) like the +. y^ J2. J^

sea, and understands its depth and

greatest profoundness, and reaches its -^ ^ ^*P I
m. an

;^ife Yf^
bottom. Bhagavat (i.

e. honoured by S S IS-' \Z
, , ,s . ^ , . V\ "& W: '&
the world) is ever free irom ignorance, U ur -^ ,'^

-L. it ^ /i^

covetousness, and anger. O Hero,

like a lion, whose spiritual virtue is pi M 59 Ji^

immeasurable ! S . ^ .# 4 w s
4. His merit is great and wide, his i^ JiY/ -Jc

wisdom is deep and wonderful, and

his light and powerful form cause the

universe to be shaken ^ May I be-

come a Buddha just as the holy king

of the law, and deliver all beings from

birth and death !

5. In generosity, equanimity, virtue,

endurance, strength, also in meditation

and wisdom, I shall become the best.

Practising perfectly these vows I shall

become a Buddha, the great helper of ;^ y^ ;?^ ^
all those who have fear and anxiety. ^ >^ T" ^

* This would point to prakampati for pratapr.ti.

5ife.



CHINESE VERSION. 8i

6. There may be a hundred thou-

sands of millions of Buddhas im-

measurably great sages, whose number

is as that of the sand of the Gahga.

To worship all these Buddhas does

not equal the seeking for the way

firmly and rightly without returning.

7. There are the worlds of the

Buddhas like the sand of the Gaiiga.

These (Buddha-) countries are in-

numerable and countless. My light

will shine over all these countries
;

thus my strength and power will be

immeasurable.

8. May my country be the best

(of all), when I become a Buddha,

and the people therein excellent,

and the Bodhi - ma.nda.\a. surpassing

others. May my country be just as

(the state of) Nirva;^a, and without

equal. I will pity and deliver all

(beings).

9. May those who come to be born

there from the ten quarters be pure

and joyful, happy and at ease, when

they arrive in my country. May
M

r?n ia n^
ittr.

y,)S>

a

m

m

^'

- #

m

n m

J-
FT

R

iiii

71

m

IE

la %
'& H
Sit isc
Set int

1^

tit A
^ m

m

lib im

[III. 2.]
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Buddha witness that this is my true to /J $
reaHsation ! I make prayer for that ^ t^ ^ W

^ |f|/ 6if \^
desire, full of strencrth and vigour. !^ ^ aA^ % m ^y^

lo. May those Bhagavats of the
.^ . , . ^

ten quarters, whose wisdom is unim- IS ^ -t 3&

peded, know always my thought and ^ j\!l> tM: ft

practice! Even if I abide in the
jft fr ^ !

midst of poisons and pains, I shall VJ ^ -^ ^
always practise strength (vtrya) and ^ -^ ^
endurance (kshdnti), and be free from

;;p ^ M
;j?^

regret. % ifc 51 "it

2. Sanskrit Text, Chapter 9, pages 22-24.

1. If these prayers, surpassing the ^ ^^ 9f

world, which I have made and by M ^ iP

which I should certainly attain to the ? JL

highest path, should not be fulfilled,

may I not accomplish the perfect

knowledge, ^ !!K ^ ^^
2. If I should not become a great ]^ ;^ ^ M

giver, so as to save all the poor, for WL '^ WL ^
immeasurable kalpas, may I not ac- IE Jffi IE -C

complish the perfect knowledge. Ml ^ M ^

^ ^ J



it m

m ^ ^ +
n :^

CHINESE VERSION. 83

3. Ifmy name should not be heard W W %%' W
all over the ten quarters, when I f^ /) S^ S
attain to the path of Buddha, may ^ I^ 1^ >^

I not accomplish the perfect know- ^ xC jE

ledge. BR 3fe

4. May I become the teacher of
. A ^ 1^ ^

gods and men, having sought for the \V mi Ji ^
highest path, by generosity, deep and

right meditation, pure wisdom and

practising the pure practice (Brahma-

/^aryd)a

5. The great light produced by the B^ ^ "4^ ^
spiritual power (of the Tathdgata) |^ 1^ >id W
shines over unlimited countries, and ^ ^==^ ^ J^

destroys the darkness of three (kinds SS J^ p 6jf

of) defilements, and saves all beings

from misfortune.

6. Opening his eye of wisdom, he

(the Tathagata) destroys that dark- jS ^ S >f^

ness of ignorance like a blind man. ^ M, ^ J&

Shutting up all the evil paths, he tt >^ A- IE

opens the gate of the good state. Pi IP PlP M

^ Bodhiru/5i translates this verse as follows :

'
If I should still seek for the

object of desire, after I left home in order to advance towards the highest

path, and should not practise meditation and wisdom, may I not become the

charioteer (of men whose passions are to be tamed) and the teacher of gods
and men/

M 2
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7. Having accomplished his actions, ^ iH M ^^
his powerful light is brilliant over the ItL ^ JS I

ten quarters ;
so that the sun and ^ ^ JV

moon do not shine, and the light of r^ fvC iiuT^ Vt

the sky becomes invisible. -^ ^ ^ ^
8. Opening the treasury of the law

itjf
^^ ^^

for the sake of a multitude, he widely if '^ fe^

distributes the jewels of merit
;
and ^ ^r -X.

in the midst of a large assembly, he -AjL
ffl

j&a
_l

constantly preaches the law as a lion S ^ ^ ">^

9. Having worshipped all Buddhas, 7C 3cH rJl B

he has made the stocks of merit per-
\ \7V {i! J^

feet. His prayers and wisdom havine ^ '"^ "^
^

1^ m jzL ^
been perfect, he has become the hero _ .

^^ -^

S ^ PJL Bl
of the three worlds. '^'' ^ ^

10. Like Buddha, who is possessed pg ^g fit^ -^
of unimpeded wisdom, and under- ^ -^^ ^ -4^tc :>^ "P? JL
stands and shines over everythinpf, ^tt ^ . f@

may I also be possessed of the power -Jz ^ W ^
of action and wisdom, and equal this A W f^ ffl

highest worthy.

11. If this prayer should ever be "m M ^ ^'
fulfilled, the great-thousand (world) ffi $^ JE
would be moved, and the heavenly ^ ^ M
beings in the sky would shower down ^^ S fS ft
the wonderful and precious flowers. ^ ;^ 2[5C
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12. Buddha spoke to Ananda : 4? # B W
When the Bhikshu Dharmakara spoke wM iH

these verses, the whole earth was W ^ U^ 1*^9

^di. m. 24fe
II&

shaken in six different ways, and S 55 ."^ V

the heaven showered the wonderful >/ i 1 -S
iK^ >^ II

flowers over it
;
and there was music

\^ ^ ^ \V

spontaneously in the sky, in which i M ^ F^

:t^ m ^y\
this praise was produced :

' Thou wilt U

certainly accomplish the highest per- IE ^ ^ jtt

feet knowledge ^' ft S ffi ^

3. Sanskrit Text, Chapter 31, pages 49-54.

1. There are Buddha-countries in |^ S^^ f^ ^^
the eastern quarter, the number of "t ~F "^
which equals the sand of the river ^ j 1 ^ st.

Ganges. The company of Bodhi- ^ ITll r'*^ Y^
sattvas of those countries goes to see

,4p /-^ ,in r=FI

Buddha Amitayu.
^ M M m_

2. Thus also in the south, west, >i^ U ^-t -H-

north, zenith, and nadir, and in the ^ _^ ^ ^7^

four corners (there are the same).
Jt \ mt WL

The company of Bodhisattvas of '"^ '^^^ '"" ^'^

those countries goes to see Buddha S 'I1M ^ TM

Amitayu. . ft M ft i>

a' In the fourth and fifth of the five Chinese translations which are still in ex-

istence, this part is translated as a verse, as it is in Sanskrit
;

while in the first

and second translations, these 1 2 verses are altogether left out.
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3. All the Bodhisattvas, each bring- f^ Jt w '"

ing with him wonderful heavenly ^ ^ fM W
flowers, precious scents, and invaluable ^ ^ ^ ^
cloaks, worship Buddha Amitiyu. f S ^

4. All of them play on the heavenly ^ |^ ^
music, from which an ae^reeable sound _ . _.

proceeds, smgmg and praismg the ^^ ^ '^^ ^
most excellent worthy; thus they

1R -^ mK m
F**- <{nc .B. Ill

worship Buddha Amitayu. ^ '^^ ^^^ ^
5. 6. He has finally obtained his

supernatural power and wisdom, and

easily entered the deep gate of the
vgA ^e yjt

law. He has made the treasury 01 jtJk rt ^
merit perfect, and his wonderful wis- M B^ M M
dom is without equal. The sun of m lu. .^t

his wisdom shines over the world, ^^ ^5,

P^ iHJ ^^
and dispels the cloud of birth and

death. (Thus praising him), they (the H ifS IS
Bodhisattvas) turn round him three f^ [^ ^
times respectfully, and salute the ^ jth Wfy ^
highest worthy, touching the ground L.

with their heads. ,.vv ^^

7. Having seen that pure and

adorned country, which is excellent ^ ^ Ml
and inconceivable, they raise their ^ ^ y\ m
thoughts, praying that their own H 5^ *^ ^
country should also be like this. (See ^^ ^ ^ ^
verse 6 in Sanskrit.) ^ "HT PI ^

^U) ^^ j^

^
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/

8. Then the Lord Amitayu 4^ S H Jg

changes his countenance and smiles, fft 1^ TIT H$
and shines over the countries of the t ^ ^ M
ten quarters, producing innumerable ^ ^ yg m
(rays of) light from his mouth. (See 1^ <^ A "^
verse 11.)

9. Turning back his light, he causes
-|-'

^"
P|i ||fj

it to turn round his body three times
~)j ^ ^ ^

and to enter into (his person) from ^ M 5^ f^
the top of his head. All the assembly Tp ^ A }f^

of gods and men are dancing with joy. A- ^ ^ ^
(bee verse 12.)

10. The noble-minded Avalokite- SL ;^u sg p
5vara, making his cloak proper, touch- ^ ^ ^ ^
ing the ground with his head, asks Aw ^ ^ <to

him, saying: 'Why dost thou smile?
^ ^Q S^ >..

Pray, tell me thy thoughts.'

11. The Brahma -voice (of Bud- m m -^ Zf

dha) is like thunder, and produces a -t* /t _jl.io

* #
5^ IS. +

wonderful ringing sound, with eight

different kinds of sound (saying) :

'

I

shall give prophecy to the Bodhi-

sattvas, and tell thee now ; do thou ^ Wy ^^ ~Jj

listen carefully ! it

12. 'I know thoroughly well the

wishes of those noble-minded ones

who come from the ten quarters, that ^ "^ "^ ^
^ ^J-^> "I-i^ ijj^fg ^S^

they seek for a pure and adorned ra W I'M S
country, and that, having received fh B W ^
prophecy, they will become Buddha. W iB 59 iS'

s w s s
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13. 'Understanding all the dharmas

as dreams, illusions, and ringing-

sounds, they will make their excellent

prayers fulfilled, and certainly ac-

complish such a country as this.

14.
'

Knowing the dharmas as

lightnings and shadows, they will ac-

complish the path of a Bodhisattva,

and make the stocks of merit perfect,

and having received prophecy, they
will become Buddha.

1 5.
'

Understanding the nature of

all the dharmas as empty and with-

out self, they simply seek for a pure
Buddha- country, and will certainly

accomplish such a country as this.'

t6. The other Buddhas speak to

their Bodhisattvas and cause them

to go and see Buddha (Amitayu) of

Sukhavati (saying): 'Hearing his law

you should willingly receive and prac-

tise it, and quickly obtain the pure

place (like Sukhavati).
1 7.

' When you arrive at that pure
and adorned country, you will at once

obtain supernatural power, and cer-

tainly receive prophecy from the

Lord Amitayu, and attain to the state

of
"
being equal to Buddha ^."

17 >,

4seL
Jllll

^.

m *
,16

m m

^

^

a

'tt

IE I

;gj.i3

n T

^ m

m M,

m m

m

n
^

^^ -^ ta.h-kla.0, lit. equally enlightened. This term is generally explained with

Eka^atibaddha, or he who is bound by one birth only ;
see verse 1 8 in Sanskrit.
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7 *

18. 'If beings, having heard his ^ ^ ^^
name, wish to be born in his country, J}/ x^ ^A* Y^
they will arrive there, through the

^,

power of the former prayers of that

Buddha (Amitayu), and spontaneously
^ ' ^

attain to the state of "never return- /fU "5^ W ^
ing again" (Avaivartya).'

19. The Bodhisattvas raise their ^ ;g ^^^ ^
prayers, and pray that their own

Sl"^ Mi ^ -^

country should have no difference 5^^ >^ ^ ^^
(from Sukhavati). They think in-

tensely of saving all beings and

making their name to be heard in ^ >7 J 3E.

the ten quarters.

20. Having worshipped a million j^ ^i^^ JH ^
of Tathagatas, and gone to their

5lJ ^ 3 tP^

countries throug-h their supernatural t^ /^ na ^m

power, and joyfully worshipped them ^ x .fmr ^
there, they (the Bodhisattvas) return ^ ^^ '"^ ^
to the country of Sukhavati.

if; a ft ^
+ M ft

4. Sanskrit Text, Chapter 44, pages 73-75.

I. If men have no stock of 7^ iffl ^ ^^
merit, they are not able to hear this ^ J^ f^ A-
Sutra. Those who are pure and keep ^ ^ ^ M
the moral precepts, are able to hear IE 5ffi itfc ^
the right law. ^ # 1^ ^

N [III. 2.]
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2. Those who have formerly seen P^ ^ |P '^^

Bhagavat, are able to believe in this 1^ 5fR ii^ 15

matter. They will hear and practise i^ ^ W Xj

(this law) respectfully and without ^ ^ H^L IE

pride, and skip for great joy. J ^ "& M-

3. Those who are either proud, i^^ ^k ^ K'J

vicious, or neglectful, find it difficult
IIS ^ ift H^

to believe in this law. Those who have ' ^ ^ 1W
seen Buddhas in former life, willingly "^ ^ ffi itt

hear such a teaching as this. ^ ^ ^^ ^
4. Neither Sravakas nor Bodhi-

sattvas are able to understand the

n

holy thought (of Buddha), because
Jfe^ ^P -A

it is just as if a man, blind from his ^g ^ a
birth, wishes to go to lead others. ^ vft ^

5. The sea of wisdom of the

Tathagata is deep and wide, unli- H^ "1(^ ^ M
mited and bottomless

;
so that neither Wi

^'ravakas nor Pratyekabuddhas can

measure it, but Buddha only under-

stands it clearly.

6, 7. Let even all men, who may
have perfectly attained to the Bodhi,

and understood the sublime truth,

being possessed of pure wisdom, think

of the wisdom of Buddha for a million
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of kalpas, and use their utmost power ix.^'' ^^ W^ ^^
in their speech and explanation, yet }ffi S" "w ^
they will not know the unlimitedness

-fif o'^ Jit ;|i^

of Buddha's wisdom till the end of m -^ mt ^^
their life. Thus it is perfectly pure.

' "^

8. This life is very difficult to %- '\^^ W wu

be obtained, and the appearance of a wait ^ij-

Buddha in the world is also difficult Jy^ >% IW ^
to be met with, and men who have ?S p8x[ tSI p^

faith and wisdom are difficult (to be ^ ^^ ^
found); so that if they hear (this law), ^ :;^ IS >P
they must diligently seek for it. i. ^ y-t a.

Tr 1 1-1 111 1 5S" /^ 111 T^H
9. it they, havmg heard the law, do

not forget it, and having perceived (its ^ ^|J
R

^'^

deep meaning) respect it, and having ^^ ^ ^ ^
obtained (its essence) rejoice 2freatly, . *!^^

they are my good and intimate friends. /i\< w If

Therefore they ought to raise their m* t^E ^ ^
own thoughts (for obtaining the Bodhi). ^M! ^ IK 1^

10. Even if the world is full of

fire, yet they ought certainly to pass m. >^ ^ 5ff^

through it, and seek to hear the law. -^ j^
They will then certainly attain to ^
the path of Buddha, and widely save

li m m
(those who are in) the stream of birth

and death. * * * W

N 2
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o

See Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1880, i3p. 181-186; Selected Essays,

vol. ii. p. 348.
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niflst^^T^WI^ ^rfft frT^fir fv^^ ^TTT^frT ^^ ^

^^T^rftr^^ I H^ ^75 ^^: ^Tfi:^^ 5gT^T^Hlt cTN^m

^TP,\ ^Tfi:^^ g^T^rft f^^mg: ^Trf^^T^^ifi^:

^Tlf^ff rT^^^ II ? II

^TFK\ ^ft^ ^T^ii^t cTt^^Tm B^^^TiSZi: ^^^.

^Tfi:^ft^%: ^Wfftw: ^^^^T g^^^T<f^^m: i
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\^^ I HT^ "^ g"S^^^T| HfrT traflftr ^TfTTfH ^c^lf^

^'tcJF^^Tf^ ^c^^lHWTftr ^Fyf^^^^Tf^ I ^JWf^

f^^ifr TT^ f^^rfr f^^^^ g^^^^l II^^frT f^^T^t

^"I^^in^: ^^c^fT rTW^%^ II M II

'^^V^t ^Tft:c[^ K^ "1^^ ^fir W^T: ^*^ TT^U^ I

^ f^^ffl TT^ f^^ft^ f^"^^^ ^f^^r^ ^rftfH ftf?r
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^^c^^ r!fl^^ II If II

^THflrTT^t ^^^^: ^^ f^^^frT I TT^ ^^t T^^TW

^^^-I^JTSI^: ^TTf^^ rT|^^^ II ^ II

-^K^ I rT^ ^fj f?i: ^fi^^ fT^THrT^ ^^t ^ ^^T-

^l^l^^fyTrfyRt^^f:^ II t II

^T^ft^ I rT^ T^fJ ^^: ^ifi:^^ rf^nrT^T^irfrTlrTT

^^^^^^ I W^ ^K^^ ^ fT^Tnf?rsft?mHt ^T^^ II
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^: ^TTc^^ rT^I^^ n e II

^^% ^#: Trfio^T^ "^H^ I rTf^wrtrft: i ^^ f? ^t^

c^^mTTT^qxT^^ff I TT^T^fl ^ftf^ ^^^^^^ HXT^T^T^

N^nfitmT^ ^it^ moil
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l^^fTTT ftr^f^^TJT ^^.T^ft?TqT f^T^^^ f^f?T I urft-

q%^ in^ n

HH'^rr: ^^^^Tf^ I^^^Tftj fifT^f^^TH ^^T^ft?rqT

O [III. 2.]
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"^f^ ^^^^Tftr fir^f^^Tj! ^^^^ftm f-^z^ ^ff?T I

I^^^V^T^t f^f^ ftflt ^TH rT^TniTt ^^ ^H H^T-

^Tf^ ^^^^Tftj fil^f^^^ ^^T^ftl^ f^Z-^ ^fiT I

UHW^ in mi

f^T^^^fl-^W^ ^%^qfi;3:T^ TfTO WW^ mill
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^TTf^rJJJrjTTiiri^fi^^ltijlfiT IT^^^ ^ift^^ ^I^Tft ^ ^^T
HH^H T^^^Nc^TiTFljft^H^f^ I g^^ Hq^m ^T^-

^^^m^ ^f^^^T^ ^f%^^T^ ^g^^T^ l^^^i^T^ int II

rPRTnft ^Tft:^^ T^J^^^^^t ^^^T ^fT^T Fyt^VTrTT-

^iT: ^n^^^T^ ^ft^m^ li^^T^l^ ^^^^T^ ^?^^

^T^ IIS^II

O 2
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II ^T^T^rft^fr ^TTT T^fT^T^^^ II
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THE ANCIENT PALM-LEAVES.

L

In the Introduction to my edition of the text of the Va^ra/^/^>^edikd,

in the First Part of the FirstVolumeof the Aryan Seriesof the Anecdota
Oxoniensia, I gave a detailed account of the discovery of two ancient

palm-leaves, which had been in the possession of the Monastery of

Horiu^i ever since the year 609 a. d., and which are therefore, so far as

we know at present, the oldest Sanskrit MS. now existing anywhere.
I also explained the difficulties which seemed for a time to make it

impossible to gain access to these manuscripts. I received indeed, thanks

to the kind interest taken in the matter by the late Iwakura Tomomi,
the Minister of the Mikado, and by Mr. Satow, the Secretary to the

English Legation at Yedo, various facsimiles of these palm-leaves. But

as the chief interest of these ancient documents was archseological, in-

asmuch as they supplied us with the earliest specimen of a Sanskrit

alphabet used for literary purposes, I felt that, as in the case of an

ancient inscription, nothing would satisfy the demands of Sanskrit

scholarship except a perfect photograph of the original.

After considerable delay these photographs have at last come to hand,

and I believe that they have been reproduced with so much accuracy

that, for all practical purposes, the autotype copies are as good as

the originals. The originals have, of course, suffered, partly on the

margin, which with palm-leaves is always exposed to damage, partly

by the fading of the ink. Fortunately, however, we possess several

independent copies, three of which have likewise been reproduced by
the photographic and autotype process.

The first, marked No. II, is a photograph of a facsimile, published

in the Ashara^io, a book which has been fully described in Mr. Bunyiu

B 2
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Nanjio's 'Catalogue of Japanese Books and MSS. in the Bodleian

Library,' No. 46.

The second, marked No. Ill, is a photograph of a facsimile which was

executed for me in Japan by order of the late Minister Iwakura Tomomi,
and which for some time I thought would be the nearest approach to

the original which we were likely to obtain in Europe.
Now that we have the photograph of the original, it will be seen that

in several cases the facsimile (No. Ill), made for me on purpose, is really

less accurate than the copy published in the Ashara^io. It reads, for

instance, '^^T instead of '^*^T, FJ^ instead of li^, WWFJ"^! instead of

"SlHrq^f, ^^\ instead of mn, '?R instead of IfT^, TR^^: instead of H^I*'^*.

^TiT for ^rnr, etc. These differences may seem of small importance, but

they serve to show that, to a well-trained eye, there was more to be seen in

the original palm-leaves^ at the time when the facsimile was taken, than

the copyist was able to discover. We must not forget that the copyist

was not a Sanskrit scholar, and therefore did not always know what to

look for. This, though for some purposes a useful defect, is a serious

impediment in deciphering such a text as the Pra^na-paramita-hr/daya-
sutra and the Ush;zisha-vi^aya-dhara;/i. I am well aware that many
letters in the original would have been doubtful or altogether illegible

to us, that is, to myself and my fellow-worker, Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio, if we
had not known what letters to look for ; but we have put down no letters

as visible in the original palm-leaves, unless we felt quite certain that the

little which was visible of them admitted of no other interpretation but

that which we put on it. We know for certain what ^iogon read in the

ancient palm-leaves, because we have not only his copy, but his trans-

literation also. In the palm-leaves themselves and in the other copies

taken of them, several letters remain doubtful, of course, and scholars

will always differ as to their exact value.

The following pages contain the text as still legible on the palm-
leaves (No. I), the copy published in the Ashara^io (No. II), and the

facsimile sent to me by Iwakura Tomomi (No. III). For convenience

sake I have added in the first line the text of -2'iogon's copy, on which

see pp. 17-26 :



PRAGiVi-PARAMITA-Hi?/DAYA-SUTRA.

PRAC'A^A-PARAMITA-Hi^/DAYA-SOTRA.

Ziogon's Copy: ^ ^TJW%T^ ^^T^C^f^H^i: WTfVHrft

I. Palm-leaf:
"
^TI^^^q^^R ^^T^oftF^^^ %Rl^r^

II. Ashara^o : "^ ^FfT^-^^^T^ ^^T^C^tf^^^^ ^tfV^ rtt

III. Facsimile : ->> ^^W^^T^ ^^T^cTtf^H^^ Tlf^^^

^ '^ and "^ are not distinguished.
* Where the four MSS. differ from each other a small line has been placed beneath

the letters.

' This marks the ending of the lines in the MS.
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^if^ ^1 ^ft^^ ^^H^T ^TTTc^^^T ^^fCRT^f^^

^ The vowel is slightly visible.
"^ Looks almost like ^I.
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^
*T can easily be read 7f.
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i?^xni:ftTrTTTrT^^i2^Tt ^5 II

'^ ^T

^e^^T?T?^ ^^^t^i^^iq^: ^^iqft;^?^]^ i?^qT?:fi=r

^^lV"l^Ti^ ^R^^tT^U^TTi^: iBr^^fiq^f^TW^ T(^TT7T?:fiR-

wrgT : 'I if^T II

^IT M : l H^Tx:iRftlrT|^ ^l^??!

^fT 'I : 'I xr^T^Rfi=!H|^ w^^\

^ Second Leaf begins.



ushMsha-vigaya-dharaM. 9

ushMsha-vi(^aya-dhAraM.

^ ^TT^f^^IlfrTf^ft^T^ '%'Wm HH^^ TT^RT #
I- ^ ^TTiR;y

^
ufirf^ftf^T^ ^J'^ ^^^% rnrm ^

III. -^^TT^cJy
'
"HfKf^f^^T^

"
^ ^n*^ -^mr w

f^'^^ f{\ gn?T^^^i^ f *ir ?u lu ^|:^^r^^^

rr^Tnmf^^T^lf^f%rT^'^ -^Isr^T^^lrT "g*ll ^
^

"^TTTlf^t

rT
" im ^^ifv^ r!1|5 ^^5Rn^Hf?T7Tg% ^

'

c(i:Tjlf^%

c [111.3]
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USHiVISHA-VI(?AYA-DHARA^'I. n

^TlnTxrfi:^ ^^rT^nrTTf^^^Tfirf^W ^T^T 'I : "I ^^-
^TnFfTnfi:^t ^

'
rT

"

^qnifv^^Tf^ff^ ^E^fT 'I : 'I ^f^-

^f^^^vt^^^r ^T?5T |t| >< 'I 'I

^lT^^i:f^ ^W 1:1 g- MI

^HT?^^c5y^^^B?^^ll
'

TT 11 It

^^^^TH'^sjti^^^^ll

1 Or 'n.

C 2
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II,

ZIOGON'S COPY OF THE ANCIENT PALM-LEAVES,

MADE IN 1694.

A most valuable help for restoring the text of the Pra^;1a-paramita-

hr/daya-sutra and the Ush;nsha-dharai, such as it was and could still

be read towards the end of the seventeenth century, is found in a copy
made by Ziogon in 1694. Of this, too, I had received several facsimiles

which I refrained from publishing, hoping in time to receive an accurate

photograph. This hope has at last been fulfilled, and in the reproduc-
tion of that photograph (No. IV, i, 2, 3) scholars have now as good a

substitute of the original as it is possible to produce. How this copy
came to be made may best be stated in Ziogon's own words, as translated

by Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio.



ZIOGON'S NOTE.
13

M -0

ZIOGON'S NOTE.

From the time I was very young, I lH 1^ fjtt

had my mind bent considerably on ^ ^ ^ g
the Hidden Doctrine ('Guhya-yana'). M ^ ^ gg
When grown up, I went to see many "T

teachers, and inquired after the depth
^ W ^ ^^V

and fulness (of its meanings). They all ^^ \$ W
said, that unless a learner of the Doc- M< fl? % /"^
trine ofYoga studied the Sanskrit texts

'fS S ^ $^
so as to be able to make the form and .r-. l. ^ ^^
sound and meaning (of the letters or

^^^ J-X %j W
words) clear, he would not reach the uS- ^ X ft
hall and inner apartment (of the ^ ^
Doctrine). Therefore I have searched

everywhere, and studied Sanskrit in-

tensely, and in some degree understood

the sound and form and meaning (of
ih M ^c 'fO

the letters or words). But on account it ^ ^
of a wide difference of customs and y^ j^ jg
habits between India and Japan, the

\a\
^ ^ ^

(Sanskrit) letters still remained diffi- ^ ^ J ^
cult to be corrected, just as if one ^ *" "^ ^
were looking at the great ocean, and W M, h. W
facing (the sea-god) Ziaku. A ^ ^ ^

m



m

nW'

S' )'

r^ ^
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Now then in the treasure-house '^ H S ^
of the monastery of Ho-riu-^i in the ^^ jJt ^
province of Yamato, there have

been kept two palm-leaves, handed
-?* h i _J_ rt^e.

down from Central India. They
^ ^-1 J Im

contain the Sanskrit text of the ^ M H #
Shin-gio or the (Pra^/^a-paramita-) ^ 3W Sf

hr/daya-sutra, and of the Butsu- ^ @ ifc J$
/^io-son-shio or the Buddhosh;2isha-vi- ^ r^ -A ^
^aya(-dhara?2i), and the Fourteen (sic)

Sounds of the Siddha (or alphabet).

In this year (a. d. 1694) I have

unexpectedly been able to see them. -^ 7M ffi TC

This opportunity suits my original JS "B ^^ ^
desire very well, and my joy is im-

-^m
vs ^m ^

measurable, so much so that I cannot
^rj, .^ ^^ -^

help dancing with delight. Thenwiping ^^
^

my sick eyes and sitting at the bright
Bx s^ /^ /r

window, I ventured to consider the ^ ^ -S Tgf

right and left sides and the heads and fflft
-gr

jIJ

tails of each letter
;
and I felt pretty

sure the letters might be copied out

somewhat after the original form.

Thereupon I have made a copy W "f^ mX ^
without regarding the softness of B^ M^ ^ "

a hare's hair (of a writing-brush), ^ ^ fe f^
and then added parallel comments f=i t^r

(i.e. transliterations both in Chinese
^^ ^ M. *^

and Japanese, and a translation in ?S iB Th W
Chinese), and pointed out the begin- ffi iSi !S .B^

^ ^ % i^

i %a;
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i5

n ^
*

e ^
ning of each word (lit line, pada) with M,> 7U ^ii f^
red^; thus I have to leave my copy to

future generations. As the power of

the writing in the original is strong and
'^"^ -^ RR

firm, like the flying of a dragon and the i?^ -fc "h* ^
running of a lion, I have only regretted JK fl S
that my copy should not escape being ^ ^ ?g

ridiculed, as when one has drawn a

tiger and it only turns out to re-

semble a dog (i.
e. an unsuccessful

imitation). ~T* JpFu

Written by Shaku Ziogon, a M ^
Sramana. of the Rei-un monastery ^ ^
in the Eastern capital (then Yedo, li^ ^
now Tokio), on the fourteenth of

the tenth lunar month, in the seventh

year of the Gen-roku period (a. d.

1694), the cycle K6-^utsu (A"ia- S
hsu).

%

ADDITIONAL NOTES.

1. In the Shin-gio or the Hr/daya-
' '

stitra, whenever there is a doubt about W, M ^ j\^^

an omission or a wrong letter, I have >#* mi- _^ ^^

pointed it out.
^^

^i
* ^^

2. The text of the Son-shio-dha- &^ ^ M <^

ra;2i for the most part agrees with /ffi -^ $1 Pf

^ This red point is replaced by a small asterisk in the following pages.
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all the eight Chinese transliterations

byBuddhapala(No. 348,A.D. 676), To ^ -\- ^ ^
K6-i (Tu Hhiii-i, No. 349, A. D. 679), 4 H ^ S
Divakara two versions (Nos. 351, SS "P

352, A.D. 682) Gi-^io (l-tslii,
No. |lj ^ f^

350, A. D. 710), Mu-i (.S'ubhakarasi;;2ha, S^ S" K
A.D. 716-735), Fu-ku (Amoghava^a, ^ ^ ISt

A.D. 741-774, of the Than dynasty, ^ /\ ^Ij

A.D. 618-907), and H6-ten (Dharma- Pfl 2[5C ti

deva(?). No. 796 or 871, a. d. 973- ^ # ^
981) of the Sun dynasty of the A'ao ^ -^ 11
family (a. D. 960-1127); though it is M ;^ Wi
still not certain which transliterator ^ \ai y^

used this text. ^ ^j^ Spj-

3. Among the Mo-ta
(i.

e. Matra _jl. ^^ m
or vowels) of the Fourteen Sounds ^^ -l. _^

(of Siddha), the four letters of r? M^ ^ -Jh

etc. {ri, /z, It) are added. It shows v^ ^ e^
that these are the Brahma letters % n w
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ZIOGON'S COPY

OF THE PRA6^i^A-PARAMITA-Hi?/DAYA-St)TRA

AND THE USHA^1SHA-VI6^AYA-DHAraM,

MADE IN 1694.

PRA6^A^A-PARAMITA-Hy?/DAYA-S0TRA.

Leaf 1.

Shin-gio-bon-hon (i,
e. the Sanskrit text of the Hr/daya-s<itra).

^>* is a different form of the letter ^ /, and it means a root or origin.

Sanskrit Text. HHW^^flXT ^T^Rc^tfWff^R
Transliteration. Namas sarva^waya aryavalokitejvara
Chinese Transliteration. *Na-ma *satsu-baku-*niyaku-ya *a-riya-*baku-r6-ki-tei-*shibaku-ra

Japanese Transliteration. Nau-ma sara-ba-^'iya-ya a-riyaa-ba-ro-ki-tei-shimuba-ra
Translation. Respect to the all-wise holy looking on Lord

vodhisatvo gambhiraw
*bo-dai-satsu-tanbaku *ken-bi-ran

bou-^-satsu (or sa)-toba gen-bi-ran

bodhisattva deep

TrrmTTfHTT"ni

pra^&paramitayai
*hatsura-niyaku-*ha.-ra-mitsu-ta-yen

hara-^-iya-ha-ra-mi-ta-yen

pragfi^L ('wisdom') other shore arrival

1^

karyam

*sha-riyen

shiya-riyen

practice

/^aramano

*sha-ra-*ma-nu

shiya-ra-ma-do
one who practises shining

vyavalokayati

hei-*baku-r6-ka-ya-tei

biyaa-ba-ro-kiya-ya-^i

looked on

paw/^'askandhas tks ka

han-sha-*satsuken-da-*satsuta-shitsusha

han-shiya-soken-da-sata-shitsushiya
five bundles such like

svabhavajunyaw
*satsubaku-ba-baku-*shu->^in

soba-bimu-ba-shiyu-niyen

self-nature all empty

D

sma
*satsuma

sanma

pasyati

hatsu-sen-tei

ha-sen-/^i

[III. 3.]
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sma
*satsuma

sanma

riputra

ri-fu-tanra

ri-ho-tara

body-son

iha

i-ka

i-ka

He speaks to

S2L-

*sha-

shiya-

Leaf

rupa;

*r6-han

ro-han

colour

i'unyata

*shu->^in-ta

shiyu-niyen-ta

empty

2.

^^^^
junyataiva

*shu-^in-tei-*baku

shiyu-niyen-tei-ba ('yeiba')

empty

rupan na

*r6-han *na

ro-han nau

colour not

przthak
hatsuri-datsu

hari-da

different

j'unyata

*shu-y^in-ta

shiyu-niyen-ta

empty

indeed

J'unyataya

*shu-,^in-ta-y&

shiyu-niyen-ta-ya

empty

rupaw
*ro-han

ro-han

colour

na

na

nau

not

pr/thag rupa;

hatsuri-datsu-*garo-han

hari-da-giyaro-han

different colour

yad rupaw

ya-*dotsu-han

ya-dotsu (or doro)-han
colour

sa junyata ya
*satsu shu-,^in-ta ya
sa shiyu-niyen-ta ya

indeed empty

5pTiTT

^unyati
*shu-^in-ta

shiyu-niyen-ta

empty

sangnk

*san-niyaku

san-^iya

thought

tad rupaw
*ta-dotsu-han

ta-dotsu (or doro)-han

indeed colour

?J^^
evam eva

*yei-baku-mei-batsu

yei-ba-mei-ba

thus

vedana

*heki-na-na

bei-da-nau

perception

sawskdra

*san-sokuka-ra

san-sokiya-ra

action

vi^a-
*bi-niyaku-

bi-^-iya-

knowledge also

nani

ni-ni

nau-ni

iha

*i-ka

i-ka

He speaks to

Leaf 3.

jariputra

*sha-ri-fu-tanra

shiyi-ri-ho-tara

body-son

sarvadharma

*satsu-baku-*datsu-ma

sara-ba-dara-ma

all laws

junyati
*shu-.^in-ta

shiyu-niyen-ta

empty

^ This letter as is doubtful, and probably superfluous. MS. note.
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lakshaa

*raku-sha-ni

raki-shiya-ni

form

anutpanna
*a-nu-tanhatsu-n6

a-do-tahan-nau

not-born

trft^^T

g (for ^ ?) fvT^lT

yu (for a ?) niruddha

*yu ni-ro-da

yu ni-ro-da

not-annihilated

nona na paripura tasma,/^ ,^/iariputra

*nu-na *na hatsu-ri-ho-rana *tan-satsuma *sha-ri-fu-tanra

do-nau nau ha-ri-ho-randa ta-sama shiya-ri-ho-tara

not-decreasing not-increasing therefore body-son

amalavimala

*a-ma-ra*bi-ma-ra

a-ma-rabi-ma-raa

not-dirty not-pure

junyataya;

*shu-^in-ta-yen

shiyu-niyen-ta-yen

empty-middle

na

na

nau

not

rupa;

ro-han

ro-han

colour

na

*na

nau

not

vedana

heki-da-na

bei-da-nau

perception

sangfia. na

*san-niyaku *na

san-^'iya nau

not thought not

saw-

san-

san-

action

Leaf 4.

na

*na

nau

not

skara

sokuka-ra

sokiya-ra

^ihva
*5'i-kabiku

sri-kaba

tongue
2

spash/avya

*sanhatsura-shitsuta-hoya

sanhara-shiyutsuta-boya
touch

vi^wani

bi-niyaku-ni

bi-^'iya-ni

knowledge

^^
na

na

nau

not

/^akshu

shaku-shu

shiyaku-shiyu

eye

j-rotra

*shur6-tanra

shiyuro-tara

ear

kaya

*ka-ya

kiyi-ya

body

manonsi

*ma-n6-shitsu

ma-nou-shi

mind

na

*na

nau

not

rupa.m
ro-han

ro-han

colour

jabda

*shio-na

sefu-da

sound

7r?y

gandha

*gen-da

gen-da
smell

ghraa
*gara-na

giyara-da

nose

t:^

rasa

*ra-sa

ara-sa

taste

dharma
*datsu-ma

dara-m4

law

jrftvrg

manodhatu

ma-nu-datsu-to

ma-do-da-to

mind sphere

na vidya
*na bi-^iya

nau bi-_;o'iya

not knowledge

na

*na

nau

not

-^akshurdhitu

shaku-shu-rada-to

shiyaku-shiyu-arada-to

eye sphere

yavan na

*ya-baku-*na

yi-ba-nau
as far as not

nividya na

*na-bi-^ya *na

nau-bi-^iya nau

not knowledge not

vidyakshayo

bi-^ya-*kitsusha-yu

bi-_giya-kitsushiya-yu

knowledge destruction

^
.f is probably left out here. MS. note. ^ ^ spa ought to be written ^ spra,

as it is so both in the original MS. and in the transliteration. B. N.

D 2
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na

"na

nau

not

vidyaksha-

bi-^iyi-*kitsusha-

bi-^ya-kitsushiya-

knowledge destruction

Leaf 5.

^ ^T^^
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flT

tishMa

*tei-shitsuta

^i-shiyutsuta

final

fmnu:
nirvaaA

*ni-ritsubaku-na

ni-riba-da

round (perfect)-calm

tryadhvavyavasthitta

*teiriya-datsubaku-biya-baku-shitsu^-ta

-^iriya-daba-biya-ba-shitsu^i-ta

three paths

sarvabuddha/i

*satsu-baku-botsu-da

sara-ba-botsu-da

all Buddhas

TT^rrrn^cfiTin- m^(for^?)TiiT- g^
pra^aparamita maJ'u(forj'r/?)nya-nuttaraf

*hatsura-niyaku-hatsu-ra-mi-ta-*mi-shitsuri-niya-*nu-ta-ran

hara-s-iya-ha-ra-mi-ta- ma-shiri-niyaa- do-ta-ran

wisdom other shore arrival relying on without upper

*rf>TO"^^

samyaksa;bodhi- m abhisa;buddhi

*san-miyaku-san-b6-dai-*ma-bi-san-botsu-da

san-miyaku-san-bou-^i- ma-bi-san-bo-da

right-proper right-wak- manifestly-right-

ing waking one

tasmi gnatSLvyam pra-

*tan-satsuma *niyaku-tan-biyen *hatsura-

ta-sanma siya-ta-biyen hara

therefore to know wisdom

Leaf 7.

frnrrf^nTT T^mTt
^wapramita mahama;tro

niyaku-*hara-mitsu-ta *ma-ka-man-tor6

2iya-hara-mi-tA, ma-ka-man-doro

other shore arrival indeed great true-word ('charm ')

anuttaramawztra

*a-nu-tan-ra-man-tanra

a-do-ta-ra-mamu-tara

indeed without-upper true-

word

maha- vidyama;tra^

*ma-ka-bi-^iya-man-tanra

ma-ka-bi-_^ya-man-dara
indeed great knowledge true-

word

asamasamama;tra

*a-satsu-ma-satsu-ma-man-tanra

a-san-ma-san-ma-man-dara

indeed without-equal-equal true-

word

sarvadu^kha-

*satsu-baku-*nuku-ka-

sara-ba-dotsu-kiya-

all pain

prajamanaA
*hatsura-sha-ma-na

hara-shiya-ma-nau

well-removing

satyam amithyatvat

*satsu-teiya-*ma-mi-teiitsu-tanbaku

sa-^iya-ma-mi-/^itsu-toba

truth not empty

pragna.-

*hatsura-niyaku-

hara-^ya
wisdom

' This letter
i^is probably superfluous. MS. note.
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paramitayam ukto mamtrak tadyatha gate

*ha-ra-mitsu-ta-ya-*moku-kito *man-tanra *tan-niya-ta *ketsu-tei

ha-ra-mi-taa-ya-bo-kito man-dara ta-niya-ta giya-tei

other shore arrival indeed spoken true-word that which is said

JT7T

gate

ketsu-tei

giya-tei

paragate
ha-ra-ketsu-tei

Leaf 8.

parasa;gate bodhi svaha

ha-ra-so-ketsu-tei bo-dai sabaku-ka

ha-ra-so-giya-tei bou-^i soha-ka

pra^waparamita- hrz(da?)-ya

*hatsura-niyaku-*hatsu-ra-mitsu-ta-*kari(-da?)-ya

hara-^iya-ha-ra-mi-ta- kari-ya

wisdom other shore arrival heart

samapta.
*sa-ma-hata.

san-ma-hata.

finished-ended.

ush^vIsha-vic^aya-dhAraM.

Son-shio-da-ra-ni (i.e. the Arya-vi^aya-dhara;/i).

Namas trailokya-

*No-ma-*shitsutanrei-ro-kiya-

Nau-ma-shitsutarei-ro-kiya-

Respect to the three worlds

>?TTTff

bhagavate

*ba-ga-baku-tei

ba-giya-ba-tei

world-honoured

H-

ta-

*tan-

ta-

prativisish/aya

*hatsura-tei-bi-shi-shitsuta-ya

hara-;^i-bi-shi-shiyutsuta-ya

most excellent

buddhaya

*botsu-da-ya

bo-da-ya

enlightened one
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dyatha

tetsuya-t^

niya-ti

Om
an

won
that which is said three bodies purify

Leaf 9.

visodhaya sama samantavabh^sa-

*bi-shu-da-ya *sa-ma sa-man-ta-*baku-ba-sa-

bi-shiyu-da-ya samu-ma samu-man-daa-ba-ba-shiya-

spharaa
*satsuha-ra-na

soha-ran-da

stretching everywhere

abhishiw/tatu

*a-bi-shin-sha-*to

a-bi-shin-2iya-to

sprinkle (water) on
the head

JTfw

gati

*ga-tei

giya-/^i

six-states

in

mam
man
mamu
me

hara

*ka-ra

ka-ra

please take

in
hara

ka-ra

ka-ra

please take

equal

gahana

ga-ka-no

giya-ka-nau
thick-forest

common shining

svabhavai'uddhe

*sabaku-ba-baku-*shu-dai

soba-bamu-ba-shiyu-dei
self-nature pure

sugatava/^anamntibhishekai

*so-ga-ta-*baku-sha-n6-*mitsuri-ta-*bi-sei-kei

so-giya-ta-ba-shiya-naua-miri-taa-bi-sei-kei

well-gone excellent-teaching sweet dew sprinkling
(water) on the head

S.ya/isa;;mtarae

*a-yoku-san-ta-ra-ni

a-yu-san-da-ra-ni

firmly stopping and

holding life

jodhaya

*shu-datsu-ya

shiyu-da-ya

purify

yodha-

*shu-datsu-

shiyu-da-

purify much

Leaf 10.

ya

ya

ya

gaganavisuddhe

*ga-ga-no-bi-shu-tei

giya-giya-nau-bi-shiyu-dei

like-sky-pure

W^BXfrq (for ^^ ?)

sahasraramyi (for jme ?)

*sa-ka-sara-*ra-shimi

sa-ka-sara-ara-shimei

with thousand rays

ushishavi^ayasuddhe

*u-shitsuni-sha-*bi-niyaku-ya-*shu-tei

u-shiyuni-shiya-bi-2'iya-ya-shiyu-dei

Buddha's head most victorious pure

sa7/^odite

*san-s6-ni-tei

san-s6-ni-tei

roused

5fR-

sarva-

*satsu-baku-

sara-ba-

all
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tathagatadhish/ana.dhish///ita- mudre

tan-ta-getsu-ta-*^-shitsuta-na-^-shitsu^i-ta- *mo-narei

ta-ta-giya-taa-^-shiyutsuta-naua (or naa)-^-shiyutsUi^i-ta-bo-darei

spiritual-power-joined sealTathagata

kayasawhatanasuddhe

*ka-ya-*so-ka-ta-no-*shu-dai

kiya-ya-sou-ga-ta-nau-shiyu-dei

body link-chain pure

pratiniva-

*hatsura-tei-nei-*betsu-

hara--^i-ni-bari-

successively

va^a-

"baku-^tsura-
ba-zara-

diamond

sarvavarawavisuddhe

*satsu-baku-*baku-ra-na-*bi-shu-dai

sara-ba-ba-ra-da-bi-shiyu-dei

all obstacle pure

Leaf 11.

rtaya

ta-ya

ta-ya

turn

ayusuddhe

*a-yoku-shu-tei

a-yu-shiyu-dei

life-all-obtaining pure

samayadhish//nte

*sa-ma-ya-*^-shitsu>^i-tei

san-ma-yaa-^-shiyutsu-^i-tei

vow-prayer joined

mani

*ma-ni

ma-ni

world-gem

mani

*ma-ni

ma-ni

law-gem
(or mind) (or thought)

tathata bhutako/iparisuddhe

*tan-tatsu-ta bu-ta-ku-z^i-^hatsu-ri-shu-tei

ta-ta-tS. bo-ta-ku-^i-ha-ri-shiyu-dei

truth-true everywhere pure

visphu/abuddhii"uddhe ^ya
*bi-safu-ta-*botsu-^-shu-tei *niyaku-ya

bi-soho-ta-bo-^-shiyu-dei ^-iya-ya

unfolded wisdom pure victorious

in?

^aya

niyaku-ya

riya-ya

vi^aya

*bi-niyaku-ya

bi-^-iya-ya

most victorious

^Slt ?lTfTfvffrf|
smara sarvabuddhadhishMitasuddhe

*sama-ra *satsu-baku-botsu-da-*^i-shitsu^i-ta-*shu-tei

samuma-ra sara-ba-botsu-daa-^-shiyutsu^i-ta-shiyu-dei

remember all Buddhas joined pure

In the '

Doctrine of Truth' (?) this word is repeated. MS. note.
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dhish///anadhishMite svaha ushwishavi^ya-

"^-shitsuta-no-'^gi-shitsu/^-i-tei sabi(ku)-ka *u-shuni-sha-*bi-niyaku-ya-

^-shiyutsuta-naua-^-shiyutsu^i-tei sohd-ki u-shiyuni-shyia-bi-^iya-ya-

place placed final-accomplishment Buddha-head victorious

tharani

*da-ra-ni

da-ra-ni

holding

samapti
*sa-ma-hata

samu-ma-hati

accomplished and ended

^ a7

letter

^ aw

letter letter

^^ftllf ^
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III.

TEXT OF THE PRAG^iVA-PARAMITA-Hi?/DAYA-StJTRA

AS PUBLISHED IN JAPAN.

The short text of the Hrzdaya-s(itra, as we have now traced it from

the original palm-leaves (a. D. 609) to Ziogon's copy, made in 1694, and

to the two facsimiles, one published in the Ashara^io, the other ordered

by Iwakura Tomomi, was evidently most widely studied in Japan, and
while being reproduced in different monasteries suffered considerable

corruption. This corrupt text, however, acquired an independent

authority. It was not meant to be understood, but only to be repeated,
and we find it even engraved on stones with all these corruptions.
As specimens of these more or less corrupt reproductions, we give

here two texts, published by a Japanese priest Hokio, A. D. 1744. The
first text is called by him the old text, while what we give in the second

line is a text corrected by the Japanese editor. He has also added to

the old text a Japanese transliteration and a literal Chinese translation.

The corrected text is accompanied by a Chinese transliteration and a

literal Chinese translation. Some notes are added to both texts.

In the third line we have printed a text, published in Japan in A. D.

1807, by a priest Kiyen. It is likewise accompanied by a transliteration,

a Chinese translation, and a kind of grammatical analysis, ascribed to

Hogo, the disciple of Ziun. This book forms part of a large collection,

containing writings of Ziun, Hogo, and others, and called Bon-gaku-
shin-rio, i. e. Ferry beam for the study of Sanskrit.

E 2
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qRftrrnHT^^T f^?^f^ fg^^^^: f^^l^^TS! ^ftEfrTT-

^SWTI^W^T ^^^II'SjTnT: ^^^fiR^l^ II^Tqf?:-
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IV.

THE ushtv^Isha-vic'aya-dhAraM as an
INSCRIPTION.

This Dharawi, besides being preserved in MSS., is of frequent occur-

rence also as an inscription in Buddhist countries.

The copy of one of these inscriptions I owe to the kindness of Mr.

A. Wylie, who, in a letter dated July 30, 1883, informed me that it was

sent to him by Dr. MacCarthy from Japan, somewhere between 1872 and

1874. The stone tablet from which the rubbing is taken, stands in the

Asakusa temple in the northern part of the city of Yedo.

In April 1881 some stone rubbings were sent to me by Mr. Vaux, the

Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society. They had been sent to the

Society by Dr. Bushell, and I saw at once that they contained Buddhist

inscriptions in Sanskrit with Chinese transliterations. The letters in

these inscriptions are in some cases more archaic than those of the

Asakusa inscription, and I hoped they would have been published long

ago in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. Three of the inscrip-

tions contain the Ushisha-vi^aya-dharai. They have been carefully

copied by Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio, and are printed in three lines, preceded

by the text of the Asakusa inscription.

Most of these Dhara;/is are prayers so utterly devoid of sense and

grammar that they hardly admit and still less are deserving of a trans-

lation, however important they may be palaeographically, and, in one

sense, historically also, as marking the lowest degradation of one of the

most perfect religions, at least as conceived originally in the mind of its

founder. Here we have in mere gibberish a prayer for a long life,

addressed to Buddha, who taught that deliverance from life was the

greatest of all blessings. While the beautiful utterances of Buddha were

forgotten, these miserable Dhara^is spread all over the world, and are

still to be found, not only in Northern, but in Southern Buddhism also.

Many years ago, in 1858, I gave an account of some Dharais, found in

the cave of St. Peacock, in Ceylon, by Mr. J. Baillie, and sent to my old
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friend, the then RadcHffe Observer, Mr. Johnson, by Sir H. Ward, the

Governor of Ceylon. See Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen

Gesellschaft, vol. xii, p, 514,
'

Dagobas aus Ceylon,' by Professor F. M. M.

And now they turn up again on stone columns in China, where we can

trace their presence to at least 1200 a. D. While the Sanskrit MSS.,

containing the rational and at all events grammatical words of Buddha,
which were imported into China by hundreds and thousands, are said to

have vanished, and are forgotten by those who call themselves followers

of Buddha, we here find inscriptions engraved on public monuments so

far back as A.D. 1107, and moved from temple to temple so lately as

A.D. 1819. Here, as elsewhere, the truth of the Eastern proverb is con-

firmed, that the scum floats along on the surface, and the pearls lie on

the ground.
There are at least ten different transliterations of the foregoing

Dharawt, in the Chinese Tripi/aka, in the India Office Library. The

following is a list of these transliterations, with their Chinese titles, in

which those consisting of more than 4 leaves should be understood to

contain the translation of an Introduction to the Dhara^zi :

1. No. 348 {\%'W(%lp'^W^ W, i" 8 le^^es' by Buddha-

pali(ta), of Northern India, in about A. D. 700, under the Than dynasty ;

with two prefaces, one dated 141 1, by the Emperor K/ikn-tsu of the

Min dynasty.

2. No. 349 (1^ Tl :i: fl^ US M >5* ^)' ^" 7 leaves and a half,

by Tu Hsiii-i, an official at the Chinese court, in about 700.

3. No. 350 (1^ ift 1^ ll^ 1^ ISJa^ W. in 9 leaves, by

I-tsin, a Chinese priest, in about 700.

4- No. 351 (t fl# n ffiS Ja :^^^ ^ IS )>.
'4 leaves

and a half, by Divakara, of Central India, in about 700. This is said to

be a later production of this Indian priest.

5. No. 35^{1^lMM^^tB^U ).
^" 7 leaves, by the same

as before, with a preface, dated 682. This seems to be the oldest of all

the transliterations of this Dharawi in existence. In the Catalogue of the

period AT'-yuen, compiled in 1285, this Chinese title is given first with

the following Sanskrit title: '^H^^t^'irri qft.-^
dl blu1^fwT^RlTVTT:ift (cf.

Julien's Concordance, No. 173).
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6. No. 796 (S B^ 1^ Tl PE S ffi ^) ^ 3 leaves, by FA-thien

('
Dharmadeva

'),
of India, about 1000, under the Sun dynasty,

7. No. 834 (f^ ift l: a# ;A: 0^ I W, in 4 leaves, by Sh'-hu

(' Danapala '),
of India, about 1000.

in 9 leaves, by Fa-thien.

9. No. 878 (1* i: B S B^ 15*S JS Ul i" 4 leaves and a half,

by Sh'-hu.

10. No. 1467 (5^ fiW ^S !^ P M :^ -ft ),
in which (fols. 30 b-

34 b) there are given in parallel columns the Sanskrit text with a trans-

literation (^^MM^^UM^W ^). ty Amoghava^ra. who
died in 774.

The text and transliteration in No. 1467, in the Chinese Tripi/aka, are

not exactly the same as those given below as No. i
; though the trans-

literation is ascribed to the same author.

The other transliteration, by Fa-hu, printed below as No. 3, is not

found in the Chinese Tripi/aka as an independent work.

Thus there are twelve transliterations of the same or nearly the same

Dharawi, dated from 683 to 1058.

In Yueh-tsan-z^'-tsiii (^ |i^^ J^, fasc. i3, fol. 4 a) there is the

following extract from the Introduction to the Dharam in I-tsih's trans-

lation, i. e. No. 350, in the Chinese Tripi/aka :

('At one time) Buddha lived in the garden of Anithapi^^ada. Then
there was a Devaputra called Sush//^ita, who was destined to die

on the seventh day, and to go to receive the body of a Tiryagyoni,
or a lower animal, in seven successive births, and then to fall into

Niraya or Naraka. Fearing these future misfortunes, he consulted (lit.

addressed) vS"akra, the Indra or king of the Devas, who in turn asked

Buddha for his help. (On that occasion) Buddha uttered this Dha-

rai, and made the Devaputra to remember it. By this merit the

latter increased his life, and obtained the prophecy of his attaining to

the Bodhi.'

The other four earlier translations (i.e. Nos. 348, 349, 351, 352) are

said to give a similar account. In No. 351 there is also a story of the

former birth of this Devaputra. (Yueh-tsan-/^'-tsih, fasc. 12, fol. 5 a.)

F
[
III. 3. ]
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According to this work (fasc. 12, fol. 7 a), however, No. 871 gives a

different introduction to the Dharawi, which is as follows :

' In the country of Sukhavati, Buddha Amitayus addressed this

Dharawi and the Law of accomplishment to the Bodhisattva Avalokite-

jvara, and caused many beings to be born in that country.'

Here therefore the Dharawi is ascribed to Buddha Amitayus.
A similar account is given in a book, probably published in China, but

without date^. It is 'A Collection of Miscellaneous Buddhist Sanskrit

Texts,' containing several Sutras and Dhara;^is, such as the Va^ra^^/^e-

dikapra^aparamita-sutra ; the Avalokite^vara-stjtra, or the Samanta-

mukhadhyaya, i. e. the twenty-fourth (or twenty-fifth in Kumara^iva's
Chinese version) chapter of the Saddharmapu;^^arika-s<itra ;

and the

Pra^;7aparamitahr/daya-sljtraj etc. In this interesting collection (pp. 69-

75), the present Dharawi is introduced with the following lines :

^^t ^TH ^RToT^^^g ^TrT: I ^^ ^cf HH^T^^T-^W

^HTX^Tjf ^^H^nrft^l^f^lT^t ^T^ VR^T HT^^ II

^ The only copy of this book which is known to exist was given to Mr. Wylie
by an antiquarian at Peking, and is now in my possession. F. M. M.

^ Professor Oldenberg suggests ^J^HH^^^T ;
see Rdjendralal Mitra's Nepalese

Buddhist Literature, p. 267, 1. 23.
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rTsmiM 4.4.4.^^'^ ^^^ f^^^ f^^^ '^^^^'v\ V\ C\

^^T^: ^^^ftsT ^i( ^i|ii f^^^^ f^^^^ 'T^?^^-

^^^T^lrT^xrft^t ^^^^T^Wf^^t ^f?Tf5=r^if^ ^^T-

gf^^t ^^rmTTrr^TT^Tf^^T^lf^f^^ %U gf^ gftT T\Wl'

It ends (p. 75,1 17): '^^'trr^T^fft^^f^lT^T ^T^ VT-

THE SANSKRIT TEXT OF THE USHMSHA-VIGAYA-DHARAiVi
AND TWO TRANSLITERATIONS IN CHINESE.

1. The Sanskrit text with a transliteration, made by^^ J^ ^ :^
Ta-pien-/^an-kwah-/^', i. e. posthumous title of Amoghava^ra, who died in

A. D. 774, under the Than dynasty. (See 1^ jflE i^ IB Fo-tsu-thun-<^i,

fasc. 41, fol. 5 a.) These are given in an Inscription, the date of which is

invisible, though the characters y^2 ^, 'the first year,' are seen in the

last column. In this Inscription the text and the transliteration are

written side by side.

2. The text without transliteration, in an Inscription dated 1107,

erected by ^ j^ iiTi-miao, a Chinese priest, in memory of a deceased

disciple of his, under the Liao (^) dynasty.

3. The text with a transliteration, made by ^^ Fa-hu (Dharma-

F 2
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raksha), of India, who had the honourable title^^j^^^'^^AM
Phu-min-tshz'-^iao-^wen-fan-ta-sh', given to him by the Emperor^^
Zan-tsuh, of the Sun dynasty, in 1054, and died in 1058. (See Fo-tsu-

thuh-/^i, fasc, 45, fols. 16 b, 17a.) This Inscription is dated 1 147, and was

erected by )^ -^^ Fan iT/ziri-min, a noble of the ^in
( -^ ) dynasty.

In 18 19 (^ ;^ -^ H"* P3 ^) *^ ^^^ moved from its original place,

i. e. the Hsiao-kuii Temple to the south of Shih-ku, in the province of

Honan, to the Temple of Kwan-ti, i. e. the god of war, within the walls

of the city of Hsii-z^eu, by its governor -^ j^ ^ Kdn Yaii-shari. In

this Inscription the text and transliteration are written separately.

The first line contains the text of the same Dhirawi, taken from the

rubbing of a quite recent Stone Inscription at Asakusa in Tokio (No. V
of the autotype plates).

T3 ^ fl^ |5 M JS^ Butsu-/^io-son-shio-da-ra-ni,

*Buddhosh;/isharyavi^aya-dhara;zi.'

ft # JS A ei ^ i> PI ft

Asakusa text

Amoghava^ra
(died 774) :

Dharmaraksha
(died 1058) :

^mm
Asakusa

text:

Amoghava^ra

A'i-miao

Dharmaraksha :

- 1 "" wf^-

p nmmmt^m^MMum^^^
' This sign is meant to show that a syllable in Dharmaraksha's text is left out in the

other texts. * These squares indicate that the letters are not quite legible.
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an ^t MM^mmM^m
ft^' ^t gn^^^^"^^

^ifn^^

^^ftft^li

m^nm WISH wim^^mu

- "
JTHrT
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- a D:Ni!gn Diibiiatn

'Tlig^

'TfTg?
S#t^ffl P!ITvo* /B^ ^a^ft^teiP mm^^

B^T
" "

q^l^H^^'TfrTT^ftf^t nffTftr^f^

^^
PS

TTT?
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f^W

f%^
DDD
ftfiT

KtM s+^ .

"Flfil! ^ftl

-" nan gF^^^/18Sffl#^^'

^TrfrT ^Tlfrf H^TrT ^JrT^ftqft^t
mmm mmm um^ n^mmmmj^^

nnnnnDDn - - nnDD n^
f^^^^ftI ^t

- - -
:5f^ ^^ f^iT^

f^^?^% ^% iff I 1 ^^ ^^ f^^^

mm^m^^ j^^ ps i^ fi mm mm mm
G [III. 3.]
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^ wx It

Mi:^SS?l^Sn
ft^^ w^ ^?:

"

f^Tf^ ^rn: w?: ^t: ^t: ^^^
M HjiPi HjiPi a0Pi a0pj a^pf

^^^^ fMf^rT

^^^^T fnf^frT

DDDD DDDD
^^^1T f^f^frT

^% ^% ^^ ^^ T7i|T^^

-q^nH
- ^
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Tf^^iiracJy

m^^mm^MAmm

D D D

^c

D D D D D Dl
^71

m-^fflPi ^fflp)

"-f^%
i^M

"f^%

G 2
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tiffin D- D D D fta^
^ -^M ei

1^

1^ o

f{^

f^^^ ^

nan
TT^^)

^

nan -

^

f^TtV^

irr^^ TTt^^ f^^"^^ f^Ht^^ ^n^ '^vi?mn mm Mm m
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f^^y^T f^^^ ^^^ jft^T? Tft^ii

g fr^ D D D D

T\T{

fvfw)

*s\i;

1?T^ _
"^mtv.

>Ati

T^^^R^
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H^RTC ^/5<^

^i|fH^^^TT^^^fc5F^
'

^ This line is given in the Asakusa text only, and probably contains the name of the

writer.
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS MENTIONED IN THE
PRECEDING PAGES.

1. Text of the PRAGivA-PARAMITA-HiJ/DAYA-sOTRA AND

THE USHJvisHA-VIGAYA-DHARAivi.

No. I. Photograph of the palm-leaves of Horiu^i.

,, 2. Copy in the Ashara^io. See Catal. Bodl. Japan., No. 46 a.

3. Facsimile sent by H. E. Iwakura. See ditto, No. 45 b.

4. Photograph of Ziogon's copy.

" ^- Old text of HWdaya-sCitra only, in

|
gent by Mr. Ishikawa. now

Hokio shook. V
belonging to Prof. M.M.

,, 6. Corrected text, in ditto. J

7. Text in Hogo's book. See Catal. Bodl. Japan., No. 37.

8. Copy of the Hrz'daya-sutra, sent by Mr. Satow. See Catal.,

No. 61.

9. Copy of the Hrz'daya-sutra and the Dhara;n, sent by H. E.

Iwakura. See Catal., No. 63.

N.B. The last two copies do not seem to have been made directly

from the palm-leaves.

No. 10. Copy of both texts, sent by Kanematsu and Ota. See Catal.

Bodl. Japan., No. 6;^ a, b.

This copy was made by K. and O. with the help of .2'iogon's copy,

and after consulting the palm-leaves. See Introduction to the Va^ra-

kkht6\kdi, p. 5.

2. Chinese Translations of the Shorter Text of the

PRA(7iVA-PARAMITA-Hi?/DAYA-stjTRA.

1. A.D.400, by Kumara^iva, in Cat. of Buddh.Tripi/aka,by B.N., No. 19.

2. 649, by Hiouen-thsang, ibid.. No. 20.

(The shorter text is said to have been brought to Japan in A. D. 609.)

3. Chinese Translations of the Fuller Text.

1. A. D. 785-810, by Pra^/7a. Not found in the India Office Collection.

2. 980-1000, by Sh'-hu (Danapala ?), Cat. Buddh. Trip., No. 935,

(The fuller text is said to have been brought to Japan about A, D. 850.)
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V.

THE TWO TEXTS OF THE PRA6^A^A-PArAMITA-

H7?/DAYA-StJTRA.

Although the interest of the documents published in the preceding

pages is purely archaeological, and, to a certain extent, historical, it may-

be useful to add here a translation of the two texts, the smaller and

larger, of the Pra^^7a-paramita-hndaya-sutra. The smaller is an abstract

of the larger, but even the larger text is only a very short epitome of

the doctrines developed in the Pra^^aparamita, and therefore hardly

to be rendered intelligible by means of a translation.

PRAGi\^A-PARAMITA-Hi?/DAYA-SUTRA.
SHORTER TEXT RESTORED.

n ^h: ^^^t^ II

H|qi

Adoration to the Omniscient !

The venerable Bodhisattva Avo-

lokitei^vara, performing his study in

the deep Pra^/7aparamita (perfec-

tion of wisdom), thought thus :

' There are the five Skandhas, and

these he considered as by their

nature empty (phenomenal).'

'O vSariputra,' he said, 'form here

is emptiness, and emptiness indeed

is form. Emptiness is not different

from form, form is not different

from emptiness. What is form that

is emptiness, what is emptiness that

is form.'
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' The same applies to perception,

name, conception, and knowledge.'

'

Here, O 5ariputra, all things

have the character of emptiness,

they have no beginning, no end,

they are faultless and not faultless,

they are not imperfect and not

perfect. Therefore, O vSariputra, in

this emptiness there is no form, no

perception, no name, no concepts,

no knowledge. No eye, ear, nose,

tongue, body, mind. No form,

sound, smell, taste, touch, objects.'

' There is no eye,' etc., till we
come to ' there is no mind.'

(What is left out here are the

eighteen Dhatus or aggregates, viz.

eye, form, vision
; ear, sound, hear-

ing ; nose, odour, smelling ; tongue,

flavour, tasting ; body, touch, feel-

ing ; mind, objects, thought.)
' There is no knowledge, no

ignorance, no destruction of know-

ledge, no destruction of ignorance,'

etc., till we come to ' there is no

decay and death, no destruction of

decay and death ; there are not

(the four truths, viz. that there) is

pain, origin of pain, stoppage of

pain, and the path to it. There
is no knowledge, no obtaining (of

Nirvana).'

H [III. 3.]
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W^ %fv ^T^T I

' A man who has approached the

Pra^/laparamita of the Bodhisattva

dwells enveloped in consciousness ^.

But when the envelopment of con-

sciousness has been annihilated,

then he becomes free of all fear,

beyond the reach of change, enjoy-

ing final Nirvana.'

' All Buddhas of the past, present,

and future, after approaching the

Pra^;7aparamita, have awoke to the

highest perfect knowledge.'

* Therefore one ought to know
the great verse of the Pra^/?apara-

mita, the verse of the great wisdom,
the unsurpassed verse, the peerless

verse, which appeases all pain

it is truth, because it is not false

the verse proclaimed in the

Pra^^Taparamita : O wisdom, gone,

gone, gone to the other shore,

landed at the other shore, Svaha!'

Thus ends the heart of the

Pra^>7aparamita.

* See Childers, s. v. ^ittam.
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PRAG^iVA-PARAMITA-Hie/DAYA-SUTRA.
LARGER TEXT RESTORED.

A copy of this fuller text was sent to me from Japan by two young
priests, Kanematsu and Ota (see Anecdota Oxoniensia, Aryan Series,

vol, i, parti, pp. 6-7), and received at Oxford the 7th of October, 1880.

It is the copy of a copy, preserved at a large monastery, generally called

Hasedera, of the Shingon sect at Hase in Yamato, and contains, besides

the text, a Chinese translation and transliteration made, during the

Thang dynasty, by an Indian priest, called Pra^;?a, of Kipin or Cabul,

who also translated a chapter of the Buddhavata;sakavaipulyasiitra,
A.D. 796-798. The original is believed to have been brought from China

by a Japanese priest, Yeun, one of the ten great disciples of Kukai (died

A. D. 835), the founder of the Shingon sect in Japan, and was preserved

among the treasures in a monastery called Shio kiln, on the mountain

Koya, in the province of Kii. The copy is now deposited in the Bodleian

Library ;
see Cat. Bodl. Japan., No. 63. I quote it as J.

Nearly the same text is also to be found in the ' Chinese Collection

of Sanskrit Texts,' under the title of Aryapa/^avi;;watika-Bhagavati-

Pra^;Tdparamitahr/dayam. I quote it asW.

II ^h: ^^^t^ II

ri^ TiTijw I i^r^ff^^H^ HH^T^^If f^lTfn w

^^ ^ ^R^^^T^T^cTlf^^Tt Ttfv^RWt ^^l^-?ft
' ^^-

"q^ -^MTW^ :i5^^^^^ ^^T^^^frT I

'

^^Tfqn>^-

lI^TT^qi^ vnTm^J ^nrfv W. * ^b^'^^ ^T^ V^^^T^ ^^ W. ^ From ^^

to W^fir left out in W. ^ ^^ ^^T W.

H 2
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^Trm^Tr^^^frT ^ r'^^XT T^^rTT ^^^ ^^' I ^^T^

"T^^T^^ ^^rTT^T ^ TJ^^^* I "^^ ^T^^m ^T ^^ rTT

c7T f^TTc^yT ^^^^' ^^%: I H^T^fl ^Tftg^ ^^TTT^t

^ ^^ ^ %^^T ^ ^^ rT ^-^KT ^ f^^H I 57 ^^^
^^ ^ TITO ^ ftl^T ^ "^T^ H HHI ^ ^t? ^ ^^ ^

^ W. adds H^T^#.
^

^TfB^ W. ^ "^ ^T ff55|ffin
^FTT n^ W. * HT^

^fsRJTWR ^ f^f^H^ W. ^
^n5Ji W. ^

^T^ETT nntU'Tf W. '^ Deest in W.

10 ^Xl^ 3J3l?(TT 3J^W^ ^^ I ^ ^ ^^^ 3T^(TT^: ^Tf^T ^TTT ^''nJ^Til^
^ W.

^^ ^ ^rann deest in W. ^^
^^TR3T^ W. ^^

^tHTTT ^3^^
W. ^'^ ^Tt^TT J.

" ^ "m^-^ ^ V^: W. -^ f-^i^ ^ V^ J.
^'^

instead of ^n^^ JT7f!\nf#

(^Vrg^ left out in J.) JRlf^^TTrfVT^t W. writes out the whole list of Dhatus, viz.



A. A

PRAGiV^A-PARAMITA-Hi?7DAYA-SUTRA. ^3

VHT'TT

From here the text in W. differs so much from J. that it will be better

to print them separately :

J. W.

i^T^^^ f^if^T^TfrT^irr f^Tq%HTf?T^Trft f^^T^T-

Jl^ x^TT.^nK ^tft ^^IT II nw "^rft ^T^T II
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^^I^ II ftrTH^^^f^fH II ^^^^-

ftHT|^^ II



PRA(;iVA-PARAMITA-Hi?/DAYA-SUTRA. ^^

TRANSLATION OF THE LARGER PRAG^TVAPARAMITA.

Adoration to the Omniscient !

This I heard. At one time the Bhagavat dwelt at Ra^agrzha, on

the hill Grtdhrakufa., together with a large number of Bhikshus and

a large number of Bodhisattvas.

At that time the Bhagavat was absorbed in a meditation, called Gam-
bhiravasambodha. And at the same time the great Bodhisattva Arya-

valokitej-vara, performing his study in the deep Pra^/iaparamita, thought
thus :

' There are the five Skandhas, and those he considered as some-

thing by their nature empty.'

Then the venerable ^ariputra, through Buddha's power, thus spoke
to the Bodhisattva Aryavalokitej-vara :

'

If the son or daughter of a

family wishes to perform the study in the deep Pra^>Taparamita, how is

he to be taught?'
A

On this the great Bodhisattva Aryavalokiteivara thus spoke to the

venerable 5"ariputra :

'

If the son or daughter of a family wish to per-

form the study in the deep Pra^>Taparamita, he must think thus :

There are five Skandhas, and these he considered as by their nature

empty. Form is emptiness, and emptiness indeed is form. Emptiness
is not different from form, form is not different from emptiness. What
is form that is emptiness, what is emptiness that is form. Thus per-

ception^ name, conception, and knowledge also are emptiness. Thus,
O 5ariputra, all things have the character of emptiness, they have no

beginning, no end, they are faultless and not faultless, they are not

imperfect and not perfect. Therefore, O .Sariputra, here in this empti-
ness there is no form, no perception, no name, no concepts, no know-

ledge. No eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind. No form, sound,

smell, taste, touch, and objects. There is no eye, etc, till we come to

there is no mind, no objects, no mind-knowledge. There is no know-

ledge, no ignorance, no destruction (of ignorance), till we come to there

is no decay and death, no destruction of decay and death
;
there are

not (the four truths, viz.) that there is pain, origin of pain, stoppage of

pain, and the path to it. There is no knowledge, no obtaining, no not-
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obtaining of Nirva;^a. Therefore, O ^ariputra, as there is no obtaining

(of Nirvana), a man who has approached the Pra^;7aparamita of the

Bodhisattvas, dwells (for a time) enveloped in consciousness. But when

the envelopment of consciousness has been annihilated, then he becomes

free of all fear, beyond the reach of change, enjoying final Nirvawa.

All Buddhas of the past, present, and future, after approaching the

Pra^^Taparamita, have awoke to the highest perfect knowledge.
Therefore we ought to know the great verse of the Pra^;7aparamita,

the verse of the great wisdom, the unsurpassed verse, the verse which

appeases all pain it is truth, because it is not false ^ the verse pro-

claimed in the Pra^;7aparamita
^

:

" O wisdom, gone, gone, gone to the

other shore, landed at the other shore, Svaha !

"

Thus, O vSariputra, should a Bodhisattva teach in the study of the deep

Pra^^vaparamita.'

Then when the Bhagavat had risen from that meditation, he gave his

approval to the venerable Bodhisattva Avalokite^vara, saying,
' Well

done, well done, noble son ! So it is, noble son. So indeed must this

study of the deep Pra^^7aparamita be performed. As it has been described

by thee, it is applauded by Arhat Tathagatas.' Thus spake Bhagavat
with joyful mind. And the venerable vSariputra, and the honourable

Bodhisattva Avalokite^-vara, and the whole assembly, and the world of

gods, men, demons, and fairies praised the speech of the Bhagavat.

Here ends the Pra^aparamitahrzdayasutra.

The teaching of the Pra^waparamita, as here epitomised, can only be

understood in connection with the ordinary teaching of Buddhism. If

literally translated, it seems often utterly unmeaning. But it is in reality

but one of the many attempts in philosophy to express the purely

phenomenal or unreal character of all human knowledge. Kant,

literally translated into Sanskrit, would be as unmeaning to Buddhist

Bodhisattvas as the Pra^naparamita, turned into English, is to us.

The text begins with denying the reality of the Skandhas. Skandha

is a name which has perplexed both the followers and the students of

Buddhism. It is, I think, best explained by raj-i^, collection, but I

'
It is truth, not falsehood, W, ^ Fit for obtaining Pra^waparamita, W.

^
Bumouf, Introduction, p. 512.
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believe in our modern way of thinking and speaking, a collective or

abstract suffix, or a simple plural termination, would express it more

correctly when it is used in such compounds as riipa-skandha, vedani-

skandha, sa;;z^;Ta-skandha, samskara-skandha, vi^nana-skandha. These

five skandhas constitute what we should call the consciousness of an

intelligent subject, because an intelligent subject presupposes for its

very existence five things, viz. (i) forms or diversities that can be

perceived, (2) every kind of perception, (3) every kind of name, (4) every

kind of concept, (5) every kind of knowledge. Almost every writer on

Buddhism has given his own interpretation of these terms. To my mind

they are nothing but the essential conditions of consciousness and know-

ledge. There can be no conscious knowledge without rflpa, i.e. forms,

or objects differing from each other, and capable of becoming the objects

of perception. These rupas are generally reckoned as twenty-eight,

such as earth, water, fire, air
; eye, ear, nose, tongue, body ; colour,

sound, scent, flavour
;
female sex, male sex, vital force, heart, gesture,

speech, ether; lightness, softness, pliability, accumulation, extension,

decay, impermanence, material food. Altogether the rupas may be said

to constitute the external or objective world, including the organised body
of man.

On the other side we have Vedana, sensuous perception, followed by

samgna, the process of naming (Aoyos). This again is the conditio

sine qua non of sa7;?skara, concepts, and from them arises vi^^Tana,

knowledge. Sometimes these four conditions are comprehended under

the name of nama, name, Xoyos ;
and Nama-rupa thus becomes a term,

designating the conscious individual, consisting as we should say of body
and mind, or of objective impressions and subjective apprehension.

All this which represents the result of Buddhist psychological thought,

is here declared to be j-unya, empty, conditioned, relative, pheno-
menal. All things, as known to us, all dharmas, are, according to the

Pra^;7aparamita, not real in the highest sense, but phenomenal only,

subjective, temporal, and passing away.
The lists of these psychological terms are so well known in Buddhist

literature that, in order to avoid constant repetition, we often find the

expression yavat, i.e. from this till we come to that. So when the

Dhatus or the elements constituting sight, etc., come to be mentioned,

one text says,
' Not the Eye-dhatu, i. e. there is no eye-element, till we

I [111.3-]
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come to there is no mind-element.' The other text (W.) gives the whole

list. I had to insert na dharmadhatu/z, because between manodhatu/},

the whole of the mind, and manovi^>7anadhatu/z, the whole of the know-

ledge gained by the mind, the writer must have left out dharmadhatu/;,

i. e. the whole of the individual objects cognisable by the mind. What
follows afterwards refers to the well-known pratityasamutpada, the chain

of causation which exists in the world, and which it is the object of

Buddha's teaching to stop. Here too almost every scholar has proposed
a new interpretation. If I add my own, it is only as a contribution to a

subject which is as yet far from being fully understood. The chain of

causes begins in Buddhism, as in the Upanishads, with

(i) Avidya, ignorance. From it arise

(2) Sawskaraj concepts or ideas. From them arises

(3) Namarupa, the subject-object, as explained before, i. e. r{ipa,

objects; vedana, perception; sa.M-na., naming; vi^/lana, know-

ing. This ia manifested in

(4) Sha^ayatana, the six organs of sense, eye, ear, nose, tongue,

body, and manas, the common sensory. These being there,

there is the possibility of

(5) Sparj-a, contact between subject and object. From that springs

(6) Tr/sha, thirst, desire. From this

(7) Upadana, a laying hold of, appropriating, clinging to things, which

produces

(8) Bhava, being, existence, subjective relation to objective things.

This takes the form of

(9) G^ati, birth, which is invariably followed by
(10) C'aramarawa, decay and death, and all the evils of life, i. e. du//kha,

pain, which, according to Brahmans as well as Buddhists, is the

cause of all philosophy.
The Pra^>7aparamita teaches that this chain of causes is empty or

apparent only, that there is no such thing as real Avidya, ignorance,

and, as it adds, no vidya either, therefore also no destruction of avidya,
which is the aim of Buddha's philosophy. This negation of the ten

causes and effects is then supposed to be carried on till we come to the

tenth, viz. there is not really decay and death, and therefore no destruc-

tion of decay and death.

Next follows a negation of the four great truths of Buddhism, viz. that
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there exists pain, as the result of the ten causes, that there is a cause for

such pain, that the cause of it can be stopped, and that Buddha has

pointed out the way to stop it. These four truths constitute knowledge,

and lead to Nirvana ; but, according to the Pra^/Taparamita, there is

again no such knowledge, and no such obtaining or not-obtaining of

Nirvdwa. And as that is so, a man should draw near to Pra^dpiramiti,
and would then be ^ittavarawa. This is rendered by the Chinese

translators as ' without obstacles arising from thought or consciousness,'

i. e. kitta.-a.va.Yana./i. This may be right, but we may also take it as /^itta-

avaraa/z,
'

enveloped in thoughts and sorrows,' because the text goes on

to say, that when this envelopment too has been perceived to be nothing,

final, firm, real Nirvclwa is obtained, such as the Pra^napdramiti alone

can give.

1 2
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PALAEOGRAPHICAL REMARKS ON THE
HORIUZI PALM-LEAF MSS.

1.

Professor Max Miiller's discovery of the Horiu^ri palm-leaves and

the acquisition of trustworthy facsimiles of these documents, which we
owe to his sagacity and untiring energy, are events the importance of

which for Indian palaeography cannot be estimated too highly. In the

first place, the mere fact of their existence puts an end to the doubts

and misgivings, entertained by some of the most distinguished San-

skritists, regarding the age of the palm-leaf MSS. found during
the last ten years in Nepal and in Western India. Owing to the curse

of uncertainty which seems to attach to most historical and literary

documents, purely Indian, the possibility, at least, of doubting the age
of the palm-leaves, discovered in India, could hitherto not be denied,

in spite of the dates which their colophons very frequently exhibit.

The objection, raised by Professor A. Weber and Dr. Burnell, that the

dates might have been copied from more ancient originals, and that in

some cases the fresh look of the palm-leaves favoured such a supposition,

was, though not imanswerable, yet sufficiently plausible to remove the

manuscripts from the class of the oixoXoyovixeva, and to place them in that

of the diTiAeyo'/xem. It was, indeed, possible to answer, as has been

ably done by Mr. C. Bendall in his palaeographical introduction to the

Catalogue of the Cambridge Collection ^, that the climate of the places

where the finds were made, the tradition and the circumstances of the

country, the correctness of the historical and astronomical statements

contained in the MSS., and the chain of palaeographical and

monumental evidence made their genuineness exceedingly probable.

But there was not a single one among them regarding which one could

say that its age was guaranteed by trustworthy external evidence, and,

therefore, absolutely unassailable. This is the point in which the

Horiu^i palm-leaves, though undated, are so much superior to all similar

documents, and through which they gain a paramount importance for

^

Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts, p. xvii ff.
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the palaeographist. In their case we can say with full confidence \
' We

have good evidence, showing that these leaves were brought to Japan
in 609 A. D., and that they came from China. It is further probable that

in China they belonged to the monk Yashi, who died in 577 A. D., and

before him to Bodhidharma, who emigrated from India to China in

520 A. D.' Leaving all probabilities aside, it is certain that this MS.,
which evidently has been written by an Indian scribe, cannot date

later than the first half of the sixth century A. D. As it is thus proved
that a palm-leaf MS. has lasted more than thirteen hundred years, and,

in spite of its transmission from India to China, and from China to

Japan, has remained in a very fair condition, and is for the greater part

legible, it is no longer reasonable to entertain on general grounds

misgivings regarding the age of the Nepalese Bauddha and the

Western India Caina MSS., the earliest of which are dated from

three to five centuries later. The force of this argument becomes even

stronger, if it is taken into consideration that the MSS., belonging to

the last two classes, were mostly kept in or near the places where they
were written, and frequently left untouched for centuries, as well as that

the climate of Nepal and of the dry plain of Western India is more

favourable to the preservation of such documents than that of Japan.

Important as is the service thus rendered to us by the Horiu^ri palm-

leaves, they yield, on closer examination, still more valuable archaeological

and palaeographical results. First, they show that the writing materials

were exactly the same as those employed later by the Bauddhas

and Cainas, and that the technical contrivances used by the writer, and

his method in forming the letters, partly resemble those still in use

among the Indian Lekhakas. Secondly, they prove that in the first

half of the sixth century a perfectly developed literary or cursive

alphabet was used in Central India, the characters of which are, with the

exception of very few letters, identical with those of the most ancient palm-
leaf MSS. from Nepil, while they differ from those of the cognate

contemporaneous inscriptions, found in the same parts of India. Where

they do not agree with the latter, they mostly show more advanced

or more strongly modified forms, which in their turn appear in the

inscriptions about two hundred years later, i. e. in the eighth century.

Hence it is evident that in this case, at least; we have to reject the

^ See Professor Max Miiller's Letter, printed in the Transactions of the Sixth

International Congress of Orientalists at Leiden, pp. 124-128.
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commonly received theory \ according to which the modifications of the

characters, used in inscriptions, present a faithful view of the history

of the Indian alphabet, and in particular give an ocular demonstration

of the gradual development of the literary alphabets. On the contrary it

is plain that in this case the characters of the official documents lagged
behind those employed for literary purposes, and that they were

gradually modified through the influence of the latter. The lesson,

taught us by the Horiu-s-i palm-leaves, fully agrees with the precisely

similar conclusions, drawn by Professor Dowson, Dr. Burgess, myself,

and others from the simultaneous occurrence of archaic and modern-

looking letters on a number of copper-plate grants from Gujarat ^, and

a comparison of the current handwriting, used on the latter, with the

characters of the palm-leaves makes it highly probable that, as early as

the beginning of the sixth century, two somewhat differing literary

alphabets existed in the northern half of India. These results, which

might be further confirmed and expanded by a correct interpretation

of certain passages from various ancient works enumerating the names of

a great number of Indian alphabets, will force the Indian palaeographists

to modify their method of investigation which hitherto was based ex-

clusively on a comparison of the epigraphic alphabets, and henceforth to

pay greater regard to those used for literary purposes. In order to

make these various points clearer, it will be advisable to subject the

Horiu^i MS. to a close and detailed examination, and to compare
its letters with those of other old MSS., and of the allied inscriptions.

II.

According to the facsimile the Horiu^i palm-leaves measure each

eleven inches and a half, while their breadth slightly differs. The
second (B) is nearly two inches broad. The left half of the first (A)
has the same size, but its right half gradually tapers off towards the

end, where it measures only one inch and three quarters. The inequality

is due to the peeling off of a strip at the lower end, which must have

occurred when the leaf was trimmed and prepared for use, because the

^ This theory is worked out fully, and with seeming success, in Dr. Bumell's

Elements of South-Indian Palaeography, the standard work on Indian epigraphy.
^
Journ. Roy. As. Soc, New Series, IV, 265-266 ;

Ind. Ant., V, 113 ; XI, 305 ;

XI I, 1 5 1
;
XI 1 1, 70 ;" Arch. Rep. W. Ind., IV, 79^.

K [in. 3.]
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writing in the seventh Hne stops exactly at the point where the leaf

begins to become narrower. These dimensions agree very closely with

those found frequently in the Nepalese and 6^aina palm-leaf MSS., see

Bendall, Catalogue, Nos. 1161, 1267, 1648, 1649, 1653, 1657-8, 1662,

1679, 1691, 1699, 1701-8; Kielhorn, Report for 1880-1, Nos. i, 20, 30,

32, 50, 68, 73. Each leaf shows two small holes, placed three inches

from either end, and almost exactly in the middle between the top and

the bottom, as they divide the fourth line into three parts. As is known
from the usage still prevailing in Southern India, and from the examples
found in the ancient Nepalese and G^aina palm-leaf MSS., the holes were

intended to pass a string which kept the leaves together. One side of

each leaf is left blank. This circumstance shows that the two were

intended to form a complete diminutive Pothi or manuscript. For accord-

ing to the Indian custom, observable in ancient and modern MSS., the

outer sides of the first and last leaves are not utilised, because the letters

would be destroyed by the friction of the wooden boards or metal plates,

between which the Pothis are usually placed.

The number of lines is on the first leaf six and a half, and on the

second seven ; the number of aksharas or syllables in each line varies

between 47 (B. 1. 6) and 65 (A. 1. 6 and B. 1. 2). The lines are so straight

and the distances between them have been kept so carefully, that one is

led to suspect the writer having had some such contrivance as a wooden

board with parallel strings tied across, which the modern copyists of

Western India usually place under the thick country-paper in order to

be able to keep the line. This circumstance as well as the regularity

and neatness of the letters points to the conclusion that the writer was a

skilled Lekhaka, while the numerous uncorrected clerical mistakes show

that he was not a scholar. The whole style of the writing shows that it

has been done with a hard-nibbed pen, possibly a reed-pen, but not with

a brush. The same conclusion may be drawn from the appearance of

the half-effaced letters, and the look of the latter makes it further very

probable that the ink was of the same quality as that used by the Caina

writers for their ancient palm-leaf MSS. When copying the ancient

MS. of the Vikramahka^arita at 6"esalmir, I found several passages

where, though the ink had been rubbed off, the outlines of the letters

were yet recognisable with the help of a magnifying glass ^. It also

^

Vikramahka/^arita, Introduction, p. 45. If after the ink has been rubbed off, the
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happened several times that on my touching a leaf incautiously the ink

of one or several letters came off in a cake or dissolved into a fine black

powder, leaving the outlines of the aksharas still faintly visible. A great

many letters on the Horiu^^i leaves present exactly the same appearance
as the half-effaced characters of the 6^esalmir MS., while the space

between them looks as if it had been blackened by the dust or powder
of the rubbed-ofif ink. It is worthy of note that, if the various copies of

the original on plates ii-iv are to be trusted \ the MS. must have suffered

greatly during the last few years. For a number of letters, which the

copies give, are illegible on the photograph or have quite disappeared.
In turning to the consideration of the letters, it will be advisable to

begin with a remark on a statement, made by Ziogon, which seems to

reveal their ancient name. He says in the third 'Additional Note,'

above, p. i6, 'Among the Mo-ta (Matra or vowels^) the Fourteen

Sounds^ (of Siddha), the four letters of ri, etc. (rz, li, It) are added.

It shows that these are the Brahma letters of Central India.'

outlines of the letters remain visible, that is the most certain sign that the MS. has

been written with a pen. For that can only happen when small portions of the fluid

are forced by pressure into the surface of the leaves.
'

It was because I did not quite trust these copies that I waited before publishing
them till I had received a photograph. My impression is that the copies depended
more or less on Ziogon's copy or on old wood-blocks preserved in the monasteries.

Ziogon, who lived two hundred years ago, could evidently read many letters which
we can only guess at. The wear and tear of the palm-leaves need not therefore be

ascribed to the last few years. F. M.M.
^
Mota, I think, ought to be rendered in Sanskrit not by Matra, but by MatrzTca,

* matrix.' For initial vowels cannot be called Matra, which either means aksharava-

yava
'

mora,' or denotes the e-stroke. Matr^Tca, on the other hand, is the technical

name of the var;zasamamnaya or the whole alphabet, as taught in the indigenous
schools (lekhaj'alas or paZ/za^alas) of India, and also of each individual sign (matr/ka-

kshara) or spoken syllable (matr/Tcapada), occurring in this alphabet. The former

meaning of matr/ka is given by Hema/^andra, see the Petersburg Dictionary, sub

voce, where, owing to a misprint in the Calcutta edition of the Anekarthakosha, a
second erroneous meaning, svara,

'

vowel,' has been added (Zachariae, Lexicographische

Beitrage, p. 8 5, correction of H. an. Ill, 8i). The second meaning occurs in the intro-

ductory verse of the MitrzTcakosha, published in Phateh-Narayaasiwha's Twelve

Koshas, Benares, i'aka, 1787. It is also given in Molesworth's MariZ/zi Dictionary.
^ This curious expression, which Ziogon uses also, p. 14, in his description of the

contents of the leaves, refers, I think, to a division of the letters into fourteen groups of

sounds identical with or similar to that which we find in the fourteen MaheJ'vara

Sutras of Pacini.

K 2
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The name Brahma letters, i. e. brahmakshara/n or brahmi Hpi which

-Ziogon thus assigns to the characters of the Horiu^'i palm-leaves, has

a double meaning. It may denote all Indian writing, because according

to an ancient myth the invention of the alphabet is ascribed to Brahman,
the creator. This story is explicitly mentioned by Hiouen Thsang,

Memoires, I, p. 71, and in the fragments of the Brz'haspati Smrz'ti^. Its

existence is also implied by Al-Beruni's remark that the invention of the

Indian alphabet was ' une revelation du ciel -,' as well as by the

customary representation of Brahman in pictures and sculptures where

he holds an inscribed leaf or book in one of his hands ^. But the term

brahmi lipi has also a more restricted meaning, and denotes a particular

Indian alphabet in the well-known passage of the Lalita-vistara, p. 143

(Calcutta edition) *. Both these significations are apparent in the

interesting passages from the Caina Agamas, quoted and discussed by
Professor Weber, Indische Studien, XVI, pp. 280, 399-401, where it is

said that the bambhi livi (brahmi lipi) has eighteen varieties, the first

of which is again called bambhi. If .2'iogon took his expression in this

restricted sense, and if the tradition on which he based his assertion

is trustworthy, it may be that he teaches us the precise meaning of

an ancient term which hitherto was no more than an empty name.

The palaeographical character of the alphabet of the Horiu^i palm-
leaves is determined chiefly by the following general principles, visible in

the formation of the letters : 1. the separation of the aksharas from each

other
;

2. a predilection for the use of small wedges, the so-called nail-

heads
; 3. the substitution of flat tops for the angular or round ones

of the old alphabets; 4. the development of right-hand verticals, pro-

jecting beyond the body of the letters
; 5. the retention of open tops

wherever they existed in the old letters.

The separation of the aksharas was, I think, carried through in all

cases, though some letters, e. g. of A. 1. 6, look on the photograph as if

they were connected. But it seems to me that this appearance is merely
due to the conversion of the ink-crust into a fine powder which stained

the surrounding parts of the leaf. The custom of keeping the aksharas

^

Fiihrer, Darstellung der Lehre von den Schriften bei Br/haspati, vs. 2.

^
Reinaud, Memoire, p. 297.

See e.g. Moore, Hindu Pantheon, plate i, where however an incorrect explanation
of the attribute is given in the text.

* See also Foucaux's French translation of the Tibetan text, p. 122.
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separate in small blocks prevails in all the ancient inscriptions and in

the oldest palm-leaf MSS.^ It may also be noticed in many later, even

Devanagari paper MSS., where the writers have not been over-anxious

to save space, or have not cared to prolong the horizontal top-strokes

beyond the edges of the letters.

The wedges, which perhaps are the most characteristic point in this

alphabet, are employed in various ways. They are placed at the top

of the down-stroke or, if the letter has several down-strokes, at the top

of the left-hand one. In this manner they are used in forty-one, or, if

the copies on plates ii-iv, which alone give the letter Ua.m'^, may be

trusted, in forty-two, out of the fifty-one characters of the alphabet.

Another use to which the wedges are put, is to mark the end of hori-

zontal strokes, as in the letters a, ^a, and /a, or the lower end of

down-strokes as in kha, ga (left-hand limbs), g'/ia, and ra. Finally

they serve as substitutes for curved or broken lines in the left-hand

limbs of bha and sa. In the two latter cases, the top of the wedge
is turned sideways or downwards. It is evident that the primary object

of their employment at the top of down-strokes was to clearly define

the end, to make the letters regular, and to mark the line. Various

expedients have been tried by the ancient Hindus in order to effect

these purposes. The oldest and simplest, which probably is the parent
of the rest, consists in the addition of a small horizontal line, the

so-called serif, to the top of the down-strokes, mostly the left-hand

ones. It appears first, though rather irregularly, in many of the Andhra
and Kshatrapa inscriptions of the Western caves, and becomes more

constant on the copper-plates of the Guptas, the kings of Valabhi,

those of Vehgi, the Pallavas, Tifalukyas, and so forth ^. On the plates,

especially those from the South, the line is sometimes slightly curved

like a diminutive crescent, whence the angle at the top of the Kanarese

and Telugu characters seems to be derived. By an extension of the

serif to either side the characteristic top-line of the Nagari alphabets

'

Bendall, Catalogue, p. xliii.

"^ As the exact shape of this letter seems to me doubtful, I shall not take it into consi-

deration in the sequel. From its position I infer that it is meant for the Vedic /a, which
in many indigenous Indian tables of the alphabet is placed between ha and ksha.

^ In illustration of these and the following remarks. Burgess, Indian Alphabets,
Arch. Rep. W. I. vol. iv, plate v, and the plates in Burnell, Elements of South-Indian

Palaeography, may be compared.
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is obtained. Another modification of the serif is the small square, either

hollow or filled in, which is found in the Vaka/aka inscriptions, and

in ii'andragupta's Udayagiri inscription of Sa;//vat 82^. The wedge^
too, seems to be a descendant of the serif, and due to its artistic com-

bination with the down-strokes. It occurs first in the Gupta inscriptions

of the Kuhaon type, and is found in a very great number of later epi-

graphic documents from all parts of India, either by itself or in association

with prolonged horizontal lines which close the tops of the letters. The
latter process has given rise to the Ku/ila writing. A transformation

of the wedge is the hollow triangle which occurs sporadically in many
inscriptions, otherwise characterised by wedges ^.

The substitution of flat tops for angular round ones, which appears in

the letters e, kha, ga, ^a, tha, dha, and j-a, is without doubt like the

use of the wedges, due to the desire to make the characters more

regular, and, above all, to mark the line. Sporadic instances of the

operation of this principle occur in the Gupta inscriptions of the Kuhaon

type and other documents of the same period.

The right-hand verticals projecting beyond the body of the letters

are found in the letters kha, ga, gha, kdi, ta, tha, dha, pa, ba, ma,

ya, la, va, ja, sha, and sa, and occasionally in na. Sometimes there

is instead of the vertical a slightly curved line, the ends of which incline

towards the right. These peculiar down-strokes are either extensions

of the old short ones, or substitutes for lines, curving to the right (e.g.

in ta, tha). They probably owe their origin to the practice, still

generally prevalent among Indian Lekhakas, of beginning the letters

on the left side, next making the right-hand stroke, and finally adding
the connecting links between the two'^. With this method it was

natural to allow a free sweep to the pen in forming the right-hand

down-stroke, and to make it somewhat longer than the left-hand

portion. When the connecting link was made, the down-stroke of

course protruded beyond the body of the letter^. Though the origin

*

Cunningham, Reports, IX, plate xix. 2.

2 See e.g. No. 8 of Dr. Bhagvanlal's Nepal Series, Ind. Ant. IX, 171.
^ See my remarks on this subject in my Leitfaden fiir den Sanskrit Elementar-

cursus, Note zur Schrifttafel. I may add that in the case of compHcated signs like

kha, the process of formation is as follows : i. f, 2. <?, 3. <?;, 4. ^.
* Sometimes the side-stroke protrudes in flat-topped letters also beyond the top-line,

and through an artistic treatment of the upper prolongation of the verticles arise the
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of this characteristic seems thus merely due to an accident, it has

effected a very important transformation in the shape of the letters.

It makes them look as if the right-hand stroke was not an integral

portion of the letter, but merely a support on which the real letter

leans. Looking at the formation of the compound letters in the modern

Devanagari, where the right-hand vertical is so frequently omitted, it

seems to me not doubtful that the Lekhakas, who first framed groups
like "^f &?, ^, really considered the verticals to be unessential. Though
the alphabet of the Horiu^^i palm-leaves is a long way behind the

development which the modern Devanagari has reached, it yet shows

clearly how that was produced.

While the last-mentioned three peculiarities are innovations, produced

by the same tendencies which operated in the formation of the modem

Devanagari, the retention of the open tops in those letters where the

old alphabets have them, is an archaic feature.

Besides these general principles, there are several minor character-

istic points, which can only be brought out fully by a separate con-

sideration of each letter. In turning to this task, it will be advisable

to combine with it the not less important comparison of the cognate

alphabets, used in manuscripts and inscriptions. The number of

documents which by their characters are more or less closely allied to

the Horiu^i palm-leaves is so great, that it is necessary to make a

selection among them, and to take into consideration only a few typical

ones to which dates can be assigned with some certainty. Among the

literary alphabets the most useful are (1) that preserved in the oldest

Nepalese MSS., Nos. 1049 and 1703 of the Cambridge Collection

(Bendall, Catalogue, plate i),
the former of which, according to Mr.

Bendall's very probable conjecture^dates from the year 252 of the 5riharsha

era, or 858-9 A.D. (2) The ^arada alphabet of Kaj-mir, which, according

to the evidence of the coins, has certainly been in use since the times

of Avantivarman or the middle of the ninth century A.D. Among the

epigraphic alphabets the most serviceable are (i) the Gupta alphabet

of the Kuhaon pillar^, and for some letters that of the Indokhera copper-

plate^, dated respectively in Guptasa;vat 141 and 146, and probably

little horns or projections at the side of ga, sa, etc., on the Morbi plate and other

inscriptions with ornamental characters.
^ Indian Antiquary, X, 125.

^
Journ. Beng. Br. Roy. As. Soc. XLIII, 364.
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belonging to the first half of the fourth century A.D.^ (2) The Nepalese

alphabets of Dr. Bhagvanlal's series of inscriptions, which are dated in two

different eras, Nos. 1-4, Sawvat '^^(>-S?,S^ and Nos. 6-15, Sawvat 34-153,
and probably range between the middle of the fourth and the middle

of the eighth centuries A.D.^ (3) That of the 6"/^alrapa//^an inscription,

dated in the year 746 of an unnamed era, and hence in no case earlier

than 689-90 A.D., but possibly later". (4) The closely-allied alphabets

of the Samanga^//^ plates of Dantidurga, dated vSakasawvat 675 or

753-54 A. D.*, and of the signatures of Dadda Praj-antaraga, on the

Gur^ara plates, ^akasawvat 380-415 or 458-493 A. D.^, which exhibit

the oldest known form of the Devanagari alphabet.

*
I consider the traditional date of the beginning of the Gupta era, 319 a. d., to be

impossible for these inscriptions. Sir E. C. Bayley's calculations, which on the basis

of the dates of the Kabul coins, fix it in 190 A. D., seem to me most probable.
"^ Indian Antiquary, IX, 163 seqq. The beginning of the era used in the first four

may be calculated approximately with the help of the LiM/zavi vawj'ivali, given in

No. 15. It falls shortly before the beginning of the Christian era. The details of

the calculation will be published in the ' Considerations on the Chronology of Nepal,'

now being printed in the Indian Antiquary. The reasons why the dates of Nos. 6-15
must be referred to the 6'riharsha era have been given by Mr. Bendall, Catalogue,

p. xli.

' Indian Antiquary, V, 180. The 6^/;alrapa///an inscription furnishes a good ex-

ample of an archaic type, closely allied to the alphabet of the Horiu^'i palm-leaves,
from Western India. Other examples of the same type are found on the seal of 6'arva-

varman, the Maukhari (Journ. Roy. As. Soc. Ill, p. y]l)i o" the Buddhist clay seals

from Valabhi, Kawheri (Journ. Bomb. Br. Roy. As. Soc. VI, plates vii'^-vii'^), and Java

(Bumell, Elements, plate xxii), on the Kamavana inscription (Ind. Antiquary, X, 34),

on the Morbt plate, dated Gopta (Gaupta)-sa;vat 585 (Ind. Antiquary, II, 258), on

the Deogarh pillar, dated (Vikrama)-sawvat 919 and ^'akasawvat 784 (Cunningham,

Reports, X, plate xxiii), on the Seven Pagodas (Bumell, Elem. plate xxii), and on a

number of unpublished photographs and facsimiles, among which the Da^-avatara

fragment of the Rash/raku/as (transcript published, Burgess, Arch. Rep. W. I. vol. v.

87-89) may be specially mentioned. All these documents show, in spite of numerous

small divergencies, a family likeness, and agree in principle with the alphabet of our

palm-leaves. There is not a single one among them which can be referred with

certainty to an earlier period than the eighth century A. D.
* Indian Antiquary, XI, 108.
* Umeta plates, Indian Antiquary, VI 1, 61 ;

Kaira plates, Journ. Roy. As. Soc. N. S.

IV, p. 248, plates ii and iii. Though Dr. Bhagvanlal (Indian Antiquary, XIII, 71 seqq.)

has expressed strong doubts with respect to the genuineness of the Umeta and Ilao

plates, and has referred the dates of the Kaira plates to the seventh century, I have

no hesitation in saying that his suspicions against the former are unfounded. My chief

argument is that another unpublished grant of king Dadda Pra^antaraga exists, which
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In order to facilitate reference, the annexed plate vi gives a tabular

view of the most important among these alphabets, as well as of that

of the Horiu5'i palm-leaves. The characters have been taken from
the published facsimiles referred to in the preceding notes. Only for

the vSarada alphabet, tracings of the unpublished MS. of the wSakuntala

na/aka (Deccan College Coll. of 1876-1877, No. 192) have been used, and
for a few letters of column viii, impressions from the original Bagumra
plates. The compiler of the table is Dr. Pfurtscheller, of Vienna. I now

proceed to a detailed and comparative examination of the characters of

the Horiu^i palm-leaves,

III.

A. Initial Vowels.

a differs from Gu.^ and the older alphabets, by the curve open to

the left in the lower portion of the left half of the letter, and by the

shortening of the right-hand vertical. The former peculiarity is charac-

teristic of all the literary alphabets of Northern India. Identical with

H. P. are Ne. MSS. 1049 and 1702, ^a., the modern Devanagari of

Western India, Ne. I. Nos. 13-15, while Nos. 1-9, 12 agree with Gu.,

and No. 11 has a transitional form, similar to Ghk. Sa. agrees, too, but

has, in addition, a closed top.

a is formed like a with the addition of the mark of the long vowel,

for which both a curve at the lower end of the right-hand vertical and

the usual a-stroke to the right of the top are used. The first form

occurs in Ne. MS. 1049 ^"^^ N^* ! No. 1$ (No. i showing the old a

is dated in ^akasawvat 415, and mentions an eclipse of the sun which really happened
on the day named. This grant, the Bagumra plates, will be shortly published in the

Transactions of the Vienna Academy, together with a discussion of the whole Gur^ara

question. I will add, already here, that in consequence of Dr. Bhagvanlal's discovery
of a longer series of Gur^j^ara kings, I no longer refer the date of the Kavi plate of

6^ayabha/a (Indian Antiq. V, 103) to the Vikrama era. I admit that Mr. Fleet's and

General Cunningham's calculations, which make the date Saw. 486 equal to 736 A. D.,

are probably correct.
* In the sequel the following abbreviations will be used : Gu. = Gupta ; Gu. Ind. =

Gupta of the Indokhera plates ;
Gu. Ku. = Gupta of Kuhaon ; H. P. = Horiu2-i palm-

leaves
;

G^,^a. = G/^alrapi^/zan inscription; Ne. I. = Nepalese inscriptions of Dr. Bhag-
vanlal's series

;
Ne. MSS. = Nepalese MSS. ;

Sz. = 5arada alphabet ;
Sa. = Dantidurga's

Simanga^/i plates ; U. B. = signatures on the Umeta and Bagumra plates. Figures in

brackets without any addition refer to the columns on the accompanying table.

L [in. 3.]
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with the curve below). The second is found in Ne. MS. 1702. The

curve at the bottom is used as a sign of the length, in many ancient

and modern alphabets from various parts of India, compare e. g. the

Vehgi, Va//elu/u, the modern Grantha, Tamil, and Tulu (Burnell, Elem.

plates i, xv-xviii). It is almost a principle in Indian palaeography,

that the place where a stroke, denoting length, may be attached to the

akshara, is immaterial, and that the choice of its form, whether straight,

curved, or round, depends entirely on convenience.

i differs from the ancient forms by the arrangement of the dots or

circles in a triangle, the base of which is turned upwards, and the apex

downwards, as well as by the addition of a small curve to the lower dot.

This arrangement of the dots is, no doubt, due to the desire to mark

or to keep the line. The immediate precursor of the H. P. form is that

of Gu. Ind. Gu. Ku. shows a slightly different arrangement of the dots

and wedge instead of the right-hand upper dot. This form occurs

throughout in Ne. I. Nos. i-ia, while Nos. 13-15 have the character

of H. P., which appears also in Ghk., 5a., Sa., Ne. MSS., and many other

Northern alphabets. It continues sporadically in the Caina Devanagari,

as late as the fifteenth century.

i is characterised by the arrangement of the four dots which form a

rhombus instead of a square (Andhra, Nanagha/, Burgess, Ind. Alph. 5),

and by the curve of the lower dot. The form of H. P. occurs on the

Morbi plate in the name 6^aikadeva. Ne. MS. 1049 differs slightly, as

the dot above the line has a very minute tail. Sk. differs, its form,

which consists of a straight line and two dots, being derived from that

used on the Gur^ara plates (Kaira) -J'.

u is again a test-letter, and characterised by the curve to the left into

which the right-hand horizontal stroke of the old Maurya and Andhra

letter has been converted. Gu. shows still a curve to the right, and so

do Ne. I. Nos. 1-12. But Ne. I. 13-15, Ne. MSS., 5a., GJA., Sa., as

well as all the Northern literary alphabets, agree with H. P. either fully

or very closely.

u differs from the short vowel by a straight slanting stroke, issuing

from the right side of the wedge, and has thus a slightly more archaic

appearance than the closely allied forms of Ne. MS, 1049, 5a., and the

other modern literary alphabets, where the long vowel is marked by a

curve attached in various ways.
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ri seems to be the parent of the modern Devanagari forms, comes
nearest to that used by the Mara//ms, and is alhed to the Nandinagari
form rL (left out by Burnell). A comparison of the forms preserved
in Ne. MS. 1049 and 5a., leads me to suspect that the letter has in all

cases been formed out of ra by the addition of a curve turned to the

right, which serves to denote the medial ri in the Gupta and later

alphabets. The differences in the form are caused partly by the

adoption of various forms of ra as matrix or basis, and partly by the

difference in the manner in which the curve is attached. In the H. P.

sign, the basis is the left-hand part, a ra consisting of a vertical with

a small horizontal line attached to the middle, on the left side, the curve

denoting the medial ri has been expanded and placed to the right of

the matrix, the connexion being formed by a horizontal bar. In the

letter of Ne. MS. 1049 the matrix is a ra^ consisting of a short vertical

with a knob-like projection on the left, and the curve has been attached

to the latter. In the 5a. form, the ra chosen as the matrix is the

straight down-stroke, and the curve has been added to its lower end.

rt consists of the same elements and the mark of the long vowel,
which in H. P. consists of a curve, in Ne. MS. 1049 of a slanting straight

stroke, and in 5a. of a loop, all being attached on the right side, though
at different elevations.

/ and /i find their counterparts only in Ne. MS. 1049. The sign
for /i, given in the latter, seems to be that of H. P., only turned the other

way, and the large curve, which in the /i of Ne. MS. is interlaced with

the sign for the short vowel, represents the small slanting stroke which

denotes the long vowel in H. P. Both the signs for the short vowel

seem to be modifications of the cursive la, known from the Gur^ara

plates of the fifth century, and the Valabhi grants of 5iladitya I, and
his successors (Burgess, Ind. Alphabets, 29).

e shows the old triangle, but with the base turned upwards, and the

apex downwards. This inverted form occurs already in the Mathura
Inscr. No. 20 (Cunningham, Reports, III, plate xv), the era of which
is in my opinion not that of Kanishka, but the Gupta. In the Gupta
inscriptions, both this and the older form, with the apex to the left or

the right, are used, and the same vacillation is observable in the Ne. I.,

where Nos. 9 (1. 12) and 13-15 have the flat-topped form, while No. 10,

1. 2, and No. 12, 1. 15 exhibit the old one. The H. P. form occurs also

L 2
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in GA<i., S.i.. No. MS. 1040, and is the p.uoiU o\' .ill the wulctios o\ the

lettec \vl)ieh arc u.^ed in the vS\\., ne\.in.iL;an\ aiul other al[ihabcls.

o eonsist-< ot' an u with .\ p; ,\sh//;ani.\tr.i, .\nd eonseqncntly i-s fornicd

on the .s.une prineiple .is the old 'MauiNM .uul .\ndhra o (^l>in\<;ess. Tnd.

Aiph. I .\\\<\ I'^V Xe. MS. 1040 ai;rees almost exaetl)'. vV.i. comes

also vei\' close, but substitutes another t'orm ot" the iv7sh//''an\.itia. while

the (j'aina Devan.\i;ari marks the latter b\- a straij^ht stroke above the

top :^ .md the Hr.ihmavical l>e\Mn.iL;.ui in the word Oni b\- .1 cvn\e ;^.

.\s tar as 1 can judi^e the word Oni. which piecedes in the 11. V. the

SvUra, the Ohdra^/i. and the table ot letters, did not ilitVer tVoni the

letter, g;i\"en in plate \ i. Plates ii iv i;i\e. ho\\e\er. .i somewh.il ditVcrent

sign, which occasionally occurs at the beginning; ol' inscriptions, /fiogon

^.ibo\e. p. \Ci^ mistakes it t"or a \ariet)- ot' ^ i.

an is intercstini^' by the manner in which a (.listinctix'c m.nk, in realit}'

an .\-stroke. is attached on the riL;ht side. Xe. MS. 1040. ^\i.. .md the

Western Cj'aina De\an.ii;.iri aL;ree ver\- closel\- with 11. V.

1>. SiN\uK Consonants.

ka retains its ancient cross or dagger-shape in combination with

virAina
(i. fi^"i\

and in the groups kta
^^i,

66). ksha
(i. 6'-). and k\a

^r).

In all other cases it show s to the left of the central down-stroke a heart-

shaped figure, and to the right a downward prolongation ot" the crossbar

ending in a slight twist to the right. The latter t'orm occurs in Xe.

I. I : (once 1. 23), i^-iji- ^^'- ^^S, 1049. and Sa. It is clearl\- the parent
ot' the lonns used in ^".i . the modern Devanagari, and other literary

alphabets ot' X'orthern India. In Xe. I. i >-i5 and Sa. the older form is

used too, and the rule, regulating its use, seems to be that it is retained,

whenever a vowel or consonant is placed under ka. Thus we find it

in ku. k/7. kta, ksha, and kya. but not in ki. ko. etc. It is evident that

the occasional retention of the crossbar in compound letters in the

De\^iuig"ari\ vS",uad,i. and other literary alphabets is a remnant of this

usage. G/tA. and X"e. I. ,^-12 show throughout the old dagger-shape, but

have at the end of the vertical in the middle a small upward stroke

turned to the lei't. It seems probable that the heart-shaped figure

arose t'rom the prolongation of this little stroke to the end of the cross-

^ The De\-.\n.ig-;\r{ MSS.. c\cn ol' the sixteenth centur)-. still use the dagger-shape
in .'vccord.vnce with the rule of Ne, I. and SA,
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bar'. A .similar dcvelo:.,M-..,t. rnay be observed in the V4ka/aka and

A'alukya forms of ka (Burgess, Ind. Alphabets, 22 and 23, 30 and 31),

Gu. and Ne. I. f have the old dagger-shape, without the up-stroke

at the end of the vertical, but, as alao the older Mathur4 inscriptions,

with the ends of the crossbar bent downwards.

kha is characterised by its flat top and angular shape, the position

of the loop on the left side of the right-hand down-stroke, and the

prolongation of the latter beyond the loop. In Gu. and the older

alphabets, the top is invariably round, and the loop attached to the

right side of the right-hand down-stroke. In Ne. I. No. i, ii, 1. 11

has the round top, but the loop on the left side of the right-hand down-

stroke, No3. 7-15 show exactly the form of H. P., which appears with

small variations at the end of the left-hand limb, of the size of the loop,

in Ne. MS. 1049, Sk., GAk., and Sk.

ga differs from Gu. and many of the older alphabets by the flat top,

the slight bend of the middle of the left limb towards the right, and

a wedge marking the end of the latter. Ne. I. Nos. i and 3 vacillate

between the round and flat tops, and with respect to the left limb, which

b either straight or bent, and ends in a wedge or a triangle. The
later ones show the fiat top invariably, but vary with respect to the

bend in the left hmb. Ne. MS. 1049, 54., GAk. agree with H. P.

almost exactly ; Si. and U. B. show, instead of a wedge at the end

of the left Hmb, a triangle, which is an ornamental development of the

former.

gha is characterised by the division of the lower horizontal line, on

which in Gu. and older forms the three verticals rest, into two small

curves, and by the prolongation of the third vertical beyond the body
of the letter. Among the Ne. I. No. i, ii, 1. 5 shows the form of Gu.,

No. 13, 1. 39 seems to agree with H. P., while No. 15 slightly differs by
the pointed angle which the third vertical forms with the horizontal

stroke. This last form appears in Ne. MS. 1049 and G/ik^, while the

shape presented by Sk. comes nearer to H. P. Sk. differs horn H. P.

only by the closed top.

na looks, owing to the curve in the down-stroke, almost like /a. In

this respect it resembles the form of Sk. alone, the other alphabets all

' This tbeoiy explains the role according to whidi the dagger-shape is retained, if a
vowel or consonant is attadied to the lower end of ka.
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preserving the old angular shape. Its other peculiarity, the wedge at

the end of the upper horizontal, is found in Ne. I. 3-15 (Nos. 1-2 only

showing the straight stroke of Gu. and the older alphabets), in Ne. MS.

1049, and in vSa. The use of this letter in manonsi (H. P. A. 1. 5),

instead of the anusvara, finds numerous analogies in inscriptions from

various parts of India, where ria commonly stands before S2i, sa^ and ha.

The fact probably finds its explanation by the peculiar pronunciation

of the anusvara before these three letters, where it very frequently has

a guttural sound, resembling gn.

^a differs from the Gu. and older forms by its triangular form, and

the prolongation of the right-hand down-stroke. The former peculiarity

is constant in Ne. I. 10-15 (No. i showing the half-moon of Gu., and

Nos. 3-9 wavering between the crescent and a triangle), as well as in

GJA. But the prolonged down-stroke is found only in Ne. MS. 1049
and Sa. The form of Sk. is probably a modification of the triangle,

the left-hand side of which has been attached to the left end of the

top-line.

kh2i differs from the usual form by the opening in the left-hand circle.

The same peculiarity occurs in Ne. MS. 1049 and Sa.

gdL differs from Gu. and the older forms by the wedge at the end

of the first horizontal bar, by the slanting direction of the second

horizontal, and by the curves given to the third horizontal as well as

to the down-stroke on the left. The same peculiarities appear with

slight modifications in Ne. MS. 1049 ^^^ Ghk. Among the Ne. I. the

slant in the second horizontal and the curve in the third appear already
in No. I, the wedge and the curve in the down-stroke are first clearly

observable in No. 4, though the latter is not constant. The form of Sa.

is a further development^ tending towards the final result, the conversion

of the first horizontal into a top-line, of the second bar into a vertical, and

of the third into a double twist on the left, which is reached in the modern

Devanagari. In 5a. the letter is turned round, the old vertical being made
a horizontal line, and the three horizontals turned into verticals^.

gh^L differs from the old Maurya and Andhra form merely by the

wedges marking the ends of the strokes, and is identical with that of

^ The H. P. form occurs, however, in ancient 5arada MSS. of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries.
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Ne. MS. 1049. 5a. presents a further development, the hook on the

right being detached from the vertical and hung on the top bar. The
modern Devanagari forms of the letter partly go back to the H. P. form,

and partly to the 6^aina "^j with the hook turned downwards.

na shows two forms, the independent and that used in connexion with

g-&. (i, 52). The former differs from the independent form of the older

inscriptions and from Gu. mainly by the shape of the hook on the left,

which turns its opening upwards instead of downwards. The only

analogy is furnished by the compound letter of Gu. (iv. a, 52), and it is

probably the parent of the modern Devanagari ^, where the whole letter

has, however, been turned round. The compound form
(i, 52) finds

its explanation through the independent form of Ne. MS. 1049 ("? '^^\

where the three elements of the ancient form have been converted into

three curves of varying size, the uppermost representing the horizontal

stroke at the top, the middlemost the vertical, and the third the hook

originally attached to the right. The compound form of H. P.
(i, 52)

consists of the same elements, but has been made more regular, and

placed horizontally under the gz. in order to make it possible to preserve
the distances between the lines. The proof for this assertion is furnished

by Ne. L Nos. 1-3, where the H. P. letter occurs in an upright position

(see e.g. No. i, iii, 11. 8, 12, 15), side by side with the older form (No. i,

ii, 1. 3). Ne.L Nos. 3-15 and Sa. agree with H. P. In G"//a. (v, 26, 52) we
have a curious shape exactly agreeing with ;/a. I think it, however,

unlikely that the writer has made a mistake. It is more probable that

the likeness has been produced accidentally by the same process of

turning the letter sideways, and that the curve on the left stands for

the top-stroke of the old letter, the horizontal for its vertical, and the

curve on the right for the hook.

/a differs from the Gu. and older forms by the wedge placed above
the old half-circle and the addition of a small line to the left, which

again ends in a wedge. Among the Ne. I. No. i, iii, 1. 16 wavers be-

tween the older form and that with the line attached to the top. Nos.

3-15, as well as the other alphabets of table vi, fully agree with H. P.

^//a, ^a, and ^/za, which show very slight changes^ require no special
remarks. All the varieties occurring in table vi are identical with or go
back to the angular Maurya form (Burgess, Ind. Alph. 1).

;za again shows two forms, the independent (i, 31) and the subscribed
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compound one
(i, 54). The former agrees fully with Ne. MS. 1049 and

Ne. I. No. 13 (11. 14, 18, etc.), while the second comes close to the inde-

pendent a of 5a. and Sa., and to one variety of the subscribed a in

Ne. I. 15 (vi, 73). It seems to me that the subscribed a of H. P. and

its allies is merely a contracted or compressed form of the independent
?2a. As regards the origin of the latter and of the cognate letters of

Gu. Ind. (iv, 1. 31) in GJA., in Ne. I. No. 15, with which Ne. I. 2 and 4-
12 agree, and of Gu. Ku. (iv. a, 31), found also in Ne. I. i and 3, it is

necessary to begin with the corresponding Maurya letter. For the usual

7/a of the Aj-oka inscriptions I, the Girnar rock gives in one place (ed.

ix, 1. 8, imi/za) T, with the substitution of two small curves for the top
bar. From the latter arises the looped form 9^^, so common in the

Western inscriptions (Burgess, Ind. Alph. 18, 19, 22-27, 28, 32), which in

its turn produces that of Gu. Ku. and of Ne. I. Nos. i, 3, by the separa-

tion of the right-hand curve from the top and its being attached to the

right end of the horizontal bar below. The forms of Gu. Ind. and of the

majority of the Ne. I. show the same change in the position of the left-

hand hook, and besides, omit the loop on the left. The letter, found in

Ghk., H. P., Ne. I. No. 13, and Ne. MSS., finally is a modification of the

last-mentioned form, characterised by the conversion of the right-hand

curve into an angular figure with the wedge, and in the last three cases

by the addition of a small stroke protruding below beyond the body of

the letter.

ta, which fully agrees with Ne. MS. 1049, is characterised by the con-

version of the right-hand curved stroke, found in Gu. and in most of the

older as well as later alphabets^ into a vertical stroke and the shortness of

the stout left limb, which is attached very high. An examination of the

Ne. I. shows that the form of H. P. occurs occasionally in all of them,

even in No. i (e.g. y^aritaw, iii, 1. 18, and gaditai//, iii, 1. 20). In Ne. I.

No. 3 it is used in the majority of cases, while it occurs less frequently

in the later ones. The form of U. B. resembles exactly a modern Deva-

nagari ta turned round.

tha, with its notched left side, the vertical stroke on the right, pro-

truding beyond the body of the letter, and the fiat top, has a very
modern appearance. Nearest to it comes Sa., with which Ne. I. Nos. 4,

6-7, 10 closely agree, the only difference being the want of the tail. Gu.

and Ne. I. No. i show an ellipse with a bar across the middle, a modifi-
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cation of the ancient circle with the dot in the centre ^ Ne. L Nos. 2-3
have the same sign as Gu., but with a flat top. Ne. I. Nos. 11, 13-15,
Ne. MSS., and G/ia.. show further modifications, in which a vertical is

substituted for the right side of the ellipse. The form of 5a. is based on

the same principle.

da offers nothing peculiar except the little stroke at the right end

of the curve, which appears in all the alphabets of our table except in

Gu. In the Ne. L it appears first in No. 4.

dha differs from the Gu. and older forms merely by the narrowing
towards the lower end and by the prolongation of the vertical stroke.

The Gu. form occurs in Ne. 1. Nos. i, 5, 6; one precisely similar, but

with a notch in the left side, in Nos. 7, 9, 10, it, and once in No. 12;

the GM. form in Nos. 12, 14, 15 ;
and the exact H. P. form in No. 13.

na differs from the Gu. and older forms by the filling in of the interior

of the loop and by the straightening of the right-hand down-stroke. In

many cases (e.g. i, 50) the na of H. P. resembles the modern Devanagari
with the left-hand limb placed rather high. The majority of the alpha-

bets of table vi show the old looped form, but G/ia.., Ne. I. Nos. 14-15

(see vi, 50), and Ne. MS. 1049 agree exactly with the two varieties in

H. P. The form of the Indokhera plate (iv. b, 36) proves that the loop

was not exclusively used in the fourth century.

pa is characterised by the curve on the left and the length of the

vertical stroke on the right which protrudes beyond the body of the

letter. In Gu. and the more ancient alphabets, with the sole exception

of the Maurya, the letter is angular and usually square, with an open

top. Sometimes, however, the stroke between the two verticals slopes

downwards towards the right and thus forms at its junction with the

down-stroke an acute angle. A further modification, visible in G/ia.., con-

sists in the introduction of a curve on the left, while the acute angle on

the right remains. This proceeding necessitates a break, marked by a

little notch, in the bottom line. Among the Ne. I. we find the form of

Gu. in Nos. 1-2, 4, 5, 8, 12
;

that of G/ii. with the notch in Nos. 3, 4

(once), 6, 7, 9, II; and the H. P. form once in No. 12, constant in No.

13, and nearly constant in Nos. 14-15. Ne. MS. 1049, 5a., Sa., and

U. B.
(viii, 70) agree more or less exactly with H. P.

^ This form survives later in the group stha, where the tha is, however, turned

sideways, and has given rise to the curious Devanagari stha, which looks like s + ,('a.

M [IILs-]
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pha agrees in principle with the Gu. form, in which, as also in Ne.

MS. 1049 and 5a.; a loop, marking the aspirate, is attached to the right

of the pa instead of on the inside. It differs from Gu. only thereby,

that instead of a loop the older open curve (see Burgess, Ind. Alph. i,

13, 16, 18, 21, 28-32) has been retained. In the Ne. I. a similar form

appears, probably in No. 11 and distinctly in No. 12, 1. 23, while

Nos. 13 and 15 show a loop on the inside of the pa. The curious

form of Sa., which frequently recurs in later inscriptions from

Western India, is caused by the closing of the top of the pa, and is

the parent of the modern Devanagari xb, where the loop has changed
its position.

ba is represented by va, as is also frequently done in inscriptions, e. g.

in Sa. and Ghd,. (^)

bha is characterised by the shortness and wedge-shape of the left

limb and the strong curve at the beginning of the down-stroke on the

right. The treatment of the left limb is doubtlessly, if compared with

the Gu. form, more modern. With respect to the curve the same asser-

tion cannot be made with equal confidence, as it appears in several

ancient alphabets (see Burgess, Ind. Alph. 6-7, 11-14). In the Ne. I.,

Nos. 1-6 show the form of Gu., Nos. 7-9, 12, 14, 15 either fully agree
with H. P. or come very close to it, Nos. 10-11 vacillate between the

two, and No. 13 has the left limb of H. P., but the straight down-stroke

of Gu. Among the other alphabets, Ne. MS. 1049 and GJA. fully agree
with H. P. The forms of vSa. and Sa. are modifications of that of H. P.

With respect to the latter, which occurs in a great number of inscriptions

of the ninth and later centuries, it may be remarked that its origin is

well illustrated by a form occurring in Ne. I. No. 12
(11. 9 and 16), where

the wedge has been converted into a triangle, the middle of which is not

filled in.

ma shows a slight modification of the form of Gu. and looks more
archaic than those of vSa., Ne. MS. [049^ and Sa., in all of which the

right down-stroke protrudes beyond the body of the letter. The Ne. I.

vacillate between the Gu. and H. P. forms. The form of U. B. is in one

respect more archaic than all the others. For the loop on the left is a

better representation of the lower half of the ancient ma, which in the

literary alphabets has been turned sideways, than the simple side-stroke

of the other alphabets. This loop survives in the Western inscriptions
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until the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and is still occasionally used in

the modern Devanagari of Western India.

ya is one of the test-letters. It shows an essentially cursive form,

containing, instead of three down-strokes, two with a projecting point
on the left which indicates the third. The same form appears in all

the alphabets of our table excepting Gu. It is important to note

that Ne. I. Nos. 1-12 have the form of Gu., and Nos. 13-15 alone that

of H. P.

ra is remarkably short, and consists of two wedges the points of which

are joined together. Sometimes
(i, 59) the lower wedge has a small tail,

turned to the right. According to what has been said above on the

wedges, it cannot be doubtful that the lower wedge is, as in the left-

hand limbs of kha (v, vi, 18), ga (i, 19), and other cases, merely intended

to mark the end of the straight down-stroke, of which the letter originally

consisted (see Gu. and older alphabets), and that the little projecting tail

was originally a merely ornamental appendage. It seems, however, that

later the wedge and its tail were considered essential elements of the

letter, and that hence the forms of Sa. and U. B. (viii, 50) arose, where

ra consists of a straight down-stroke with a left-hand knob-like limb, or

with a small horizontal line on the left. The last form still survives in

the Devanagari of the Mara//^a country. Among the other alphabets
of our table, Ne. MSS. and Sa. closely agree with H. P., while G/ia.

shows a more strongly developed tail. Among the Ne. I., Nos. 1-2 have

the same form as Gu., and Nos. 3-15 a peculiar one in which the end of

the down-stroke is marked by a small projection to the left.

la shows in the left-hand limb a very archaic form, but the right-hand

down-stroke being prolonged below has more the appearance of a support

to which the letter leans than of an integral portion. It is evidently the

descendant of a form like that used in Gu. Ind. (iv. b, 44), and has no

connexion with the Gu. Ku. (iv. a, 44), which itself is a cursive variety of

Gu. Ind., framed according to a somewhat different principle. Among
the Ne. I., Nos. 1-3 have the letter of Gu. Ku., Nos. 4-10 that of G/ia..

without the prolongation of the right-hand down-stroke, and Nos. 11-15

partly the latter and partly that of H. P., with which also Ne. MS. 1049,

Sa.., and Sa. agree.

va shows the usual Devanagari form, a round figure, half an ellipse,

clinging to a vertical which below protrudes beyond the former. All the

M 2
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alphabets of our table, excepting Gu., which has the older triangular

form, agree more or less closely. Among the Ne. I., Nos. 1-3 and 8

agree with Gu., while the remainder show the triangular shape rarely, or

more frequently a transitional form with round left side, or simply that

of H. P.

J- a dififers from the Gu. and older forms by its more angular appear-

ance, though the top may be occasionally slightly rounded. In the

Ne. I. the forms vary throughout between those of Gu. and H. P. (see

vi, 44 and ^^). Ne. MS. 1049 agrees, as usually, with H. P. Ghk. leans

more towards the Gu. form. wS"a. as well as Sa. and U. B. (viii, 54) show

more modern developments. In the latter two the large triangle, a

modification of the wedge, at the end of the left-hand stroke is worthy
of note.

sha differs from the form of Gu. Ind. and the older ones chiefly by
the prolongation of the right-hand side-stroke, which appears also in

Ne. MS. 1049, Ghk.^ vSa., and Sa. Gu. Ku. preserves the old sha only
in ksha (iv. a, 67). In all other cases it uses a cursive form, in which

the curved bottom of the letter has been converted into a loop, not

extending to the right-hand down-stroke, but attached to the crossbar

in the middle of the letter. This form we find also in Ne. I. Nos. i-io,

12, and once in No. 11
(1. 9), while No. 11, 1. 2, and Nos. 13-15 have

the sha of H. P., the prolongation of the right-hand down-stroke being

particularly well developed in No. 13.

sa differs from Gu. Ind. by the conversion of the hook on the left into

a wedge, and by the elongation of the right-hand down-stroke. The
forms of Ne. MS. 1049, 5a,, GJA., and some of those in the Ne. I. agree.

Among the latter, Nos. 1-12 show instead of the wedge mostly a

triangle. But the wedge occurs occasionally in Nos. 6, 7, 9, 12, seems to

be constant in No. 14, and is used with one exception in No. 15. In

this latter exceptional case we have the form with the opened wedge

(viii, 48, below the line), which is found once also in No. 6, once in No. 11,

and throughout in No. 13, as well as in Sa. and U. B. (viii, 57). It sur-

vives to this day in the Devanagari of Ra^putana. Gu. Ku. differs

with respect to the left limb, which is represented by a loop, either a

modification of the ancient curve, or a cursive transformation of the

triangle.

ha does not show any very important changes. It deserves to be
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noted that Gu. Ku. again presents a more advanced form than the con-

temporary and later alphabets, and that Ne. L Nos. 1-3, as usually, agree
with Gu. Ku. The projection below the base-line which is found in Sa.

and U. B., and remains constant in modern Devanagari, has probably
been caused by the writer's adding the curve separately, as they do still,

and beginning it at the right-hand end.

C. Medial Vowels.

a shows a down-stroke, sometimes wedge-shaped, and usually less

than half as long as the akshara, to the right side of which it is invari-

ably attached. This form agrees closely with those of all the alphabets

of our table, excepting Gu. and GJik.^ where the a-stroke frequently goes

upwards, and is sometimes connected with the left-hand down-stroke of

the aksharas. Among the Ne. I., Nos. 1-3 only show the forms of Gu.

The origin of the down-strokes denoting a seems to be that the end of

the old horizontal a-stroke was defined, as in other cases, by a wedge or

a line, and that in course of time this originally unessential part came to

be considered as the really important sign. The desire for regularising the

appearance of the letters further led to its prolongation as far as the

lower end of the aksharas. In connexion with ^a the a is represented
in H. P., as in most old alphabets, by an up-stroke attached to the

middle bar of the letter. This practice is an archaic feature, and owing
to the circumstance that since the earliest times the a-stroke was inserted

in the middle of this letter. Ne. MS. 1049 shows in this respect an

innovation
(ii, 52), as the a is connected with the wedge at the end of

the upper bar by a curve turning upwards. The same form is common
in the Rash/raku/a and other inscriptions in connexion with /a and m.

(vii, 51), and occurs even in Devanagari paper MSS.
i shows the characteristic prolongation of the curve over the top of the

akshara towards the left^ until it reaches the level of the lower end of

the akshara. In Gu,, with which Ne. I, No. i fully agrees, the tail of the

curve does not go down so far. In the Ne. I. Nos. 2-1 1 the long-tailed

sign appears together with the short-tailed one. Nos. 12-15 fully agree
with H. P. and the other alphabets of our table.

i, which appears only once, stands still above its akshara with the
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curve to the right. The other alphabets, with the exception of Gu.,

show the form with the tail prolonged to the level of the end of the

akshara. Among the Ne. I., Nos. i-ii show the H. P. form constantly,

Nos. 12-15 have the long-tailed one also.

u is usually marked by a short straight down-stroke, defined at

the end by a minute wedge, but occasionally by the curve below the

akshara, common in modern Devanagari. The former sign is archaic

and the representative of the longer straight stroke, used in Gu.

It is retained in all the alphabets of our table and in the modern 5arada

to the present day, though its use becomes gradually more and more

circumscribed by the greater frequency with which the curve is employed.
In this respect it is interesting to note that the earlier Ne. I. use the

curve very rarely, while Nos. 13-15 have it in the great majority of

cases.

u has three forms, two of which
(i, 58 and 59) are traceable in other

alphabets, while that in i, $'], an exact representation of the independent u,

is, I believe, not known on inscriptions. All the numerous varieties

observable in the cognate alphabets go back to combinations of two

straight strokes or two curves. That of U. B. deserves to be noted on

account of its similarity to the modern Devanagari form.

ri shows the usual form which is always used in the Gupta inscriptions

and remains constant in all the cognate alphabets.

e, ai, o, and au offer no peculiarities, except that the pr/sh///amatra is

used more frequently than superscribed matra. The virama
(i, 6^ is

remarkable, as it exactly agrees with that still used in the modern

alphabets. Among the Ne. I., Nos. 4-15 have it too, as well as the

other form observable in Ghk. and 5a., where a stroke over the top and

at the right side of the letter is used. Nos. 1-3 indicate the absence of

the vowel by the size of the consonant, which in such cases is made half

as big as those which are to be pronounced with a. This practice,

which is the usual one in Gu. and earlier alphabets, is still remembered

in India. For a vowelless consonant, e.g. m is even at present frequently

called by the Pa;/rt^its ardha-makara. In Ne. MS. 1049 and other

ancient documents small-sized letters are sometimes used in combina-

tion with the stroke marking the virama.
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D. Conjunct Consonants.

Some groups, those with k and g, have already been noticed above.

Among the remaining ones the following only require some remarks :

1. In groups ending with ya the last stroke of that letter is

occasionally drawn up as far as the top of the akshara
(i, 69). This

peculiarity, a result of the tendency to equalise the length of the

strokes, occurs in the Ne. L Nos. 4-1 5) while Nos. 1-3 do not know it.

It is constant in Sa., in the modern Devanagari, and some other literary

alphabets.

2. The groups beginning with ra
(i, 72-73) show besides the super-

scribed wedge, which is common to H. P., Ne. MS. 1049, and many
inscriptions, cases in which the ra is inserted into the left-hand down-

stroke of letters. This practice explains the curious forms of Sa.. where

the ra at first sight seems to be denoted by a small line on the left

(iiij 72). In reality, however, the projecting side-stroke marks the top
of the m a.

3. In the group sh^a the ^a is placed on its side (compare the

corresponding signs of 5a., 6'//a., Ne-. I. 15, and Sa., and my remarks

on na). It may be added that in the Ne. I. tha is also placed sideways
in combination with sa H, and then retains its elliptical form. This

form of the group has given rise to the modern Devanagari form which

looks like s/^a.

4. Some groups, finally, like spra and sma
(i, 76, 77), show a

beginning of the method of combination^ used in the later alphabets,

according to which the consonants of a group are placed side by side in-

stead of the one below the other. It is sometimes, but rarely, observable

in the older inscriptions.

IV.

If we sum up the results of the preceding examination of the charac-

ters of the H. P., it is in the first place evident that they present to

us a perfectly developed literary alphabet, formed according to well-

defined principles which were forced on the writer by his. writing

materials, pen^ ink, and narrow palm-leaves, or suggested by the

requirements of order and regularity. The narrow leaves, on which not
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merely a few sentences but longer compositions had to be written,

required the use of signs of moderate size, the shortening of

sprawling horizontal strokes and the abandonment or reduction

of tails, and the turning or compressing of the lower portions of

compound letters. The use of the pen made it convenient to form the

right-hand down-strokes separately, and naturally led to their prolonga-
tion beyond the body of the letter, and it likewise suggested the formation

of curves to the left instead of to the right. If the MSS. were to be

easily readable, it was necessary to mark the lines and to define the ends

of the strokes. A slight pressure on the pen at the beginning of the

down-strokes produced a thickening at their tops, which in combination

with the old serif led to the formation of the wedges. The wedges
once being adopted, the sense for regularity and an artistic feeling

caused them to be used at the ends of horizontal and vertical strokes.

Secondly, the close agreement of the much later Nepalese MSS. and

of numerous inscriptions from all parts of India with the forms of H. P.,

shows that this alphabet was not exclusively cultivated by the Buddhists

or peculiar to Northern India, but enjoyed a widespread popularity

down to the end of the ninth century, and perhaps later. At present it

survives only in the 5arada of Kai-mir, which probably branched off in

early times. For though fully agreeing in principle, it shows numerous

differences in details, and has had, as stated above, a separate existence

at least since the times of Avantivarman^

Thirdly, the relation of the H. P. alphabet to those used in the

Nepalese inscriptions proves distinctly that the epigraphic characters did

not keep pace with those used for literary purposes, but remained for

a long time more archaic, and were gradually modified by the influence

of the letters employed for purposes of every-day life. Considering the

great importance of this point, it will not be superfluous to present the

facts, revealed by the preceding analysis, in a tabular view, and to

give a full statement of the manner in which the final conclusions are

reached. The tabular abstract of the facts may be arranged as on the

opposite page.

^ The earliest longer document in 5arada letters is an unpublished inscription of

one Dharmahka, dated in the year 68 (of the Lokakala), during the reign of 'king'
Didda or 991-2 A.D. It was found by Dr. Leitner in 6'rinagar. The stone is at

present in the Lahore Museum.
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Letters.
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If we had no historical information regarding the age of the Horiu^i

palm-leaves, every palaeographist, I believe, would draw from the above

facts the inference that they belonged to the beginning of the eighth

century A. D. For it is undeniable that their alphabet is nearly identical

with the characters of Ne. I., Nos. 13-15? which were written between

749-50 and 759-60 A. D., and that the earlier documents of the Nepal
series apparently show, how the H. P. alphabet was gradually evolved in

the course of about four centuries from the Gupta characters. This con-

clusion would be strengthened by the circumstance that the G^/zalrapa/Z^an

inscription of Sa;vat 746, which mostly shows characters, standing mid-

way between the Gupta and H. P. alphabets, cannot be older than the

end of the seventh century, and that there is no inscription showing
letters similar to Ghk. which can be referred to an earlier time. It

would further be corroborated by the close resemblance of the Daj-ava-

tara fragment, of the Deogarh pillar inscription, of the Morbi plate,

and of the oldest Nepalese MSS. of the Cambridge collection with

our palm-leaves, as none of these documents can be placed earlier than

the second half of the eighth century, and some of them clearly belong to

the ninth century. In short, on the supposition that the characters of

the inscriptions permit us to trace the gradual transformation of the Indian

alphabets, the arguments for assigning the Horiu^-i MS. to the beginning of

the eighth century would be as strong as possible. As we, however, know
from external evidence that this document is at the least two hundred

years older, it is evident that there must be some radical fault in the

argumentation. The facts with respect to the age of the inscriptions

being indisputable, the fault must lie in the tacit assumption that the

inscriptions give us a correct view of the development of the Indian

alphabets. This being once recognised, the case is plain enough.

Starting from the two facts that we have on the one hand a MS. of the

first half of the sixth century A. D., showing an alphabet with far ad-

vanced forms, and on the other hand a series of inscriptions, extending
over the period from the fourth to the eighth century, the characters

of which gradually change and in their latest development closely agree

with those of the MS., the inevitable conclusion is that the changes
in the epigraphic characters are due to the influence of the literary

alphabet. In other words, the masons who incised the inscriptions, or

the writers who wrote the originals from which the masons copied, tried
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to make the characters archaic, but succumbed at last to the influence of

the Hterary alphabet which they used in every-day life. In some cases the

old forms disappeared sooner, in others later, and the natural conclusion

was, as it is always in such struggles, that the antique types went out

altogether.

The correctness of this view is supported by the analogies observable

in the history of writing among most other nations, and by a not

inconsiderable number of phenomena in Indian inscriptions which are

inexplicable on the supposition that the epigraphic characters kept pace
with the literary ones. Whether we turn to the Greek, the Roman,
or the Semitic alphabets, or even to those of our own times, the tendency
to use archaic characters and forms for epigraphic documents is every-
where apparent, and in no case is it possible to trace the development
of the literary alphabets with the help of the epigraphic characters.

As the discoveries of papyri made of late years in Egypt show, even

the ancient Greeks as well as the Arabs possessed already in very early

times fully developed literary alphabets which differed considerably from

those used in their inscriptions. As regards the facts in Indian inscrip-

tions which bear on this point, they fall chiefly under three heads, the

occasional use of modern-looking characters for the signatures or attesta-

tions in royal grants, the main portion of which is written in an archaic

alphabet ;
the occasional occurrence of a mixture of alphabets in one and

the same inscription ;
and of retrograde steps in one and the same series

of documents. The modern-looking signatures occur first on the Gur^ara

grants, some of which have been mentioned above ^, viz. on the plates

of Dadda Pra^-antaraga, dated (5aka)-Sa;;zvat 380 (458-9 a. d.), (5aka)-
Sa7vat 385 (463-4 A. D.), vSakasa;;zvat 400 (478-9 A. D.), ^Sakasawvat

415 (493 A. D.), as well as in those of G^ayabha/a, dated Sa;;zvat 456 (706
A. D.) and Samvat 486 (736 A. D.). The letters obtainable from the third

and fourth grants have been given in table vi, col. viii. The first (where,
as well as in the second, the attestations show a mixture of modern-looking
and archaic characters) furnishes likewise the H. P. form of ka^ and the

sixth yields forms of^a and bha which exactly agree with those of Sd^

^ See p. 72, and note 5.
^ The first alone has it in the word dinakara, while the second shows the ancient

dagger-shaped letter.

^ See Fleet and Burgess, Old Pali, Sanskrit and Kanarese Inscriptions, plate 272,

N 3
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The same practice is observable in the grant of the Rash/rakui^ king

Govinda IV of Broach ^^ dated 5akasawvat 749 (827-8 a. D.), where the

attestation exhibits characters closely resembling those of Sa., while the

grant itself is written in an alphabet similar to that of Dadda Praj-anta-

raga's plates. A mixed alphabet, or rather a sporadic occurrence of

modern-looking signs among archaic ones, is found, as I have pointed out,

Ind. Ant. IX, 63, in the third grant of Dadda Praj-antaraga, where in the

first line the word vasakat looks like nasakat, owing to the employ-
ment of the cursive va instead of the archaic triangle. The same

peculiarity is observable on the fourth unpublished grant from Bagumra,
but the fifth (Ind. Ant. XIII, 116) has according to the facsimile a real na,

quite different from the character on the two earlier documents. On a

re-examination of the three inscriptions I find still another trace of the

influence of the literary alphabet in the formation of the letter i-a,

which, here and there, shows the prolonged right-hand down- stroke,

while in other respects it resembles the form of Gu. Ku. A second case of

the sporadic introduction of advanced forms among archaic ones occurs

in the grant of 5iladitya II, dated Saw. 252, where the H. P. form of

ka and the Devanagari va appear several times, though mostly the

ancient letters are used^. A third case, which belongs to much later

times, has been pointed out in the remarks on the grant of Bhimadeva

of A;zhilva(^, dated Vikramasa;vat 1086 (1029-30 a. D.^). It is of par-

ticular significance, because the (^aina palm-leaf MSS. of the same or

even somewhat earlier times show their peculiar Devanagari letters with-

out any change.

The retrograde steps which sometimes are observable in one and

the same series of documents are best illustrated by the inscriptions

of the Rash/raku/as, found in the Mara///a country and in Gujarat.

The earliest of the series are the Samanga^f/^ plates of Dantidurga from

the neighbourhood of Kolhapur, dated vSakasawvat 675 (753-4 A.D.), the

characters of which closely resemble the modern Devanagari (plate vi,

col. vii). Next comes a grant of one Kakka, evidently the scion of

* Indian Antiquary, V, 113, and Fleet and Burgess loc. cit., plate 282 (3). In the

grant of Govinda's elder brother, Karka, dated 5akasa;vat 734 (812-3 A. D,), the sign

manual shows the same letters as the remainder of the document.
2 Ind. Ant. XI, 305.
^ Ind. Ant. VI, 193 note.
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a branch of the family settled in Southern Gujarat, which is dated

5akasa/vat 679 (757-8 A.D.), and exhibits archaic characters of the

type which the kings of Valabhi used after Sa?;?. 300 of the era of their

plates ^ To the same period belongs the Daj-avatara fragment, written

in the alphabet of H. P. Then we have two grants of Govinda III, the

son of Dantidurga's cousin, both dated in 6"akasa;/2vat 730 (808-9

A.D.), and showing an alphabet very similar to that of Dantidurga's

grant, but in some respects slightly more archaic^. These are followed

by the Baroda plates of Karka II, dated 5akasa;vat 734 (812-3 A.D.),

and the Kavi plates of Govinda IV, dated 6"akasa;;/vat 749 (827-8 A.D.),
both with archaic letters, resembling those of the Gur^ara and Valabhi

jasanas. All the following documents, the earliest of which is an

unpublished grant of Dhruva II of Broach, dated Saka.sa.mvat 757
or 835 A.D., while the oldest published is the Bagumra grant of

Dhruva III of Broach, dated 5akasa;vat 789 (June 6, 867 A.D.)^,

again show an alphabet still more closely allied to the modern

Devanagari than that of the grants of Dantidurga and of Govinda
III. The backward and forward jumps are in this case so enormous,
that even the warmest advocate of the theory which evolves the

literary from the epigraphic alphabets must become puzzled (see Burnell,

Elem. S. Ind. Pal. p. 54, note 3).

The bearing of these three sets of facts is plain. They clearly illus-

trate the truth of the maxim that the inscriptions are not safe guides
for the investigation of the history of the Indian alphabet, but that in

the development of the letters they lag behind the literary documents.

Another result deducible from the analysis of the H. P. alphabet

is, that it is probably more ancient than the precursor of the modern

Devanagari, found in U. B. and Sa., though the former documents date

a little earlier than the H. P. palm-leaves. The reason for this suppo-
sition is that U. B. and Sk. both show characteristics belonging to the

system followed in H. P., and inexplicable on the general principles

prevailing in Sa. and U. B. The triangles in the left limbs of kha, ga,

1 Dr. Bhagvanlal, Journ. Bomb. Br. R. As. Soc. XVI, Article viii.

"^ The Radhanpur and the Van-Dindori plates, Ind. Ant. VI, 59, and Ind. Ant. XI,
1 56. The most prominent among the archaic features of these grants is that the tops
of the letters are mostly left open.

^ Ind. Ant. XII, 179.
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and ja, the opened-up triangles in bha and sa, and the straight line

to the left of the down-stroke in ra are, as has been shown above, all

remnants of wedges. The employment of wedges is one of the prin-

ciples regulating the letters of H. P., but they are meaningless in an

alphabet like that of U. B. Sa., which in general employs only straight

or curved lines. If we, therefore, find in U. B. Sa. forms which are

based on the principles prevailing in the H. P., the inevitable inference

is that U. B. Sa. has been modified by the influence of H. P. This

conclusion is, of course, of great importance for the determination of the

age of the alphabet with the wedges. As U. B. belongs to the end of

the fifth century, it seems not unreasonable to assume that the H. P.

characters existed in the fourth century, and perhaps earlier. How
far they go back must for the present be left undetermined. But I

believe that a fuller investigation of the inscriptions of the Gupta kings,

which will only be possible when Mr. Fleet's exact facsimiles have been

published, will make its existence during the reign of that dynasty very

probable.

These remarks will, I hope, suffice to show that the discovery of the

Horiu^'i palm-leaves is, indeed, an event of the highest importance for

the Indian palaeographist. I am persuaded that this importance will

be brought out still more clearly, when, in a general survey of the history

of the Indian alphabets, the principles adopted above have been fully

worked out and applied also to the writing of Southern India, and if

it is shown that in the South too the apparent gradual transformation of

the epigraphic characters is not the cause of the development of the

modern literary characters, but the result of their existence. The

materials, requisite for such a task, are at present not at my command
;

and if I had them, I should be afraid of abusing the hospitality which

the editor of this volume has offered me, by extending these remarks

to an unreasonable length. I, however, cannot refrain from pointing out,

that according to Dr. Burnell, the Southern alphabets were developed
after the year i coo A. D.^, while two passages of H iouen Thsang, Memoires

I, 73 and II, 119, point to the existence of separate literary alphabets

in the South about the year 600 A. D. In the second passage the pilgrim

says that
'

the language and writing of the Dravi^a country are " a little
"

^ Elem. S. Ind. Pal. p. 14.
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different from those of Central India/ The word 'little^ must here

not be taken in too literal a sense, because it applies both to the

language an ancient Dravi^ian dialect and to the alphabet. If the

alphabet differed only half as much from those used in the North as

the language must have done, it is evident that the remark cannot apply
to the characters of the Pallava inscriptions, but refers to a precursor of

the modern Telugu or of the Grantha. Among the Southern inscriptions

those of the Rash/raku^a kings (see e. g. the facsimile, Ind. Ant. XI,

pp. ia6-iJ7) furnish abundant proof that many of the characteristic forms

of the Kanarese and Telugu alphabets existed in the eighth century.

Even a lately-discovered inscription from Gujarat, the above-mentioned

grant of Dhruva II of Broach, shows in the attestation Kanarese letters

(ka, kha, da, dha, ra) mixed with older forms.

G. BUHLER.
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ITOGRAPH OF ZIOGON'S COPY OF THE OLD PALM LEAVES OF HORIUZI, DATED A.

SENT TO PROFESSOR MAX MULLER IN 1883..
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